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1. Introduction
Looking at the take off of mobile phones the trend to more mobility cannot be ignored. Looking at the
predictions on the markets for wireless network technology the growth potential is big. Wireless
connections will allow for a whole new set of applications.
This work will take a close look at two different approaches to establish connections over a wireless
medium.
The first is the IEEE 802.11b standard for wireless local area networks (Figure 1.1).
The second approach is the Bluetooth specification version1.1 for wireless personal area networks
(Figure 1.2). IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth are two of the recent developments to satisfy the customer’s
demand for wireless networks.

Figure 1.1. Market growth of wireless LANs [48]

Figure 1.2. Bluetooth market in million devices, prediction by Merrill Lynch.
Security awareness has risen over the past years; the media coverage of security incidents is high.
Warnings about malicious code are for example broadcasted as a part of normal hourly radio news.
People are even more concerned with security if it comes to wireless networks. Their reasoning – the
data is transmitted wireless over the radio link and therefore is available to everyone.
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Wireless connections will not only allow a whole set of new applications as promised, but they will also
introduce some new threats. Realizing the diversity of threats to wireless networks will allow users to
act more security conscious. This work will introduce possible threats that the user should be aware of
when especially wireless networks are used.
To get a better understanding of how and when wireless technology can be deployed this work will
also present four scenarios and together looking back on the threats will elaborate a list security
requirements for wireless networks.
With these requirements at hand this work will take a close look at first IEEE 802.11b and then
Bluetooth to see if they also satisfy the demand for secure wireless networks.
The goal of this work is not to compare these two quite different wireless networking technologies, but
to paint a detailed picture of how they work, in order to understand their limitations in consideration of
the security requirements for wireless networks.

1.1. Outline
The thesis consists of five main chapters, excluding this introduction and the conclusion.
Chapter 2 will establish a general set of terms as different terminology is used by the two standards.
In Chapter 3 the security threats for wireless networks will be derived from general threats on wired
local area networks. The general threats will be extended to suit the wireless environment and to
represent different data types, which will also be defined.
After looking at four scenarios showing where wireless technology might be deployable in the near
future in Chapter 4, the security requirements for wireless networks are defined and categorized
according to the corresponding threats from the previous chapter.
With the requirements defined, IEEE 802.11b will be introduced, explained and analysed in Chapter 5.
The chapter will first explain the functionality of IEEE 802.11b’s way of using the wireless medium for
transmissions, followed by an analysis of the security functions offered. Finally the satisfaction of the
security requirements for wireless networks is checked, and the suitability of IEEE 802.11b for the use
with the different scenarios is reviewed.
The same is done in Chapter 6 with the Bluetooth specification.
Even though the two technologies are different the Chapters 5 and 6 try to follow a main concept for
the explanatory part as well as for the security part.
For the explanatory part the physical layers are described first working upwards, trying to provide an
understanding for the security part while leaving most of the security functionality aside.
The security part tries to condense the security functionality from each of the technologies, even if they
are provided at different layers. It will try to explain and analyse the algorithms, the authentication and
encryption mechanisms, and key management in an order, which is best suited to allow an easy
understanding. References to the threats and requirements established earlier are made as often as
possible.
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2. Definitions
2.1. access control:
“The prevention of unauthorised use of a resource, including the prevention of use of a resource in an
unauthorised manner.” [31]

2.2. active threat:
Any threat involving a deliberate unauthorised change to the state of a data processing system. For
example modification of messages is an active threat. [2]

2.3. ad hoc network:
A network formed only of mobile wireless devices where either all of the mobile wireless devices are in
mutual communication range of each other via the wireless medium [26] or are able to assist each
other in the process of delivering packets of data to mobile wireless devices which are out of the
communication range of the sending mobile wireless device. [47]

2.4. authentication:
The active process of checking the claimed identity of a wireless device at a given point in time.

2.5. central management wireless device:
A wireless device that is mobile, but does provide centralized services to the network, like coordinating
the network, access control, or other management services.

2.6. confidentiality:
“The property of information that is not made available or disclosed to unauthorised individuals,
entities, or process.” [26]

2.7. fixed wireless device:
A networking device that has wireless device functionality.
Additionally a fixed wireless devices can provide access to and from another network, i.e. fixed wired
Ethernet, to specific wireless devices within mutual communication range via the wireless medium.
The fixed wireless device cannot change its geographic location and is not battery powered. Because
the device is fixed it often provides centralized services, such as access control to the wireless
network and other management functions.

2.8. mobile wireless device:
A wireless device that can change its geographic location and is mostly battery powered.

2.9. message:
The higher level’s view of data exchanged between for example two applications over the network. It
might be transmitted by splitting it in different packets and reassembling it on the receiver’s end. For
example an email is a message from one user to another user.

2.10. packet:
The data sequence that is transmitted across the network from one device to another in one piece
using the routing functions of the network. Packets can be separated into a header and a payload part.
Equivalent the term frame is used by IEEE 802.11.

2.11. passive threat:
A threat of disclosure of information without changing the state of the system or data. An example of a
passive threat is one that could result in the recovery of sensitive information through the unauthorised
interception of a data transmission. [2]
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2.12. repudiation:
“Denial by one of the entities involved in a communication of having participated in all or part of the
communication.” [31]

2.13. secret:
A secret is any information, that is not publicly known. The secret could be the data itself, but often it is
a shorter key that is used to protect the data by the use of encryption. A secret could be shared
between two or more specific devices or users, but it should always be protected from disclosure to
unauthorised third parties, like an attacker. A secret can have a value, which is derived from the value
of the data or, in cases of keys, the value of the data that is protected by the secret. If the secret is
disclosed it looses all its value.

2.14. spoofing:
The term spoofing will be used to describe that the attacker is sending packets using a modified
source identifier.

2.15. unauthorised disclosure:
“The process of making information available to unauthorised individuals, entities, or processes.” [26]

2.16. wireless device:
A computing device that is able to communicate with other wireless devices, which are in reach, over
the wireless medium.
The terms ’IEEE 802.11 device’ or ‘Bluetooth device’ are referring to wireless devices, as defined
above, compliant to the different standards.

2.17. (wireless) transmission medium:
The medium used for the transmission of data from one physical layer entity to the other. For example
wireless networks have a specified frequency band of the radio spectrum as their wireless
transmission medium. In comparison wired networks do have their copper cable as the transmission
medium.
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3. Threats on wireless networks
This chapter will establish a set of threats on wireless networks, which will be used to define
requirements for wireless networks.
The threats on wireless networks can be derived from the threats on existing wired local area networks
(LANs), this work will therefore introduce the general threats on LANs, to establish and categorize the
basic threats on wireless.

3.1. General assumptions about attackers
This work will make the following assumptions on the surrounding area of the wireless network
installation and the abilities of potential attackers:
• The goal of an attacker is not easily identified, it can reach from attempts to disrupt the service
(denial of service a violation of availability) to specifically modifying the traffic of a single
legitimate user of the wireless service, but what ever the goal, the attacks are always carried
out deliberately.
• Normally it is possible for an attacker to get close enough to wireless devices to be within
mutual communication range of the wireless medium, without being detected in person.
• The attacker knows the algorithms and protocols used, no security by obscurity.
• The attacker has sufficient skills or it is likely that software tools exist to automate more
complicated attacks. A small indication will be given when possible, to indicate the skills or
resources required for certain stated attacks.
• The attacker might also be a legitimate user of a wireless network, but is trying to abuse the
wireless infrastructure for unauthorised tasks by exploiting their privileges.
• Physical protection to wired infrastructure, like fixed wireless devices and cables, can be
applied and is normally done when necessary.

3.2. Data on networks
Different data that is transmitted over the network might need different levels of protection. To define
the needed protection this work will first divide the data travelling across networks into different types.
The different types of data are often send across the transmission medium within the same message.

3.2.1. User traffic
User traffic is the data that is transmitted from a user to another user over the network. What
information the messages carry is within the users discretion, and therefore privacy issues are often
only concerned with user traffic. The user traffic is seen as end-to-end communication, therefore
routing information such as source and destination address are not part of the user traffic as far as this
work is concerned. It is normally carried in the payload part of packets.

3.2.2. User related data
This is data send across the network which either permanently or temporarily relates to a single user.
Unique identifiers such as IEEE 802 MAC addresses are an examples for permanent user related
data. An examples for temporary user related data could be a session identifier or an IP address
temporarily assign by DHCP. It is normally located in the header of packets as the source field.

3.2.3. Management traffic
Management traffic is the third type of data sent across the network. This data is send to support the
networking protocols and is not within the direct control of the user. Certain message headers are
often management traffic, as they contain protocol control data that is automatically generated by the
protocol used. But there are also messages, which will only contain management traffic in their
payload part.

3.3. General threats for all networks
Generally security can be seen as the preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability.
Most of the threats for all environments will violate one of the three above. There are also threats that
violate more than one, these are only mentioned once where suited best. Additionally the problem of
repudiation exists. This chapter will list possible security threats and shortly describe how they are
used, trying to classify each threat in the four groups of unauthorised disclosure, unauthorised
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modification, disturbing network services and repudiation. More detailed information about the threats
and some of the resulting attacks is given when they are specifically analysed for wireless networks in
general, or when the two specific wireless standards, IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth, are analysed.

3.3.1. Unauthorised disclosure (violation of confidentiality)
Eavesdropping
An attacker listens to the messages transferred on the network, without being detected, and stores
them. The complete message is of interest for the attacker, if the message is encrypted the attacker
must try to decrypt it. If the message is not encrypted the attacker can read the data of it straight from
the stored intercepted messages.
Masquerading to obtain unauthorised privileges
An attacker tries to obtain confidential information by tricking the other communication partner(s) into
believing he is an authorised communication partner. This can be done by either impersonating a user
to gain this user’s privileges on a system in order to access the user’s confidential data, or by
impersonating a system tricking valid users to authenticate to them and then receive their confidential
information.
Traffic analysis
By listening to the length, rate and time of data transferred from and to communicating partners the
attacker can deduct confidential information. The attacker does not require to read the actual data as
in eavesdropping. But for some users the sheer information that they are communicating is considered
to be confidential.

3.3.2. Unauthorised modification of data (violation of integrity)
Insertion
A new message or a part thereof, if the message is split in packets, is created by the attacker and sent
across the transmission medium to be picked up by the victim as a genuine new message.
Deletion
The attacker is able to remove a genuine message or a part thereof, if the message is split in packets,
from the transmission medium, in such a way that the intended receiver no longer receives the
message or a part thereof and if possible never gains knowledge that this message or a part thereof
was sent to him.
Modification
A message or a part thereof, if the message is split in packets, is intercepted by the attacker. The
attacker then uses a deletion attack to prohibit the genuine message to be received, the attacker then
sends a different message to the victim using an insertion attack.
Replay
A genuine message or part of it is intercepted and stored by the attacker. The attacker then sends the
stored message after some time again, hoping that the message is still accepted as genuine. Often
used to gain unauthorised access by intercepting genuine messages from authentication handshakes
and then using the stored messages to authenticate in order to gain unauthorised access. The replay
attack is used if the attacker cannot compose/generate the message or part of it by himself, because
he does not possess the required secrets.
Reflection
A special form of replay attack.

3.3.3. Disturbing network services (violation of availability)
Physical jamming
An attacker interferes with the physical signals on the transmission medium, by sending a bogus signal
to prohibit the physical transmission of messages.
Logical jamming
An attacker intentionally sends a lot of messages on the transmission medium to confuse the victim or
to flood the transmission medium.
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Resource exhaustion
By sending bogus messages the attacker tries to use resources such as memory, CPU or battery
power on the victim’s device. The bogus messages are either valid messages, which require some
reaction by the victim’s device, or they are carefully assembled.
Unauthorised access
By the unauthorised use of the network itself or services provided by devices on the network an
attacker limits the availability of the network or services to the authorised users. The attacker can use
the network or provided services, but he cannot read or interfere directly with data sent by other users.
Hardware faults
The device just ceases operation due to a hardware fault.

3.3.4. Repudiation
Repudiation of sending a message
The sender can deny that he sent a particular message, which was received by another party.
Because of that problems occur for the receiving party, to rely and act on received messages.
Repudiation of receiving a message
The receiver of a particular message can deny the reception of that message. The sending party can
therefore not rely on messages sent.

3.4. Threats from the wireless point of view
The wired network, even if spread over a large area, can still draw some security from the fact that the
transmission medium is only accessible if a device is near the actual wire or even only if a device is
connected to the wire. The wire therefore can be seen as a closed transmission medium. So physical
access control can be deployed around the wires and connected devices that carry sensitive
information.
The main advantage of wireless networks is the open accessibility of the transmission medium, as the
radio links used might penetrate windows and walls and therefore do not require a line of sight to
communicate nor visible wires. This especially enhances the threats of unauthorised disclosure and
unauthorised modification. Eavesdropping, for example, can be done without the need of a visible
connection, so it can be much better hidden. In fact nearly every object within transmission range can
contain a potential bugging device.
The maximum range of the wireless transmission is specified by the sending power of the network
equipment. For the 2.4 GHz frequency band used by IEEE 802.11 WLAN and Bluetooth the ETSI
1
standard 300 328 [19] limits the effective radiated power to be less then 100mW (-10 dBW) e.i.r.p. for
the use in Europe. The peak power is limited to -20 dBW (10 mW) per MHz e.i.r.p.
This allows the IEEE 802.11b WLAN to have a transmission range of approximately 160 metres in free
areas and a range of 20 metres in a typical office environment, while operating at the highest speed of
11Mbps [43]. Bluetooth is designed to communicate with devices in a shorter range, building so called
personal area networks (PANs), therefore the typical maximum distance is 10 metres [7].
The problem is that the actual range of the wireless transmission is never clear cut, and a lot of
different physical parameters determine the actual range of the signal. So the wireless network might
be reachable from places that where not required to have access to your wireless network, like the
public car park in front of your office or your neighbour living in the flat next door.
Also to be taken in consideration is, that even if the signal is too low to give a standard conformant
device a sufficient reception, a specialised eavesdropping device with a high sensitive antenna might
still listen to the wireless network’s traffic.
To reduce the threat that a message in a wired network travels through the complete network switches
are often deployed to gain higher performance and reducing the thread of eavesdropping. In the
wireless world the transmission medium is the same for all devices that are communicating with one
another, therefore a message in a wireless network will be transmitted over the air link and is picked
up by all stations who are not sending. If the sender can transmit adjusting the power of the signal, so

1

e.i.r.p.: equivalent isotropically radiated power
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it is just strong enough to reach the intended receiver, unneeded spread of the transmission range can
be reduced. This reduces the range were the transmission can be eavesdropped, and also saves
battery power.
So the only way of protecting against disclosure can be proper encryption, as it is very complicated to
apply physical security measures as done to wires to a radio wave. The only physical measures that
can be taken are either to constrain physical access to the whole area where the signals can be
eavesdropped. Or to confine the area where the signals can be eavesdropped by absorption (like a
Farradey cage). These measures in most cases are inappropriate or just cannot be done.
The possibility to connect wireless also means that having access to the transmission medium cannot
serve as authentication, as it could in a physically secured wired network. As attackers can send
messages from anywhere as long as they are in reach the wireless devices have to decide which are
genuine and which are not. So to exercise access control the origin of every message has to be
authenticated and their integrity should be protected.
Denial of service attacks are always hard to prevent, as network protocols are generally designed to
allow connectivity, but the fact that wireless devices are mostly battery powered allows for new attacks
on the availability of mobile wireless devices. Sending and receiving on the wireless medium
consumes power, as battery power is a valuable resource for mobile devices [46] an attacker can send
messages to force the wireless device to consume power and so drain the battery until the wireless
device is out of power.
But not only attacks on the wireless radio communication link should be considered, also the fact that
the mobile wireless devices are lost or stolen more easily than fixed wired infrastructure should be
taken into account. This consideration has a lot of implications; this work will concentrate on the
implications in key management. Basically problems occur if a device is lost and if access to services
is bound to this device, new access rules must disable the lost device from further use of services.
Another threat introduced by the use of mobile wireless devices is the mobility in itself. The network is
made up of the devices that are reachable, but what happens if a device becomes unavailable,
because it has been moved or it has a hardware error. This problem occurs only if mobile wireless
devices provide services to other users on the network, but in the case of ad hoc networks without a
centralized infrastructure this situation is quite likely.

3.5. Security threats on wireless networks
As mentioned most of the threats are attacks on the wireless radio link between wireless devices, but
also threats to the mobile wireless device itself should be taken in consideration. Therefore this work
will differentiate between threats on the wireless radio communication link and threats on the mobile
wireless device. To easily reference the threats throughout the paper they are indexed following the
same categories as established for the general threats. The threats will also be classified as active or
passive threats.

3.5.1. Security threats on the wireless radio communication link
3.5.1.1. Unauthorised disclosure (violation of confidentiality)
T1a
Eavesdropping on user traffic
An attacker listens to packets transferred on the wireless transmission medium, without being
detected, and stores them. The data the attacker is interested in is the user traffic that is transferred in
these packets. The user traffic might be encrypted, if not the attacker might be able to read for
example the text of a transmitted document. A passive threat, which can be carried out easily when
the user data is not encrypted prior to transmission.
Detection is not possible if the attacker uses an especially modified wireless device, which will not
send any data or management information (like acknowledgements, or beacons), and therefore cannot
be “seen”.
T1b
Eavesdropping on user related data
An attacker listens to packets transferred on the wireless transmission medium, without being
detected, and stores them. The packets contain user related data, either transmitted alone or in
connection with user traffic. The user related data might be encrypted, if not the attacker is able to
read for example the source address from the message header. A passive threat, which can be
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exploited easily when user related data that is unnecessary for the routing is not encrypted prior to
transmission. This data can be used to track user behaviour and is a privacy problem.
Detection is not possible if the attacker uses an especially modified wireless device, which will not
send any data or management information (like acknowledgements, or beacons).
T1c
Eavesdropping on management traffic
An attacker listens to packets transferred on the wireless transmission medium, without being
detected, and stores them. The data of interest transferred in those packets is management data,
either transmitted alone or in connection with user traffic. The management traffic might be encrypted,
if not the attacker is able to read for example sequence numbers from the message headers or link
management messages. A passive threat, which can be conducted easily when the management data
is not encrypted prior to transmission.
Detection is not possible if the attacker uses an especially modified wireless device, which will not
send any data or management information (like acknowledgements, or beacons).
T1d
Masquerading as a mobile wireless device to gain unauthorised privileges
An attacker pretends to be an authorised mobile wireless device. By doing so it tries to persuade the
other communicating wireless devices to accept their communication as if it came from the authorised
source. This could lead to unauthorised access to confidential data, or services provided by other
wireless devices. It might also be possible to trick other wireless devices to send confidential data to
the spoofed device instead of sending it to the genuine device.
If no authentication is needed this active threat is already possible if the device identifier can be
spoofed. If authentication is in place the attacker needs knowledge of weaknesses in the
authentication protocol and must be capable of generating and sending certain handshake messages
with a spoofed identifier.
T1e
Masquerading as a central management wireless device to gain unauthorised privileges
An attacker pretends to be a central management wireless device. By doing so he tries to persuade
the mobile wireless devices in range to use his services instead of the services provided by the
genuine network. This could lead to unauthorised access to confidential data, or services provided by
other wireless devices. It is also possible to trick other wireless devices to send confidential data to the
spoofed device instead of sending it to the genuine device by falsely changing the routing.
An active threat exploiting weaknesses of the authentication mechanisms used, if central management
wireless devices are authenticated. If other wireless devices do not authenticate the central
management wireless devices, this threat just exploits the possibility to offer a stronger signal, or other
means of gaining precedence over the genuine device(s) in the area. It might be needed to spoof the
genuine device’s identifier to carry out attacks.
Some of the resulting attacks lead to high-risk situations. If an attacker successfully manages to
masquerade as a central management wireless device some of the following attacks are possible,
because he now is in control of the management functions provided:
• Active user identity catching:
The false central management wireless device may send management messages to genuine
users to request their identity, if the protocol allows for such messages.
Or genuine users might detect the false central management wireless device and try to
authenticate to it sending their identity and other authentication data.
• Man-in-the-middle when using a fixed wireless device to access a wired network:
The false fixed wireless device relays all or certain messages sent between any genuine
wireless device and the network accessible by the genuine device. The attacker is able to
process certain messages before relaying them and to use certain management functions the
central management wireless device might provide to gain further access to confidential data.
For example manipulating the handshake for the encryption used for a connection might be
manipulated in such a way that the encryption is suppressed, allowing for easy
eavesdropping. It might be noted that the attacker has to pay the cost that applies for relaying
the intercepted messages to the genuine fixed wireless device [41].
T1f
Passive traffic analysis
By observing the time, rate, length, maybe even source or destination of messages on the wireless
transmission medium the attacker can deduct confidential information [20]. The attacker does not
require reading the actual data, but for some users the sheer information that they are communicating
is considered to be confidential. A passive threat that is nearly always possible and easier to use for
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attacks than eavesdropping, as decryption of messages is not needed, only if source address is
required and transmitted encrypted.
Also privacy issues arise if the attacker can observe a fixed source identifier, which could be traced
and associated with a user.
T1g
Active traffic analysis
The attacker sends messages to the wireless network or actively initiates communication sessions.
Then by observing the time, rate, length, sources or destinations of messages on the wireless
transmission medium the attacker can deduct confidential information [20]. The attacker does not
require reading the actual data, but for some users the sheer information that they are communicating
is considered to be confidential. An active threat that is possible if the attacker can send messages like
emails to a wireless network user and it is easier than eavesdropping, as it doesn’t require decryption
of encrypted messages.

3.5.1.2. Unauthorised modification of data (violation of integrity)
T2a
Insertion of packets
An attacker can send packets on the wireless network, which will look like genuine packets of another
transmission. The attacker is now able to insert new complete messages or insert new parts into
messages, if the message is split over different packets. If a new complete message is created by the
attacker this is normally used with spoofing and sent across the wireless network to be picked up by
the victim as a genuine new message. Inserting can also be used to add new parts to an existing
message; therefore the attacker listens to the transmission and carefully constructs a packet, which
will carry a sequence number so that it is reassembled into the existing message send between the
communicating parties. Figure 3.1. shows an example, where an attacker sends a packet labelled “In”
that is received by the wireless device B and inserted as part of the message received from device A.
An active threat that requires knowledge of the fragmentation methods used by the protocol and relies
on weaknesses in the way messages are split and reassembled, and on weaknesses in the
authentication of origin.

Figure 3.1. Insertion of packet “In” into an original message consisting of packet 1 and 2
T2b
Deletion of packets
The attacker is able to remove a genuine message completely or packets thereof, if the message is
split in packets, from the wireless network, in such a way that the intended receiver no longer receives
the message or the single packet and if possible never gains knowledge that this message or a part
thereof was sent to him. This could not be done by deliberately jamming the complete wireless
transmission, because this would affect all packets and would easily be detected as a denial of
service. This is another active threat. Jamming the signal to cancel out the transmission of a specific
packet is a complicated task, requiring very exact timing and a good prediction of when the packet will
be transmitted. To delete longer packets that require more airtime could therefore be easier. If a
message is split in different packets and the protocol allows for detection of missing packets, the
attacker needs to jam only some packets and the protocol will initiate a retransmission of those
packets. If the attacker is able to interrupt enough retransmissions of packets the complete message
will not be received completely, as some packets were not received correctly. Again the attack is
easier if the message needs a lot of packets to be transmitted correctly.
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T2c
Modification of packets in transit
A complete message or a packet of the genuine message, if the message is split in packets, is
intercepted by the attacker. The attacker then uses the deletion attack to prohibit the genuine message
to be received; the attacker then uses the insertion attack to send a changed or forged message to the
victim. A combination of the active threats insertion (T2a) and deletion (T2b) and therefore also an
active threat.
T2d
Replay of messages
A genuine message or part of it is eavesdropped and stored by the attacker, the attacker then sends
the stored message after some time again, hoping that the message is still accepted as genuine. By
only replaying a genuine message the attacker does not need to construct the message himself nor do
complicated modifications. Therefore it can also be used to conduct attacks, if the data is encrypted or
digital signatures are used. An active threat that exploits the absence of freshness mechanisms.
T2e
Reflection
A special form of replay attack, which requires spoofing.
An attacker stores the messages received from the victim during a certain protocol handshake. Some
of these messages contain authentication information and are normally only sent from the victim to the
attacker. The reflection attack now sends (reflects) these messages back to the victim under false
name as part of a protocol handshake initiated by the attacker, hoping to use these genuine messages
to establish an authenticated connection with the victim under the false name. Figure 3.2 shows an
example of a reflection attack on a weak challenge-response authentication. An active threat exploiting
weaknesses, like missing recipient or sender information in key dependent parts, in the protocol used.

1

Challenge from A

A

Attacker
2

Challenge from A send from B (spoofed origin)
Response from A (generated using A and B’s shared secret)

3

4

Response from A send from B (spoofed origin)

reflection

Masquerades
as B
reflection

Figure 3.2. Reflection attack on a weak challenge-response authentication protocol
In Figure 3.2. messages 1 and 2 contain exactly the same challenge. And as the response in message
3 did not include any information about the source in the key dependent response, the attacker is able
to send this message just back to A. So the response values are the same in message 3 and 4. In the
end message 4 will be accepted by A as a valid response from B to message 1.

3.5.1.3. Disturbing network services (violation of availability)
T3a
Physical jamming
An attacker intentionally interferes with the wireless transmission by sending a bogus signal on the
frequencies used by the wireless transmission. This disrupts the transmission and disables all wireless
devices to communicate any more. An active threat, which requires only knowledge about the
frequencies used and the ability to build a sending device. Detection is easy and the use of such
jamming devices is likely to violate telecommunication regulations if the signal strength or length is
sufficiently high to interrupt the transmission on the wireless medium completely.
T3b
Logical jamming
An attacker intentionally sends messages on the wireless medium to confuse the victim. This could for
example be a management message telling the victim‘s wireless device to disconnect. Or an attacker
could simply flood the victim’s wireless device with all sorts of incoming traffic. This disables the
victim’s device to participate further in normal wireless network communication. This active threat
allows targeting only specific wireless devices, but it requires weaknesses in the protocols or their
implementation (the latter normally discovered later and patched).
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T3c
General resource exhaustion
The attacker tries to use resources such as memory, CPU or network bandwidth on the victim’s
wireless device. By sending messages to the victim’s wireless device the attacker initiates certain
reactions that use resources on the victim’s device.
Possible reactions are:
• Reservation of memory to store further expected messages
• CPU intensive calculations
• Replying with messages
• Waiting for the reception of more messages from the attacker
This active threat often exploits weaknesses in the implementation or the design of session
establishment protocols.
T3d
Battery exhaustion
This threat is special to mobile wireless devices as they are battery powered. The attacker tries to
trigger responses from the victim’s mobile wireless device that consume as much battery power as
possible. Still the technological advances of batteries are far behind the advances in battery
consuming technology, often demanded by users [46]. One of the actions that requires battery power
is the use of the wireless communication.
Rather than just flooding a receiving mobile wireless device with valid bogus messages, as suggested
in [15], forcing the mobile wireless device to sent messages would consume much more power.
Researches carried out on the effects of periodic beaconing on battery life [56] show that the reception
of valid beaconing messages does not affect the overall power degradation very much.
Sending generally consumes more battery power than receiving, sometimes even twice as much, as
can be seen in Appendix A taken from [23].
This active threat cannot be simply eliminated, as it is hard to prevent a mobile wireless device from
receiving messages. But it should be mentioned that, if the attack requires a new message to be sent
by the attacker each time to trigger the battery consuming response, the attacking wireless device
needs a greater power supply than the victim to succeed with a denial of service attack.
But of course there are situations where just the reception of a message would change the power
consumption of a mobile wireless device drastically. If message reception prevents a mobile wireless
device from entering a power saving standby mode, or the reception of a message wakes the mobile
wireless device up the attacker could significantly affect the power consumption of this mobile device.
Exploitation of this threat can be detected early by looking for abnormal or excessive use of the
wireless medium while being in the low-power mode. By detecting an unexpected loss of battery
power the attack might be detected too late.
T3e
Unauthorised access to the wireless network
This active threat basically allows the attacker to use the wireless network to send and receive
messages without authorization. The attacker decreases the bandwidth available for authorised users,
but reading messages sent by other users is not part of this threat. Weaknesses in the authorization
mechanisms used allow exploitation of this threat.
T3f
Unauthorised access to service provided on the wireless network
If any services are provided by user’s mobile wireless devices or centralised fixed wireless devices,
then the attacker gains access to these services. Exploitation of this active threat increases the load
on the services limiting the resources available for authorised users, and is possible due to
weaknesses in the authentication mechanisms used.

3.5.1.4. Repudiation
T4a
Repudiation of sending a message
The sender can deny that he sent a particular message, which was received by another wireless
device. This threat imposes problems for the receiving party, to rely and act on received messages.
This threat is possible if the protocols and mechanisms used do not cater for non-repudiation if
messages are sent across the wireless network.
T4b
Repudiation of receiving a message
The receiver of a particular message can deny the reception of that message. The sending party can
therefore not rely on messages sent. This threat is possible if the protocols and mechanisms used do
not cater for non-repudiation if messages are received from the wireless network.
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3.5.2. Security threats on the mobile wireless device
3.5.2.1. Unauthorised disclosure (violation of confidentiality)
T5a
Unauthorised access to data stored on the mobile wireless device
Attackers are able to gain unauthorised access to data stored on the mobile wireless device. This
threat includes unauthorised read access to write-only data (passive threat) and unauthorised write
access to read-only data (active threat). An attack is possible if the mobile wireless device operating
system’s or the hardware’s access control mechanisms are not sufficient or undermined by the
implementation or use of wireless functionality. An example is allowing to extract data from the mobile
wireless device such as keys via management messages.
T5b
Unauthorised use of a mobile wireless device to access data stored on the network
If the mobile wireless device itself or any data stored on it is used to access data on the network in an
unauthorised manner. The attacker uses the device as an access token to gain unauthorised access.
The device is either misused by their authorised users or stolen by attackers.

3.5.2.2. Disturbing network services (violation of availability)
T6a
Loss of the mobile wireless device
The mobile wireless device is stolen, or lost. Therefore it is no longer available to users over the
wireless network.
T6b
Loss of connection due to mobility
Because mobile wireless devices are mobile they are able to move out of the transmission range of
other wireless devices. They might also move into areas where other wireless devices are
communicating. This threat is inherent to the concept of mobile wireless networking as mobility is
wanted, but it is a problem to for example the stability of service in an ad hoc network.
T6c
Hardware fault
This work will assume that if a wireless device ceases operation due to a hardware fault, it will
completely stop working.
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4. Security requirements for wireless networks
After having identified the threats in the wireless world that require countermeasures, this chapter will
try to establish a set of requirements for wireless networks.
It is not possible to conduct a complete threat analysis, as required to identify the risk associated with
each threat, as only general assumptions about the value of the data transferred over the wireless
network or stored on the mobile wireless devices can be made.
Looking at the security threats of third generation mobile telephone systems the risk analysis carried
out in [20] identifies threats from the categories masquerading, eavesdropping and subscription fraud
as the ones with the highest impact. Subscription fraud is the heavy use of services without the
intention to pay [20], having authentication and access control mechanisms would allow to detect
heavy use and would allow to prevent further access.
Additionally this chapter will introduce scenarios highlighting the different areas in which wireless
networks might be used and what they might be used for.
From the threats specified in 3.5 and from the scenarios the requirements for a secure wireless
network will be specified in this chapter and used later to measure the existing standards looked at in
chapter 5 and 6.

4.1. General scenarios
Scenarios will be used as basic examples for the usage of wireless mobile networking. These
scenarios will stay the same throughout the work but their realisation might be different and then
described in more detail according to the actual standards used. They do not include technical details,
this is done on purpose to keep them more general.

4.1.1. Scenario I: Meeting Room
People often meet dynamically for a limited time for example at conferences or business meetings.
They all belong to one group but only for the time of the project meeting, exhibition or conference, all
carrying laptops or other computing devices.
Assuming that the data that is going to be exchanged or transmitted exists in a computerized format,
which is the case nowadays, wireless communication can ease the exchange of the data. If the
presentations, records, or other information can be exchanged electronically, printing handouts is no
longer needed. For presentations it would also be possible to communicate wireless to the beamer,
without the need of switching cables every time the speaker changes.

4.1.1.1. Detailed description
A project meeting held by five departmental managers in a meeting room of an office building. Every
manager has his own laptop, acting as a mobile wireless device, which holds sensitive data for the
project and other company information available to this manager only, that is not discussed in this
meeting.
In the meeting room there are two wireless devices a video projector to show presentations and also a
fixed wireless device allowing users to connect to the corporate LAN. The data exchanged wireless
should be receivable within the meeting room, which means in a range of less than 10 metres without
any walls.
The video projector is used to display the presentation data from different managers, while all the
others are able to download the presentation to their own devices, to save them for later retrieval. Via
the corporate network connection the latest information out of different departments can be retrieved
by the manager authorised to do so, to immediately adopt discussed changes or make it available for
discussion.
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Figure 4.1. Scenario I: Meeting Room

4.1.1.2. Highlighted security aspects
2

For such closed group meetings eavesdropping (T1a,b ) is an obvious problem. The wireless
communication must keep the information within the closed user group, as a wired connection just
between the five laptops would. The data exchanged should also be protected from modification to
3
keep it accurate (T2 ).
Because the managers all work in the same company, the mobile wireless devices, their laptops, could
be managed centrally by the IT department. Therefore trust relations in form of keys or other secrets
could be established before the actual meeting takes place.
The managers want the use of the wireless network to be easy and do not want to make configuration
changes when they take their laptops from their offices to the meetings.

4.1.2. Scenario II: Home and Personal Networking
If the number of wireless devices increases and a significant number of home entertainment devices
will offer networking capabilities, wireless communication will enable them to form a wireless network
in our homes. A not so futuristic thought is that people can take their office laptops home or students
can work with their laptops from home and from university campus using different services and
communicating with different devices depending whether they are in their office environment or at
home.
Wireless communication removes the need of cables to establish connections. It will also remove the
need to update information in different devices, so the PDA can know the new phone number that just
got updated in the mobile phone, when these two devices establish a link.

4.1.2.1. Detailed description
A family home equipped with a cable modem connection to the Internet, a printer and one desktop PC
with wireless device functionality. These three devices are static in position and are connected through
an Ethernet wired infrastructure. Additionally there are four mobile wireless devices: Two laptops, one
used equally at home and on university campus, an other one used at work or occasionally at home
for private use only. The third device is a cellular phone and the fourth one is a personal digital
assistant (PDA).
The last two are often used in conjunction for lightweight access to the corporate network via a dial in,
forming an ad hoc personal area network, when taken out of the home’s network. The two laptops will
use the home printer to print and the cable modem connection to access the internet when they are at
home, to access the wired infrastructure the Home PC will serve as a fixed wireless device. The

2
3

Referencing the particular threats T1a and T1bas specified in 3.5.1.1.
Referencing all threats listed in 3.5.1.2. so T2a,b,c,d,e
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different devices are located in separate rooms, but no more then 10 metres away from each other.

Figure 4.2. Scenario II: Home and Personal Networking

4.1.2.2. Highlighted security aspects
A user would like to communicate with all the devices without the need to reconfigure the laptop,
whether he is at home/university or at work, but if a higher security is required for wireless connections
to the workplace network, this should still allow the user to connect to his less security demanding
home network. Secrets stored for the access to the corporate network shall not be readable and not be
overwritten (T5a), as the latter might require reconfiguration for the use at the workplace.
Also all the different devices should be able to communicate without any compatibility issues.
Even though eavesdropping is not a high-risk threat as no high sensitive data is transmitted, the user
would like a minimum security to protect personal information transferred during online shopping or
other personal use. The home user also would like to prevent his next door neighbour from using his
internet connection (T1d, T3e,f).
Also the PDA and the mobile phone should be able to communicate in an ad hoc network when taken
on the road. This connection, used to access sensitive company data, should be secured. No
attackers should be able to dial into the company network using the users phone (T1d, T3e,f, T5b).

4.1.3. Scenario III: Mobile Data Entry/Retrieval with Emergency Connectivity
In situations where work routine requires the personnel to be mobile, wireless networks can help to
keep information up to date, for example in a hospital. Wireless communication can allow doctors to
look at patient information wherever they are, making it possible to update or retrieve data in the
sickroom or in the lab. They can use the hospital’s printers to print prescriptions and can access the
hospital’s databases.

4.1.3.1. Detailed description
The medical staff will be equipped with mobile wireless devices, some kind of PDA. Those devices are
the mobile wireless devices, offering wireless access to the hospital’s wired network. There are fixed
wireless devices, which allow the mobile wireless devices to communicate with the hospital’s wired
network to access the services. Because of the greater area to be covered, there are several fixed
wireless devices. At least one such fixed device should be in reach for any mobile wireless device
carried by medical staff. The fixed wireless devices are positioned so that their distance is about 20
meters from each other, to keep their number small.
In order to extend the usefulness the mobile wireless devices should be able to communicate even
during times of lost infrastructure, allowing them to “remain in touch longer and provide information
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more quickly if they can cooperate to form an ad hoc network in places not otherwise offering
connectivity” [47]]{page 10}. If the infrastructure network is lost, scenario III assumes that not all mobile
wireless devices are within mutual communication range on the wireless medium.

Figure 4.3. Scenario III: Mobile Data Entry / Retrieval with Emergency Connectivity

4.1.3.2. Highlighted security aspects
A critical issue in this scenario is the accuracy of the information displayed and that the access to or
the change of this information is only done by authorised personnel in an accountable manner. So the
threats of unauthorised disclosure (T1a-e, T3f, T5) and unauthorised modification (T2) are of high risk.
Additionally it would be an advantage if the network could help to facilitate non-repudiation services
(T4).
The data should always be accessible within a designed response time, so that loss of connection
(T6b) or denial of service (T3) are threats to this wireless networking infrastructure.
The requirement of ad hoc connectivity of the mobile wireless devices, if the wired infrastructure is lost
is another aspect stressed by this scenario. Hardware faults (T6c) will especially affect the routing, if
the mobile wireless devices will form ad hoc networks to overcome the loss of fixed wireless
infrastructure.
This network consists of a large number of wireless devices, but it is a closed user group, so that trust
relationships can be set up centrally. On the other hand, if a single mobile wireless device is
compromised or lost (T5, T6a) appropriate actions should be taken to exclude this device from access
to the network or data, while not affecting the operation of the other mobile wireless devices.

4.1.4. Scenario IV: Access to services (specific information or the internet) in
public places
A lot of business people need their laptops to carry out their work, so it is a necessity to take them on
business trips. They normally stay in contact with their companies by accessing the Internet, to receive
emails or to access the company network. Up to now there were usually depending on telephone
connections in hotel rooms, as mobile phones do not offer a sufficient bandwidth.
Some airlines, hotels and railway stations started offering wireless internet access [43]{page
12}[58]{page 59}, but you could also think about airports offering wireless access to services such as
the internet, or flight information. It might be that users of such services must pay a fee, but it is also
possible to think of advertisements sponsoring free services. There might also be different providers of
such services, as not only the airport wants to attract customers through the provision of this service,
but different restaurants and airlines too.
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4.1.4.1. Detailed description
The airport has a range of services to offer, only one of which is Internet access. To span the area
dedicated fixed wireless devices are again installed throughout the buildings where access should be
provided. The airport has also teamed up with some commercial sponsors who are using
advertisements to offer free services. Users can use their laptops, PDAs or mobile phones to connect
as mobile wireless devices and use these services while they are moving around within the airport.
One of the services provided by the airport network is the access to flight information; the other
interesting service is Internet access. The fixed wireless devices are placed to provide full coverage
within the airport’s buildings. On the airport’s premises there are also other providers of wireless
access to the Internet, i.e. airlines might provide such services in their VIP lounges.

Figure 3.4. Scenario IV: Access to services in public places

4.1.4.2. Highlighted security aspects
The first thing to mention in scenario IV is the large number of potential users, even if a particular user
does not want to access a certain service, his mobile wireless device might by default try to discover
which services are available and therefore connect to a fixed wireless device, once it is switched on.
Therefore there are many mobile wireless devices as targets for attackers exploiting all kinds of threats
like eavesdropping (T1a,b,c) or modification of traffic (T2). But it makes it also easier for an attacker to
set up a bogus fixed wireless device (T1e), as users are not surprised to find different fixed wireless
devices in the same area.
Also the coexistence of “different” wireless networks and the overlapping areas of service are
interesting issues. Last but not least the users are very likely to move around (T6b) having to roam
between different fixed wireless devices within the airport’s net of fixed wireless devices.
As part of the services are sponsored by ads the ads should be viewed by users, if the service is not
available because the wireless network is not reachable (T3) no revenue from the display of ads can
be generated, this is even more true if the users can be charged for using the services.
If the users are charged for services, unauthorised access to such services (T3e,f) must be prevented
and lost mobile wireless devices (T6a) should be prohibited from accessing services to reduce the
threat of unauthorised use of services through a stolen mobile wireless device (T5b).
Not only for the mobile wireless devices, but also for the fixed wireless devices it should be possible to
choose between different vendors, still keeping interoperability.
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4.2. Security requirements for wireless networks
The security requirements for wireless networks are listed and an indication is given which threats are
connected to the requirements.
As done for the threats, the requirements are indexed and grouped for easier reference throughout the
paper.

4.2.1. Requirements on confidentiality protection
R1a
Confidentiality of user traffic
It shall be possible to protect the confidentiality of user traffic on the wireless transmission by the use
of encryption (T1a,f,g).
R1b
Confidentiality of user related data
It shall be possible to prevent tracking by protecting permanently related data and allow the change
temporarily related data at user definable intervals (T1b).
R1c
Confidentiality of management traffic
It shall be possible to protect the confidentiality of management data transmitted wireless by the use of
encryption (T1c,e,f,g).
R1d
User supervision of encryption used
It shall be possible for the user to easily view the current level or strength of encryption used for the
active communication and to select the minimum level or strength of encryption to be used for certain
communications (T1e).
R1e
Confidentiality of secrets stored on mobile wireless devices
Within the protocols defined for handling secrets stored on mobile wireless device for networking
purposes, it shall be possible to protect these secrets against unauthorised disclosure (T5a).
R1f
Range control by transmit power adaptation
It shall be possible for wireless devices to adapt the transmit power to limit the range of the signal
while just reaching the receiver. This reduces power consumption and limits the range for
eavesdropping (T1a,b,c,f,g)

4.2.2. Requirements on integrity protection
R2a
Integrity of user traffic
It shall be possible to protect user traffic on the wireless transmission against any undetected
unauthorised changes (T2a,b,c).
R2b
Integrity of user related data
It shall not be possible to undetectable modify the user related data (T1d,e, T2a,b,c).
R2c
Integrity of management traffic
It shall be possible to protect the integrity of the management data transmitted wireless (T2a,b,c).
R2d
Integrity of secrets stored on mobile wireless devices
It shall be possible to protect secrets needed for networking stored on a mobile wireless device against
unauthorised changes when mechanism defined within the protocols are used (T5a).

4.2.3. Requirements on availability protection
R3a
Minimize logical jamming
It shall be possible to minimize the impact of logical jamming by increasing the resources and skills
needed on the attacking side (T3b,c,d).
R3b
Low-Power Mode against battery exhaustion
It shall be possible for the mobile wireless device to control their use of power.
The users of mobile wireless devices or special application layer software shall be able to detect the
power saving state and the use of battery consuming wireless transmission tasks (T3d).
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R3c
Prevention of access to services from a certain wireless device only (Access Control 1)
It shall be possible for a wireless device to prevent the use of services provided (including participation
in the network itself) to certain wireless devices (T3e,f, T6a). Proper access control requires origin
authentication (R4c,d) and integrity protection (R2a,b,c) [24].
R3d
Termination of access to services for a certain wireless device only (Access Control 2)
It shall be possible for a wireless device to terminate the access to services (including the network
access) provided to certain wireless devices only, without interfering with the provision of services to
others (T3e,f, T5b, T6a). Proper access control requires origin authentication (R4c,d) and integrity
protection (R2a,b,c) [24].
R3e
Signal strength detection
It shall be possible for the user of wireless devices or special application layer software to determine
the signal strength of wireless signals received by other wireless devices (T1e, T6b).

4.2.4. Requirements on authentication
R4a
Authentication of mobile wireless devices
It shall be possible for wireless devices to authenticate mobile wireless devices at the start of and
during a communication (T1d, T3e,f, T5b).
R4b
Authentication of central management wireless devices
It shall be possible for wireless devices to authenticate central management wireless devices at the
start of and during a communication (T1e, T3e,f)
R4c
Origin authentication of messages from mobile wireless devices
It shall be possible for all wireless devices to authenticate the origin of messages received by wireless
transmission from mobile wireless devices (T1d, T2a,b,c,e). Origin authentication requires integrity
protection (R2a,b,c).
R4d
Origin authentication of messages from central management wireless devices
It shall be possible for all wireless devices to authenticate the origin of messages received by wireless
transmission from central management wireless devices (T1e, T2a,b,c,e). Origin authentication
requires integrity protection (R2a,b,c).
R4e
Freshness of messages
It shall be possible to check the freshness of messages received wireless, especially for messages
used for authentication (T1d,e, T2d,e, T3d,e).
Note: With additional requirements met, origin authentication together with integrity protection can be
used to provide non-repudiation services, to counter the threats T4a and T4b. The process and
additional requirements are described in ISO 13888 part 2 [34].

4.2.5. Regulatory requirements
R5a
Lawful interception
If fixed wireless devices are used to access services like voice telephony using voice-over-IP protocols
on the wireless transmission this provision can be seen as access provision. Therefore it might be
necessary to require the possibility of lawful interception. This work will not look any further into this
law related topic.
R5b
Strength of authentication unrelated to strength of encryption
Local regulations might restrict or completely prohibit the use of cryptography for encryption of
messages; this shall not have implications used on the cryptographic mechanisms used for
authentication.
It shall be possible to use shorter keys for the encryption of messages or completely disable it, while
not imposing any additional restrictions on the cryptographic mechanisms used for authentication.
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4.2.6. User requirements
R6a
Ease of use and configuration
It shall be possible to use especially mobile wireless devices, once configured to do so, in multiple
environments. Configuration changes that need to be done shall either be done automatically once
configured or they shall be easy enough to be carried out by ordinary users.
R6b
Vendor interoperability
Wireless devices based on the same standard or specification from different vendors or manufacturers
shall be compatible and allow secure use and interoperability.
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5. Wireless Local Area Networks (IEEE 802.11)
5.1. Introduction and terminology
The first wireless network looked at is the IEEE 802.11 WLAN [26] standard. It standardizes wireless
communications for local area networks (LAN) and metropolitan area networks.
Being an IEEE standard allows a closer comparison to wired LAN like for example Ethernet (IEEE
802.3) which where used to derive the initial threats on networks in 3.3.
The 802.11 standard allows wireless communications between fixed, mobile or portable stations within
a local area. This work will concentrate on the version of the IEEE 802.11 standard that is used by
most of the latest products available. This is the supplement 802.11b, allowing a higher speed of up to
11Mbps. This theoretical speed is close to that of the standard Ethernet with 10Mbps and should
therefore be suited to serve for most existing applications as the infrastructure moves from a wired to a
wireless network. So the IEEE 802.11b wireless local area networks standard can be seen as “an
Ethernet equivalent standard” [29].
Basically IEEE 802.11 allows for two types of wireless networking.
4
The first type of network is formed directly between two or more stations (STA ) being within mutual
communication range. This is called an 802.11 ad hoc network or an independent basic service set
(IBSS). An example of two such ad hoc networks is shown in Figure 5.1 taken from the IEEE 802.11
standard.

Figure 5.1. Two basic service sets
The oval shape represents the area of coverage. The second type is an infrastructure network. This
type of networks allows different clusters of mobile stations to communicate through access points
5
(AP ) with another network, called the distribution system. This enables to extend wireless coverage

4

IEEE 802.11 equivalent to wireless device. Definition of station (STA): Any device that contains an
IEEE 802.11 conformant medium access control (MAC) and physical layer (PHY) interface to the
wireless medium (WM) [26].
5
IEEE 802.11 equivalent to fixed wireless device. Definition of access point (AP): Any entity that has
station functionality and provides access to the distribution services, via the wireless medium (WM) for
associated stations [26].
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beyond the range of physical limitations of a station. It should be stressed that 802.11 does not define
6
the distribution system (DS ) nor the exact distribution of messages.
An infrastructure network allows to connect the two separate basic service sets shown in Figure 5.1 to
the same distribution network to inter connect them. This is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Distribution systems and access points

5.2. Standardization and conforming appliances
The Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) has released the 802.11 standard in 1997.
Since then there has been a new release and some additions to the core 802.11 standard.
The latest edition is from 1999, it has also been adopted as ISO 8802.11. The amendments are
802.11a [27] and 802.11b [28], both also released in 1999. The first amendment 802.11a deals with
changes in the physical layer to support transmissions in the 5 GHz band with higher speeds.
The second amendment is 802.11b, which extends the physical layer to allow higher speeds, up to 11
Mbps, in the 2.4 GHz band.
Most commercial products are conforming to the 802.11b standard, as the use of the 2.4 GHz band is
license free, as opposed by the 5 GHz one and the speed offered is close to that of most Ethernet
based LANs.
As only the physical layer is different, most of the assumptions made will also hold true for the general
802.11, but this work will concentrate on 802.11b only.

5.2.1. Objectives of the IEEE 802.11 in general
The IEEE 802.11 standard sets out some objectives. The objectives are listed below allowing to
remember them throughout the description of the standard. In the end this work will analyse if the
security relevant objectives are met.
Objective 1: The obvious objective is to “provide wireless connectivity to automatic machinery,
equipment, or stations that require rapid deployment, which may be portable or hand-held, or which
may be mounted on moving vehicles within a local area” [26]{page 1}.

6

IEEE 802.11 distribution system (DS): A system used to interconnect a set of basic service sets
(BSSs) and integrated local area networks (LANs) to create an extended service set (ESS) [26].
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Objective 2: 802.11 should allow “aspects of station mobility (transition)” [26]{page 1} considering that
mobile stations “may often be battery powered” [26]{page 9} it will allow power management.
Objective 3: Authentication service should provide link-level authentication between stations (STA).
“IEE 802.11 authentication is used simply to bring the wireless link up to the assumed physical
standards of a wired link.”[26]{page 20}
Objective 4: To provide a confidentiality “functionality for the wireless LAN equivalent to that provided
by the physical security attributes inherent to a wired medium” [26]{page 61}

5.2.2. Details covered by the IEEE 802.11 standard
The IEEE 802.11 standard defines a physical layer (PHY) and a medium access control (MAC). These
two layered structure is typical for most of the standards from the IEEE 802 series [25], i.e. Ethernet
802.3, and Figure 5.3. shows how they fit in the ISO OSI reference model [30]. IEEE 802.11 allows
higher levels to see the wireless LAN just like any other IEEE 802 LAN, i.e. Ethernet (802.3), therefore
it handles mobility within the MAC layer.
IEEE 802.2
IEEE 802.1

Logical Link Control
Bridging

IEEE 802.3
Ethernet
Medium Access Control

IEEE 802.11
Wireless LAN
Medium Access Control

IEEE 802.3
Ethernet
Physical Layer

IEEE 802.11
Wireless LAN
Physical Layer

OSI Layer 2
Data Link
Layer
OSI Layer 1
Physical Layer

Figure 5.3. Positioning of IEEE 802.11 within 802 series and ISO OSI

5.3. Physical (PHY) Layer of IEEE 802.11b
As this work will concentrate on IEEE 802.11b it will only briefly mention differences to IEEE 802.111999 or IEEE 802.11a.
The IEEE 802.11 standard defines four different physical layers which all interface with the medium
access control layer. The different physical layers are needed to define the operation on different
wireless media.
The standard in its first 1997 version contained three physical layers, one for frequency hopping
spread spectrum (FHSS), the second one for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS), both for the
2.4 GHz band, and a third one for infrared communications. These physical layers all support a
connection speed of 1 or 2 Mbps. As these speeds are not sufficient for most applications the two
amendments 802.11a and 802.11b introduced physical layers to support higher data rates.
802.11a introduces transmissions up to 54 Mbps in the 5 GHz band using orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) [27], while 802.11b allows using the license free ISM 2.4 GHz band for
transmissions up to 11 Mbps using DSSS.

5.3.1. Frequencies and Channels of IEEE 802.11b
The standard specifies which frequency bands to use in order to comply with regional and national
regulatory requirements, as they were when the standard was published in 1999. The operating
frequencies of 802.11 and 802.11b are within a license free ISM (Industrial/Scientific/Medical) band;
the specified regulatory range for i.e. Europe (except Spain and France) is 2.400 – 2.4835 GHz.
The Figure 5.4 shows the frequencies selected for use by IEEE 802.11 and 802.11b according to the
regulations in the different regions. The allowed spectrum to use is larger in North America and Europe
than in Japan, Spain or France.
Lower Limit
2.402 GHz
2.402 GHz

Upper limit
2.480 GHz
2.480 GHz

Regulatory range
2.4000–2.4835 GHz
2.4000–2.4835 GHz

2.473 GHz

2.495 GHz

2.4710–2.4970 GHz
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North America
Europe (excluding Spain and
France)
Japan
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2.447 GHz
2.473 GHz
2.4450–2.4750 GHz
Spain
2.448 GHz
2.482 GHz
2.4465–2.4835 GHz
France
Figure 5.4. Operating frequency range of 802.11 and 802.11b [26]
For DSSS used by IEEE 802.11 and by IEEE 802.11b the frequency band is then divided into
channels, with a distance between each channel’s centre frequency of 5 MHz. Figure 5.5. shows how
many channels can be allocated in which regions. The more channels are available, the better
“overlapping and/or adjacent cells using different channels can operate simultaneously without
interference, if the distance between the centre frequencies is at least 25 MHz.” [28]{page 42}
Regulatory domains
Channel Frequency
USA
Canada
Europe
Spain
ID
(MHz)
FCC
IC
ETSI
X
1
2412
X
X
—
X
2
2417
X
X
—
X
3
2422
X
X
—
X
4
2427
X
X
—
X
5
2432
X
X
—
X
6
2437
X
X
—
X
7
2442
X
X
—
X
8
2447
X
X
—
X
9
2452
X
X
—
X
10
2457
X
X
X
X
11
2462
X
X
X
X
12
2467
—
—
—
X
13
2472
—
—
—
—
14
2484
—
—
—
Figure 5.5. IEEE 802.11b High Rate Physical Layer channel frequencies [28]

France
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
X
X
X
X
—

Japan
MKK
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
X

5.3.1.1. Interference with other IEEE 802.11b networks
To solve the problem of overlapping or adjacent cells interfering with each other, as introduced in
scenarios III and IV, the different wireless networks should use different channels. As mentioned in the
IEEE 802.11b standard, operation without interference is only possible if the distance between the
channel’s centre frequencies is at least 25 MHz. With the most number of such channels defined, the
7
regulatory domain of Europe allows to operate three different 802.11b WLANs in the same location,
without interference. Figure 5.6 shows that channels 1,7 and 13 can operate simultaneously while
offering a distance between their centre frequencies of even 30 MHz. A distance of 30 MHz is also
recommended for the interference less operation of DSSS in 802.11 with a maximum of 2 Mbps.
[26]{page 216}

Figure 5.6. European channel selection – non-overlapping [28]
If the different networks from scenario IV (chapter 4.1.4.) follow these recommendations for the
channel assignment the configuration for IEEE 802.11b access points could look like shown in Figure
5.7.
The access points for the airport’s network are placed to allow full coverage, adjacent access points
operate at different channels; the mobile stations 1 and 2 are able to detect and differentiate the
different access points. Mobile station 1 can decide if it wants to register, called associate in IEEE
802.11, with one of the two airport’s access points or with the access point of the other network. At any
point a mobile station “may be associated with no more than one AP” [26]{page 19}. Mobile station 2

7

Excluding France and Spain
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can determine which AP offers the better signal strength and associate accordingly while it moves
from the range of one airport’s AP to another.

Figure 5.7. Scenario IV selection of channels.

5.3.1.2. Interference with other devices
Because the frequency band of 2.4 GHz is license free a lot of devices use this radio frequency to
communicate. To allow a lot of equipment to use this frequency band while keeping the interference at
a minimum, or at least spread the interference problems even among the users of the ISM band, ETSI
has defined regulations. The ETSI standard 300 328 [19] defines that devices using the ISM band
have to use spread spectrum technologies and that their transmitting power is within the following
limits. The effective radiated power shall be equal to or less than -10 dBW (100 mW) e.i.r.p. This limit
shall apply for any combination of power level and intended antenna assembly.
For equipment using FHSS modulation, the power density shall be limited to -10 dBW (100 mW) per
100 kHz e.i.r.p. For equipment using other types of modulation, the peak power shall be limited to-20
dBW (10 mW) per MHz e.i.r.p. This work will talk about the different spread spectrum approaches
used by IEEE 802.11 devices in chapter 5.3.3.
This, of course, has a general effect on the transmission range (see chapter 5.5) of the devices, but
allows different devices to use the same radio spectrum.
Only having to make sure that in a relatively short range no other devices interfere with a wireless
transmission might be manageable task, but if the existence of another wireless transmission (e.g.
Bluetooth) is required or appreciated it might be a problem. For example look at scenario II (Figure
4.2), the mobile phone and the PDA might communicate via Bluetooth whilst the home wireless
network is operated as an IEEE 802.11b network.
Interference with Bluetooth
Some work has gone into the analysis of interference caused by Bluetooth devices operated in the
same area or even very close to the IEEE 802.11 network. The Bluetooth communication in scenario II
indicates a load of 33% of the Bluetooth network, Figure 5.8. shows the reduction of throughput on an
IEEE 802.11b wireless LAN while different usage levels of a nearby Bluetooth network.
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Figure 5.8 : Throughput for DSSS WLAN as a Function of Piconet Utilization (Single BT Interferer) [64]
With a Bluetooth network load of 33% a transmission occurs only in every third transmission slot, the
calculated reduction of throughput is 19.2% [64], this is derived from the length of transmission for
packets on the IEEE 802.11b network and in-band of the Bluetooth as can be seen in Figure 5.9.
derived from [64] adding the length for an acknowledgement frame.

Note:
In Bluetooth a dwell
period is 625 µsec.

Figure 5.9. Probability of collision depending on number of BT slots overlapped, derived from [64]
If a mobile station does not receive the small acknowledgement frame, which has a quite high
probability of reaching the sender of the original packet without interference, the sender waits for some
time and resends it. The time a sender waits before the resend is started is increased with each
retransmission; therefore the impact on throughput can be quite significant.
Interference with microwave ovens
But it is not only other wireless transmissions that interfere with your wireless LAN transmission, one
high powered source of interference is a microwave oven acting as a tone jammer as it operates at for
example 2450 MHz. To cope better in environments where such a jammers are present, IEEE 802.11b
recommends using the optional channel agility option [28].
But the channel agility option is only seldom used and it is too slow for avoiding the rapid channel
movement of Bluetooth [62].
Tests with a standard home microwave oven have shown that the interference caused by such an
oven in normal operation can be significantly.
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Figure 5.10. Test conditions for interference test of IEEE 802.11b and standard microwave ovens
The following test conditions were used:
• Standard home use microwave oven (2450 Mhz, 950 Watt)
• Access point, no WEP enabled, not connected to a wired LAN
• A laptop with an IEEE 802.11b PCMCIA network adapter based on a PRISM chip by Intersil
as the only mobile station, measuring the signal strength and
• All antennas on the same level, centreed in front of the closed door of the microwave oven,
distance 10 cm from each other (see Figure 5.10.)
• Channel 9 is used for the DSSS communication
• When the microwave oven is turned off link quality and signal strength are reported to be
100%
The Intersil PCMCIA driver offered to view the link quality and signal strength of the associated access
point in intervals of about two seconds. Figure 5.11. shows the link quality and the signal strength over
the test period of about 60 seconds. With the microwave turned on the link quality drops down to a
minimum of 20%. Because the microwave oven only periodically emits radiation in order to heat the
food signal strength and link quality are restored to 100% until the next period of microwave oven
activity.

Figure 5.11. Signal strength and link quality under interference with microwave oven
The interference can be avoided with DSSS by choosing a channel, which is not affected by the
microwave oven.

5.3.2. Multiple Access Problem
In a wired network only stations that are physically connected to the wire can try and access the
transmission medium. Having radio frequencies as the transmission medium the number of potential
users on that medium is much higher. This is even more true if the frequency band used is license
free.
The multiple access problem is catered for by the IEEE 802.11 physical (PHY) and medium access
control (MAC) layer. On the MAC layer, IEEE 802.11 conformant wireless LANs use a special variant
of time division multiple access (TDMA), called CSMA (see also chapter 5.4.1.1).
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The only valid assumption on the physical layer about multiple users accessing the transmission
medium is that all potential users of the frequency band are obeying the rules set out by ETSI or other
regulators.
To solve the multiple access problem for wireless LANs on the physical layer the following three
mechanism or combinations thereof can be used [43]:
TDMA (Time Division Multiplexing),
FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access) and
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access).
IEEE 802.11b uses a combined approach on the physical layer.
It first uses the direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) technique (see chapter 5.3.3.2). Only if a
DSSS-Sender and a DSSS-Receiver use the same pseudo noise code (PN) they will be able to
communicate. This means IEEE 802.11b systems use a CDMA to differentiate the 802.11 wireless
LAN communications from other communications taking place in the same frequency spectrum.
Secondly different channels are used, as shown in 5.3.2. and Figure 5.6, which is a FDMAmechanism, if more than one IEEE 802.11 system is used within the same area.

5.3.3. Frequency spreading techniques
ETSI and other regulators require the use of spread spectrum technologies to be used when
communicating. Spread spectrum technologies use generally a greater range of frequency than
actually needed, this allows the transmission to be more reliable as it needs an interference in the
whole spreaded signal to totally interrupt the communication.
Two different techniques are described within IEEE 802.11, frequency hopping spread spectrum
(FHSS) and direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS).
Because the second techniques allows higher data rates it is the chosen IEEE 802.11b spreading
technique, allowing data rates up to 11 Mbps. DSSS also allows for an easier roaming mechanism.
This work will therefore only shortly mention FHSS for completeness and because there have been
claims of improved security.

5.3.3.1. FHSS
The allowed frequency band is divided into sending and receiving channels with 1 MHz bandwidth, this
means a number of 79 channels is assigned starting at a centre frequency of 2.402 GHz. These
channels are used for transmission only for a short period of time (every 224 µs), then another channel
will be used. Which channel will be used next is determined by a defined hopping sequence. The
hopping sequences are designed to have a minimum distance of 6 MHz for Europe.
If more than one IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN is used in the same location, collisions occur when two
senders are using the same channel. To allow more than one 802.11 LAN to operate in the same
location using FHSS, IEEE 802.11 grouped them into three different sets. If used in the same location
hopping patterns from the same set have hopping sequences, which are designed to interfere as less
as possible. A small example analysis of hopping sequences, see Appendix C for details, shows that
even if you deliberately choose the timing offsets, you still have only around 3 collisions. If all stations
would hop in a synchronized sequence, no collisions would occur.
Hopping in a random like sequence through different channels could be seen, and has been
unfortunately, as a security feature. Using FHSS, or even DSSS, does not enhance security.
For FHSS the IEEE 802.11 standard published all the hopping sequences and IEEE 802.11 requires
8
the beacon frame to transmit information about the frequency hopping in each beacon signal sent out
[26]. This beacon signal is not protected by the privacy protection mechanism (WEP), as this can be
applied only to data frames and some authentication management frames. The field called “FH
Parameter Set” contains the following fields:
“The Hop Set field identifies the current set of hop patterns (…)”.
“The Hop Pattern field identifies the current pattern within a set of hop patterns (…)”.
“The Hop Index field selects the current index within a pattern (…)”. [26]{page 56}
This information is given to potential attackers, so FHSS does not serve as a security mechanism.
Even if this information could not be obtained by an attacker the hopping sequence can be easily
obtained by listening to the different channels and recording the time differences of received beacon

8

A regular transmitted packet, which contains device and control information.
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signals. Such an attack does not require much time or computing power and can be considered “trivial”
[65].
So FHSS is purely done to minimize interference with other 2.4 GHz band transmissions and to
minimize collisions when operating different IEEE 802.11 conformant systems within the same area.

5.3.3.2. DSSS
Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) is the second spread spectrum technique specified for use
with IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs. Because DSSS allows a higher data rate, it is the spreading
technique required in IEEE 802.11b. Rather than using a channel hopping sequence as a code to
spread the signal, as done in FHSS, DSSS systems use a pseudo noise (PN) code to spread the small
band signal into a broadband signal (Figure 5.12). Because DSSS has no need to wait to switch
channels, it is possible to send data continuously on a broad frequency band encoded with a pseudo
noise code, allowing higher data rates. Each of these broadband channels is 22 MHz wide [26],
allowing to place three non overlapping channels within the ISM frequency band. The number of
channels and the three non-overlapping channels 1,7 and 13 are shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.7. While
spreading the signal the intensity of the spreaded signal falls below the noise level, leading to minimal
interference.

Figure 5.12. Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum signal [43]
The PN code used for 1 and 2 Mbps transmissions is a 11-Chip Barker Code, to allow higher data
rates IEEE 802.11b uses complementary code keying (CCK). For a 11 Mbps transmission the
complementary code is chosen from a set of 64 different defined complementary codes. These are
then modulated using Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (DQPSK).
The different codes are chosen so that the receiver can easily detect which PN-Code has been used,
this allows the receiver to recover 6 bit of the original symbol. To allow 11Mbps to be transmitted a
symbol contains 8 bits, for encoding 6 bit are used to choose the complementary code word and the
remaining 2 bit are controlling which of the four possible phase shifts are used for the DQPSK
modulation.
Again the spreading of the signal is done to comply with the regulatory environment and to have a
more robust transmission on a wireless medium also used by others.
How the spreading technique of DSSS helps to cope with interference, especially with tone jammers,
can bee seen in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13. Original Signal and Jammer before and after dispreading [16]
Because a dispreading of a spreaded sequence will not only restore the original signal, but also
spread all noise or tone jammers, the jamming signal can easily be filtered out and the signal can be
identified correctly.
As with FHSS, some vendors still think that using DSSS has a security advantage [18], as the signal
can only be decoded correctly if you know all the PN codes that could be used. But this is only the
case if the PN Codes would be secret, and they are not, because otherwise there would be no
interoperability between different IEEE 802.11 products. The IEEE 802.11b standard defined which
CCK to use (Figure 5.14 gives you the formula). It is not secret and therefore it cannot be regarded as
a security feature [17].

Figure 5.14. Formula for the CCK codes for 5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps [28]
Optionally the IEEE 802.11b standard allows using PBCC (packet binary convolutional coding) instead
of CCK for modulation.
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5.4. Medium Access Control (MAC) Layer
While the physical layer caters for the transmission of single bits between stations, the medium access
control (MAC) layer is concerned with complete packets.
The MAC layer is the same for all the different physical layers, allowing higher layers to use wireless
functionality regardless of what type of wireless transmission is taking place physically.
Looking at other 802 networking protocols one of the main tasks of the MAC layer is to provide
collision free access to the communication channel, this is a much more complicated task in the
wireless world than it is in wired LANs. Additionally the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer has to cope with the
mobility of stations (roaming) and power saving for the often battery powered devices. The security
functionality, which is also provided in the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer, will be looked at in chapter 5.6 and
5.7.
Another important role of the MAC layer is the addressing of stations. IEEE 802.11 station addresses
are normally in the same address space as wired LANs MAC (48 bit) addresses, this makes IEEE
802.11 addresses compatible with other IEEE 802 network addresses. This is usually the case but the
standard does allow them to be different to be totally independent from the distribution system (DS).

Figure 5.15. General MAC frame format [26]
Every frame can contain up to four such MAC addresses, as can be seen in Figure 5.15. The fields
address 1 and address 2 normally contain the destination and source of the frame.
The sequence control field contains the actual sequence number and information about fragmentation
in the fragment number. The sequence number is a modulo 4092 counter (12 bit) that is incremented
with each message sent, it stays the same for all fragments of a message or retransmissions.
The field FCS contains a 32-bit CRC value computed over the complete MAC Header and the Frame
9
32
26
22
16
12
Body to detect transmission errors . The generating polynomial used is: x +x +x +x +x +
11
10
8
7
5
4
2
x +x +x +x +x +x +x +x+1 [26].

5.4.1. Collision Handling
As with all other transmission mediums in the wired world, i.e. the Ethernet twisted pair cable, only one
station can send data at a given time. If more than one station sends data it will collide, rendering the
data sent by two or more stations unusable for the intended receivers.
So collisions should be avoided or suppressed completely.
If a station wants to send data, it first checks if the wireless medium is free, by trying to receive. If the
wireless medium seems to be free the station starts sending data. This basic rule is known as Carrier
Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). Due to wireless transmission, it is not possible to send and receive
data at the same time. Therefore it is not possible for a sending station to listen on the wireless
medium, if some other station is sending and to abort its own transmission. So a collision cannot be
detected (collision detection) while a station is sending the message. The sender never knows if the
station has received the message or if it has to be retransmitted due to a collision. This problem is
handled by acknowledgements that are sent back by the receiver every time a message is received
properly.
To avoid that two stations think that the wireless medium is free at the same time, which is still
possible with CSMA, IEEE 802.11 introduces a collision avoidance mechanism (CA), trying to
minimize the number of collisions to minimize the retransmission overhead.
To enable time critical applications IEEE 802.11 also specifies a collision free access mechanism,
called the Point Coordination Function (PCF), which is described later in 5.4.1.2.

9

CRC codes allow to detect single bit errors and also burst errors. They assume that the data
checksummed is randomly distributed [55].
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5.4.1.1. CSMA/CA
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) with Collision Avoidance (CA) is split into two parts, the first
part is to detect, that the wireless medium is physically free (CSMA), while the second part is to
logically ensure that collisions are avoided to maximize the use of the bandwidth.
10
Carrier sense multiple access uses a physical layer function (CCA ) to detect if anything is received
on the wireless medium. If nothing is received the station can assume that there are no transmissions
and can transmit, but this is only an assumption. More than one station might detect no signal on the
wireless medium at the same time, so they both think it is free and both start to send. Another case
where CSMA cannot avoid collisions is, if two stations are not in mutual range with each other and
therefore cannot detect if the other station is using the wireless medium, this is known as the hidden
station problem, which is described in detail in 5.4.1.3.
Additionally to listening if the wireless medium is free for sending each station keeps track of the
11
logical use, by updating a timed counter called Network Allocation Vector (NAV ).
The NAV tells the station how much time it has to wait before the wireless medium is expected to be
free for transmission. The NAV is counted down until it reaches zero, a simplified version of CSMA/CA
is shown in Figure 5.18.
A station updates the NAV whenever it receives a message, with the value that is contained in the
message header field called Duration/ID. This field among others can be found in every frame header,
as shown in Figure 5.15.
The duration information is set by the sending station to reserve the wireless medium for the length of
the ongoing transmission. The value for the duration field is the time it takes to transmit the data plus
the time it needs to send the acknowledgement back. This allows also for the acknowledgement being
able to be sent back, without high likelihood of collision. Figure 5.16. shows the timeline of a sending,
a receiving and a waiting station using NAV.
DIFS
Station A
Sender

medium
busy

Backoff

Data
Frame
SIFS

Station B
Receiver

ACK
DIFS

Station C
Other

medium
busy

DIFS
Backoff

NAV

Backoff

Figure 5.16. Sending a frame utilizing NAV to reserve wireless medium [43]
At the beginning Station A and Station C both want to send data and therefore wait until the medium is
no longer busy, then waiting a defined amount of time (DIFS) and a randomly selected Back-off time.
Assuming that Stations A Back-off time is the shortest, it will find the medium still free and start
sending the Data Frame. Station C and other Stations within transmission range now receive the
frame header and the duration information calculated by the sender. The NAV is updated by all other
stations to reserve the medium for the data sent by Station A and the acknowledgement frame sent by
Station B.
After Station B has received the Data Frame it waits a shorter specified amount of time (SIFS) and
then sends the acknowledgement. If Station C will find the wireless medium still free after waiting
another predefined DIFS time period and another random Back-Off time period it will be able to send.

10

IEEE 802.11 clear channel assessment (CCA) function: That logical function in the physical layer
(PHY) that determines the current state of use of the wireless medium (WM).
11
IEEE 802.11 network allocation vector (NAV): An indicator, maintained by each station, of time
periods when transmission onto the wireless medium (WM) will not be initiated by the station whether
or not the station’s clear channel assessment (CCA) function senses that the WM is busy.
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Figure 5.17. Increase of the contention window specifying the back-off time [26]
If Station A does not receive the acknowledgement within a given time it will wait a back-off time, that
will increase exponentially with every retry (Figure 5.17.), and then try to resend the data frame. The
back-off time is calculated by selecting a random value from the interval [0,CW] and multiplying it with
the SlotTime, a physically fixed parameter, which is 20 µsec in IEEE 802.11b networks. The time
interval that a station waits before the retransmission of a message can therefore increase to a
maximum time of 51000 µsec. Figure 5.14. shows an abstraction of this process.
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Start (Frame to send)

NAV==0
?

NO

YES
Is
Medium
free ?

NO

Wait random
back-off time

YES
Send Frame
* Only for some frame types
acknowledgements are generated.

Wait for ACK *

ACK
received
?

NO

YES
STOP (Frame successfully sent)
Figure 5.18. Basic procedure for sending a frame, translated from [43]

5.4.1.2. PCF
The Point Control Function (PCF) provides an optional access mechanism build on the CSMA/CA
mechanism. But rather than being a distributed medium access control function like the CSMA/CA, it is
a centralised mechanism provided and managed by the access point. The PCF is used if collisions
must be avoided and if the waiting time must be more predictable, so it can be used for time critical
applications over a IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN. The PCF allows for so called content free periods
(CFP) where it exclusively reserves the wireless medium for the use by one station only. The
implementation of this PCF and the CFP mechanism is made optional by the IEEE 802.11 standard.
To reserve the wireless medium even if station not having implemented the optional mechanism, the
PCF uses the NAV value to stop other stations from using the wireless medium. To exclusively allow a
specific station to send one frame the access point sends a special Data Frame called CF-Poll-Frame
to the station granted exclusive sending rights.

5.4.1.3. Hidden Station Problem and RTS/CTS-mechanism
The CSMA/CA will only work correctly if all the stations are within mutual transmission range.
Figure 5.19. shows an example of how it is possible for two mobile stations to still communicate with
an third station, while not receiving any duration information by receiving the other stations message
nor being able to detect properly if the wireless medium is free.
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Figure 5.19. Hidden station problem
The station STA 2 can still communicate with all the other stations, but problems arise if for example
station 1 would like to send and will sense with CSMA/CA that the wireless medium is free, while in the
worst case station 3 is already sending, a collision at station 2 will therefore not be prevented by the
CSMA/CA.
IEEE 802.11 solves this problem by the use of very short frames called RTS (request to send) and
CTS (clear to send). The RTS and CTS frames are very short and contain among other information the
duration value that is used to set the NAV accordingly. The station that wants to sent data first obeys
all the rules set out by the CSMA/CA, but instead of sending the data frame when allowed, it sends a
very short RTS frame to the station that it wants to send the data to. The receiving station will send a
CTS frame back, if the wireless medium is free for the duration requested. On receipt of the CTS, the
sending station will start to send the actual data.
In the example given in Figure 5.19. station 1 will send a RTS frame, that only station 2 will receive.
Station 2 will send a CTS frame back, this will also be picked up by station 3, allowing station 3 to
update the NAV value accordingly.
Using RTS/CTS-frames allows stations to overcome the effects of the hidden station problem, but it is
an overhead, as it has to be transmitted additionally.
Every station can decide whether or not to send an RTS frame first; this is usually done above a
specified size of data to be transmitted, to provide a trade-off.

5.4.2. Association with access points
In order to transmit user data to the distribution network (i.e. a wired corporate LAN), IEEE 802.11
devices have to establish an association with an access point within communication range. In ad hoc
networks no association has to be formed, as data is only send on the wireless medium from one
station to another station within reception range.
The association can only be establish after an authentication has taken place, the authentication is
described in further detail in chapter 5.6.4. A station can be in three different states, as shown in
Figure 5.20, depending on what state they are in different types of frames can be exchanged.
A station can only be associated with one access point at a time.
After authentication was successful the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer allows to send Class 2 frames, which
are:
• Association Request
• Association Response
• Reassociation Request
• Reassociation Response
• Disassociation
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Only after successful association (State 3) data frames to and from the distribution network (Class 3)
can be send or received.

Figure 5.20. Different states of stations and the messages (frames) that can be sent [26]
The association request is sent from the station (STA) to the access point (AP), containing the
requesting station’s address, the access point’s address and some additional information about the
capabilities and requirements of the station requesting association. Capabilities include the data rates
supported and the station could require that the access point can encrypt traffic by WEP.
The access point sends an association response message back to the station. The response message
indicates “success” if and only if the station is authenticated and the capabilities and requests of the
station can be matched. Otherwise the association response is indicating an error.
Only after the access point has received an acknowledgement for the association response frame
containing “success” the access point informs the distribution network about the new mobile station
that is now associated (see Figure 5.21.).
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Associate.request (STA-Addr., AP-Addr., Capabilities)

Deauthenticate (STA-Address, Reason)
NO
If Station still falsely thinks it’s
authenticated, its now
deauthenticated for the
given reason  State 1

Station
authenticated
?
YES

Associate.confirm (“not successful”, Reason)
NO
Capabilities cannot
be met for the reason
given  State 2

Can
capabilities
be met ?

YES
Generate an
association ID
for the station.

Associate.confirm (“successful”, association ID)
Association
established  State 3
Acknowledge reception of Associate.confirm (“successful”)
Association
established.
Notify distribution
system about
the new station.
Figure 5.21. Simplified protocol for establishing an association between a station and an access point
If the mobile station is on the move the currently established association with one access point can be
transferred to another access point with which the new association will be formed. This allows for
mobile stations to roam between different access points, allowing the distribution system to always
know which access point a particular mobile station is associated with. It should be noticed that the
IEEE 802.11 standard makes no approach to specify how the distribution system does this.
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5.4.4. Power management
The IEEE 802.11 standard allows stations to switch into a power saving mode, that does allow less
frequent use of the communication hardware.
Two modes are possible:
• “awake” - the normal, active mode of operation and
• “doze” – the power saving mode.
The procedures are different in ad-hoc and infrastructure networks.

5.4.4.1. Power management in infrastructure networks
In this case a station indicates any change of power management mode to the access point.
If a station has indicated that it is in power-save mode the access point buffers any incoming frames
for that station, and sends them only on request. The station has told the access point the interval in
which it will check for buffered frames during the association. If the access point has accepted the
association it can then determine how long it will hold frames in the buffer before deleting them.
The access point’s beacon contains a list of all stations the access point has buffered frames for
(called traffic indication map, or TIM). So a station in “doze” or power-save mode listens to selective
beacons, not all of them like in active mode. If that station sees that frames are waiting it can request
12
this frames by sending a poll request message (PS-Poll ) to the access point. After sending such a
request the station should wait for the reception of the requested data. Only on receipt of such a
request the access point will send the buffered frames, waiting for an acknowledgement.
Because it is likely that broad- or multi-cast frames for a station in power-save mode will arrive at the
access point quite frequently the access point only delays the delivery of such frames for a certain
period. The access point will send the broad- or multi-cast frames in specified intervals of multiple
beacons after an indication is given in the beacon (so called delivery traffic indication maps, or DTIMs).
Figure 5.22. (derived from [26] ) shows the network activity and the behaviour of the access point with
two stations in sleep mode listening to beacons in different intervals. Station A is configured to listen to
every DTIM, which the access point has defined to be send at an interval of 3 beacons, so station A
knows when to power up the receiver.
Station B is not configured to listen to all DTIMs and therefore might not receive all broad- or multi-cast
frames. The access point buffers incoming frames and sends broad- or multi-cast frames every 3
beacons.
Beacon

Beacon
Broadcast

Beacon
Frame for B

Network traffic
Access point

empty TIM

Beacon

Frame for A

buffered
buffered

Beacon

buffered

Broadcast

Frame for B

Frame for A

empty

B

A,B

A in

DTIM

in TIM

in TIM

DTIM

Station A
Listening to every
DTIM, at least

Power up

Power up
for DTIM

Power up
for DTIM
PS-Poll

Station B
Not listening to
every DTIM

Power up

Figure 5.22. Example of different intervals stations in power-safe mode could listen to beacons
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PS-Poll stands for PowerSave-Poll
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If a station is requested to send data it will just power up to send the frames as done normally and
await the acknowledgment. After the acknowledgement has been received, the IEEE 802.11 device
will power down again.
Power management is done slightly different if a point control function (PCF) is used to allow more
time critical applications.

5.4.4.2. Power management in Ad-Hoc networks
In ad hoc networks a time interval called ATIM-Window is specified after each beacon in which all
stations have to be awake. Stations who wish to sent data to stations who are in power save mode will
send an indication message called ATIM directly to that station, the station that received an ATIM will
then stay awake to receive the intended message. Figure 5.23. (derived from [26] shows a simple
example of three stations who are all in power-save mode, with station A wanting to send a frame to
station B.
Beacon

ATIM window

Beacon

ATIM for B

Beacon

Data for B

Station A

ATIM from A

Station B
Power up
for ATIM window

Power up
for ATIM

ACK

ACK
Data from A

Stay awake for
reception

Station C
Figure 5.23. Example of power-saving mode in an ad hoc network with 3 stations
How a station in an ad hoc network knows the power management state of another station is not
defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard.

5.5. Range and Throughput
IEEE 802.11 devices in Europe are allowed to have a maximum transmission power of 100 mW e.i.r.p.
Devices who allow a higher transmission power are required to implement a control function allowing
to switch back to 100 mW.
The range of an IEEE 802.11b wireless LAN depends on the absorption of the surroundings. For
example metal or concrete walls have a high absorption rate; this means that in a normal office
environment the range of wireless transmission can be as low as 20 metres. Figure 5.24 shows the
range in dependence of the data rate used and the environment it is used in. Open environments are
open fields and therefore not a realistic environment for today’s common use of wireless networks. A
larger number of users would install wireless IEEE 802.11b LANs in typical office environments or
private homes, with massive walls and concrete floors and ceilings this environments would be
considered as a rather closed environments.
IEEE 802.11b data rate Open environment
half open environment closed environment
20 m
11 Mbps
160 m
30 m
35 m
5,5 Mbps
270 m
70 m
40 m
2 Mbps
400 m
90 m
50 m
1 Mbps
550 m
115 m
Figure 5.24. Typical range without additional antennas. Taken from [43]
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So it is likely that a high rate (11Mbps) IEEE 802.11b transmission can only be received in next door
rooms or in the rooms above, where exactly the signal can be received in any given installation of an
IEEE 802.1b can only be determined by measurements carried out on site.
The operation in the 2.4 GHz area makes it possible to penetrate walls and other objects, but because
of the frequency used by IEEE 802.11b, objects containing water will also absorb the transmitted
signal [9]. Water is contained to a high grade in human tissue making humans an obstacle in wireless
transmissions. This absorption is noticeable, if for example a user puts his hand over the antenna of
an IEEE 802.11 PCMCIA plugged into a laptop, the signal strength drops about 20%. This makes the
optimal placement of antennas in palm sized handheld devices a challenge for the designers of such
mobile wireless devices.
If a mobile wireless device is in range and uses the wireless medium it takes away bandwidth from
other users, because only one can communicating on the channel at a given time. So they have to
transmit in turns (organized by the PCF) or wait because they will not find the wireless medium free
(CSMA/CA).
The maximum data rate is 11Mbps, the actual throughput using common protocols that can be
achieved on a wireless LAN is lower.
Figure 5.25 shows that the actual data rates achieved using TCP/IP on an IEEE 802.11b network can
be as low as 230 kbps.
For the test the following test environment was used:
• A laptop with an IEEE 802.11b PCMCIA network adapter based on a PRISM chip by Intersil
as the only mobile station (Tulip Conceptronic M11)
• An access point connected directly to a single machine
• NetIO (version 1.11) [51] to test the throughput
• Signal strength and Link Quality are reported by the Intersil WLAN tool to be 100% throughout
the test
1k packets 2k packets 4k packets 8k packets 16k packets
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WEP disabled
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444
445
458
WEP 64 bit
230
232
259
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265
WEP 128 bit
231
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258
257
264
Figure 5.25. Throughput in kbps of a TCP/IP connection over IEEE 802.11b
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This test carried out for this work only shows the results for the specific product used in all the tests,
but other tests under equal circumstances of other products (see Appendix B) show that the
throughput is decreasing over longer range. A few manufacturers where able to keep the throughput
on a better level, but the highest found was about 600 kByte/s in short range. To compare it with a
standard wired networks the same test has been carried out on a non-loaded 10 Mbps Ethernet, with
the result of throughputs of around 1000 kByte/s even with half duplex connection.
This shows that applications based on wireless networks will be slower than in a wired environment.
This is important to note, because it means that less bandwidth is available to add security on higher
protocol levels.

5.6. Security Features in IEEE 802.11b
This chapter will introduce the security features that are contained in the IEEE 802.11 standard, real or
perceived, and analyse them.
As already mentioned in 5.3.4.2, DSSS and other frequency spreading techniques only provide
additional security if the mathematical functions used to generate the spreaded signal is not publicly
known. As this is not the case for IEEE 802.11, DSSS is not a security feature, even if vendors still try
to advertise this fact. Also the wireless network name, called SSID is not a security feature. It is
required to know this name in order to find the network, but it is send in clear in every beacon out into
the world. The two main security features of IEEE 802.11 are encryption of frame payload and
authentication based on a shared key.
As the authentication mechanism in IEEE 802.11 is based on the WEP encryption, encryption will be
described before the key management. Last but not least the authentication mechanism is looked at.

13

wired equivalent privacy (WEP): IEEE 802.11 security mechanism for confidentiality and
authentication
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5.6.1. Algorithm for IEEE 802.11 security
The IEEE 802.11 security mechanism is called WEP. WEP stands for wired equivalent privacy and it is
based on the stream cipher RC 4.
RC 4 can be used under a special license agreement from RSA for the implementation of IEEE
802.11. Ron Rivest developed RC4 for RSA Data Security in 1987.
As it is a stream cipher it will operate by generating a pseudo random sequence of bits, based on an
initial key of variable length used as the seed. This will be XORed with the plain text to create the
cipher text. The strength of the stream cipher purely depends on the randomness of the key stream
generated. The same initial seed value will allow the recipient to generate the same key sequence and
decrypt the cipher text with a simple XOR operation.

5.6.1.2. Analysis of RC 4 algorithm
Until recently no public cryptanalytic results were available [52]. But in August 2001, shortly before this
work was finished, and I already closed the chapter on IEEE 802.11, weaknesses in the Key schedule
of RC 4 were discovered [21LM]. This work will very shortly introduce the new findings and the results
on the security of IEEE 802.11b.
The attack, described in detail in [21LM], is based on the discovery that a number of keys used for the
initial seed of the key stream generator have an undesirable property. The property is that special bit
patterns in the initial state generated from weak keys are propagated also to the first output bits of the
key stream, with a significantly high probability. This means that bits from the secret key can be
determined (or better guessed right with a significant probability) from a number of output bits in the
keystream. The time required for this attack only growth linear with an increase in key size, and is
therefore still feasible if the key size is increased.
Generally being a stream cipher it should be noted that the initial seed and the keystream should be
kept secret. Normally the attacker has no or little chance to observe the key stream, the beginning of
the key stream is needed for the attack.
But due to the way the seed is initialised in WEP, an earlier attack found by researchers at Berkeley
University [8], allows to find the key stream as the IV is reused. The resulting attack is shown in detail
in the analysis for WEP encryption in 5.6.2.2. Together with some more information on how the latest
weakness in RC4 is exploited.

5.6.2. WEP mechanism for protection of confidentiality and integrity
WEP is the main security algorithm of IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks.
The WEP mechanism is specified as “an optional privacy algorithm” [26], this means that it is not
required to implement WEP to be IEEE 802.11 compliant. But most of the IEEE 802.11 devices on the
market today have implemented WEP.
It is not meant to provide “ultimate security but rather to be ‘at least as secure as a wire’ “ and protect
against “casual eavesdropping” [26], this target for the WEP mechanism set by the standard should be
kept in mind.
The privacy protection is not available for all types of messages sent.
Only the following frame types can carry a WEP encrypted payload:
• all frames carrying user data (data frames)
• authentication management frames
Because all the payload of data frames is protected by the confidentiality mechanism the user traffic
shall be confidentiality protected (requirement R1a).
But it leaves control frames like the CTS or RTS frames (see 5.4.1.3.), or management frames that are
used for the association or reassociation (see 5.4.2.) to access points unencrypted.
WEP also only covers the frame body (see Figure 5.15 in 5.4), no other header fields can be
encrypted (requirement R1c).
By default the WEP mechanism is not used, and all transmission is sent unencrypted.
RC4 is a stream cipher algorithm that uses a symmetric key, shared between the communication
partners, to generate the key stream that is XORed with either the plaintext to generate the cipher text
or vice versa.

5.6.2.1. WEP operation in theory
The figures 5.25 and 5.26 illustrate the processes for the use of WEP. To send a WEP protected
message an initialisation vector is chosen and combined with the secret key in order to be used as the
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seed for the RC 4 key sequence generator called WEP PRNG. The seed has a length of 64 bits, the
first 24 bits are the IV the remaining 40 bits are the secret key.
“The WEP PRNG is the critical component of the process” [26] as it is the key stream generator that all
stream cipher algorithms base their security on, because the XOR can be reversed easily if the Key
Sequence is known to attackers. If the same seed value is used, the WEP PRNG will generate the
same key sequence. This is wanted in order to decrypt the cipher text correctly at the other end, but it
should be noted.
The initialisation vector (IV) is transmitted in clear at the beginning of the message allowing for selfsynchronisation. The key sequence depends on the IV and the secret key. The secret key is likely to
stay the same over time, so changes in the initialisation vector are an easy way to generate different
key sequences.
As the messages that are encrypted do not only contain randomly different user data, but often
repeating patterns like source addresses and other static or predictable header information, the
initialisation vector should be changed frequently. The IEEE 802.11 standard [26] therefore correctly
recommends the use of a different initialisation vector with each new message.

Figure 5.26. WEP encryption process [26]
To protect against unauthorised changes of the encrypted plaintext the integrity check value (ICV) is
32 bits long and computed by the CRC-32 algorithm, which was also used to compute the CRC for the
frame checksum (FCS). The enciphering process also protects it. This shall allow user traffic to be
integrity protected (requirement R2a).
On the receiving end the deciphering process takes place as shown in Figure 5.27. The transmitted IV
will be used together with the secret key to decrypt the cipher text and the ICV.
The ICV will then be recomputed (ICV’) on the plain text that the deciphering process has generated. If
the recomputed integrity check value (ICV’) is not the same with the one received, the message is not
passed on. Instead the reception of this message is acknowledged to the sender, to prohibit
retransmission and waste of bandwidth.

Figure 5.27. WEP decryption process [26]
The security of the encrypted message relies on the time an attacker needs to find the secret key with
an exhaustive key search. How the keys are distributed for the initial set-up is beyond the scope of the
IEEE 802.11 standard.
Some vendors claim improved security by implementing a non standard version of WEP, often called
“WEP128”. WEP128 implementations extend the key length to 104 bits, while keeping the initialisation
vector length at the standard conformant value of 24 bits.
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The 40 bit standardised version of the WEP mechanism is then often referred to as “WEP64” or “64-bit
WEP”, because of the 64-bit length of the seed.

5.6.2.2. Analysis of confidentiality protection offered by WEP (“WEP in practice”)
Due to the attacks on the RC4 stream cipher, which might have been foreseeable, looking back at
comments from the CCC in summer 2000 [13], the WEP encryption can be broken.
The Berkeley attack [31-Berkeley Draft], described later allows to find especially the first bits of the key
stream, as the beginning of protocol traffic is easily predictable.
This makes the attack found by L. Fluhrer et al [21LM] easier. The attack was implemented to prove
that it was working, and it turned out that by eavesdropping between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000 WEP
encrypted packets the secret WEP key can be extracted [54LM]. The source code was not released.
About two weeks after the initial attack was published by Fluhrer et. al., source code to mount the
described attack was available [2LM].
Brute force against a 40-bit key:
Due to now outdated regulatory export restrictions the IEEE 802.11 standard only sets the key length
to 40 bit, this is far to small to withstand brute-force key searches given today’s computing power.
The extension to 104 bits is a good idea, as a 104-bit key offers enough protection against exhaustive
key searches. But because this is not a standardised functionality, equipment from different vendors
might not be compatible using 104-bit WEP keys (requirement R6b). Such functionality is also not part
of the “Wi-Fi” test for interoperability carried out by the Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance [32WIFI Test].
As the standard only requires 40-bit key length IEEE 802.11’s confidentiality protection is weak due to
short key length.
Key stream recovery due to IV reuse (or “The Berkeley attack”):
But even if WEP128 is used, with the use of a stream cipher problems occur if the same key sequence
is generated. This is the case if the same initialisation vector is used more than once, because the
shared secret key does not change frequently.
As the initialisation vector (IV) is only 24 bit long, there is only a limited number of different IVs,
chances are that the same IV is used again. Researchers from Berkeley University found it likely for
IVs to be reused after half a day when the IV value is incremented after each message. But they also
found that some manufacturers implemented the choice of IVs poorly, so that for example one
PCMCIA card set the IV to zero every time the card was inserted into the notebook or rebooted. This
meant that lower IV values were used far more often; reducing the number of used IVs even more.
The attack, described in [31-Berkeley Draft], is possible if the same key sequence is reused and parts
of plaintext are known. If C1 = P1 ⊕ KeySequence and C2 = P2 ⊕ KeySequence are two intercepted
ciphertext messages encrypted under the same key sequence, then the attacker can calculate
C1 ⊕ C2 = (P1 ⊕ KeySequence) ⊕ (P2 ⊕ KeySequence) = P1 ⊕ P2.
So the attacker knows the XOR value of the two plaintexts.
To recover both plaintexts from the XOR value, no full knowledge of a plaintext is needed, as realworld plaintexts are redundant, so that for example statistical attacks are possible [31-Berkeley Draft].
So this attacks works if the initialisation vector is reused and parts of the plaintext are known.
The initialisation vector is transmitted in clear, so the detection of reuse is very easy by just using a
sniffing tool. Such sniffers are available as commercial products also for wireless networks, they will
reveal the IV and other unencrypted headers, the screen shot in Figure 5.28 shows part of the output.
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Figure 5.28. Information about a packet sniffed by AiroPeek [61]
This illustrates how easy it is to use normal off the shelf IEEE 802.11 networking cards and
commercial software to listen to all the unencrypted information, and also detect IV reuse.
The researchers from Berkeley University [8] described a lot of ways to obtain known plaintext, one of
them is to send an email message to a mobile station that communicates encrypted from the internet.
For an attacker it is only a matter of time and effort to find the email message in the encrypted traffic.
But the attacker does not only learn the plaintext from the attack described above. He also knows the
key sequence used, this means that with this knowledge and the assumption that the secret key is not
changed the attacker is able to decrypt any messages with the same initialisation vector. The research
from Berkeley [8] showed that a full dictionary of all IVs with corresponding key sequences will only
require a space of roughly 24 Gbyte, nothing to deter a determined attacker.
In the authentication protocol, analysed in 5.6.4.3, the attacker is even given the plaintext freely by the
protocol.
The attack was published at the beginning of the year, and was considered to require a “high level of
sophistication and enough time and money” [60], but this work would like to suggest that relying on this
fact is dangerous. As the report from Berkeley [8] hints, the efforts required for some of the more
sophisticated attacks (like active attacks on the integrity that will be described next) are only required
once. Once an attack tool has been written by a more “sophisticated” attacker it can be reused and, if
at all, requires time and disk space, and considering incidents in the past attackers are likely to share
such tools on the internet. In April 2001 the CCC [12] suggested that within one year tools will be
available to break IEEE 802.11’s security mechanisms. And this insight proved right.
th
The tool released on 17 of August 2001 [2LM] requires according to the authors about 100M-1GB of
space and can guess the WEP key in a second once enough packets have been captured. The attack
might take some time to accumulate the number of packet

5.6.2.3. Analysis of integrity protection offered by WEP (“WEP in practice 2”)
IEEE 802.11 defines a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to generate the integrity check value (ICV)
before the payload is encrypted.
Cyclic redundancy checks were designed to detect transmission errors in nearly random data. The 32
bit CRC used by IEEE 802.11 is defined for the use in local area networks by ANSI and IEEE
standards [21].
IEEE 802.11 uses the CRC value for integrity protection rather than using ISO/IEC 9797 [32] message
authentication codes. Not using the right mechanism for integrity protection allows an attacker to
maliciously modify data.
Also new developments have shown that the WEP mechanism can be broken.
This work will still shortly describe how unauthorised modification can be done even if the attacker
does not know the WEP key yet (see [8] for more details).
The CRC function (denoted by c) is linear, therefore c(A) ⊕ c(B) = c(A ⊕ B).
If M is the message, c(M) the CRC checksum and C the corresponding cipher text, the attacker would
like to modify the cipher text in such a way that the plain text is modified by the value ∆.
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So the goal is to send a modified ciphertext C’, so that it decrypts to M’ = M ⊕ ∆ without detection of
modification and without knowledge of the key required for the encryption by the XOR operation with
the KeySequence.
The cipher text therefore is modified as follows: C’ = C ⊕ ( ∆ ║ c(∆) ).
This modified cipher text is decrypted to a different plain text message:
C’ = KeySequence ⊕ ( M ║ c(M) ) ⊕ ( ∆ ║ c(∆) )
= KeySequence ⊕ ( M ⊕ ∆ ║ c(M) ⊕ c(∆) )
= KeySequence ⊕ ( M’ ║ c(M ⊕ ∆) )
= KeySequence ⊕ ( M’ ║ c(M’) ) .
D (C’) = KeySequence ⊕ C’
= KeySequence ⊕ KeySequence ⊕ ( M’ ║ c(M’) )
= ( M’ ║ c(M’) ) .
This shows that because the WEP checksum is a linear function of the message, the attacker can
modify any bit in a message M without having to know more than the original ciphertext C and the
wanted change ∆.
Another problem, also laid out in [8], is that everyone can calculate CRC checksums as it is not key
dependent. On its own this would not pose a threat, but as it is possible to reuse the initialisation
vector for any messages the following attack is possible:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

An attacker intercepts two or more messages encrypted under the same IV.
The attacker uses the methods described earlier to obtain the plaintext.
This gives the attacker the key sequence that corresponds to the IV.
The attacker generates his own message.
The attacker calculates the CRC for his own message.
Encryption can be done using the key sequence retrieved in step 3, still not knowing the secret
key, and setting the initialisation vector to the corresponding value.
7) Send the message, it will be decrypted correctly and accepted.
8) To send another message the attacker repeats from step 4.
This attack is only possible because another station, such as an access point, must accept messages
even if they carry the same IV consecutively. The IEEE 802.11 standard only advises the use of a
different IVs with each different message, so it is advised to monitor the IVs and signal an alert if too
many frames carry the same IV in a short period of time to detect such an attack.
The integrity checksum is often not included in the encrypted part of the message is making it
impossible to detect changes before the decryption process. But as RC4 can be implemented very
efficient, deliberately sending false WEP-encrypted messages is not enough for a denial-of-service
attack (requirement R3a) [54].
It should be stressed again that WEP only protects the frame body (see Figure 5.15), so that the MACheaders of every frame, also of data frames, like source address are not covered (requirement R2b,c).

5.6.3. WEP key management
The IEEE 802.11 standard allows to enable the, by default disabled, use of the WEP mechanism for
sending messages.
To allow to use the same stations in different configurations the IEEE 802.11 standard allows four
different WEP keys to be stored in a table (requirement R6a), all four are initialised with an all zero
key. A default key is chosen from these four, but an error will be generated if encryption is enabled
with an all zero key, forcing to choose a key.
The standardized length of the keys is 40 bit.
A 2-bit field transmitted with each encrypted frame specifies which of the four keys is selected for
decryption of a message. A station can also be configured to ignore all unencrypted data received.
This means that the user of for example a mobile wireless IEEE 802.11 device shall be able to disable
the association with access points that do not allow encryption (requirement R1d).
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Another option of the IEEE 802.11 standard allows the use of different WEP keys for communicating
with different stations. This option is called key mapping.
Key mapping allows using the WEP mechanism differently for each transmission depending on the
station’s MAC address. A key mapping can either specify no encryption or a specific key used for this
station. If an entry exists for a station, the options stored in the key mapping take precedence over the
default entries, so it would be possible to explicitly disable WEP when communicating with selected
stations.
IEEE 801.11 requires the ability to store a minimum number of 10 such mappings, but having more
would allow using a different key for each and every different user. Having a separate key for each
user stored in the access point would make it possible to disable the use of the access point for a
single device any time (requirements R3c and R3d).
All the management data is stored in the management information base (MIB), but MIB attributes
containing information about “WEP keys are externally write-only” [26]. This shall protect WEP keys
against unauthorised disclosure (requirement R1e).

5.6.3.1. Analysis of key management offered by WEP
The problem is that the secret key is used too long compared to the only short time before IVs are
recycled, frequent changes of the secret key are not encouraged by the IEEE 802.11 standard, as no
key management, exchange or establishment mechanisms are defined or recommended.
To generate a WEP key more easily a lot of implementations generate the key from a phrase or
password entered by the user. This is not recommended as it allows using dictionaries for password
guessing [54], as the algorithms used to generate the WEP key from the password are often fixed.
Also many vendors do not use key mapping to keep a different key for each mobile station. With a
requirement of just 10 entries by the IEEE 802.11 standard this is also not encouraged by the
standard. Rather than keeping a different key based on each MAC address they control access to the
access point on the basis of a list of allowed MAC addresses [18], this is a far weaker mechanism as
no knowledge of a key is required to spoof a MAC address and still a single key for encryption and
authentication is shared among all users of the IEEE 802.11 wireless network.
Some flaws have been seen in the implementation of the protection of keys, for the card used for most
of the tests carried out for this work, the key management software saved the WEP keys unencrypted
in the windows registry (Appendix D).
Another incident reported that access points were giving away WEP keys when asked to do so by a
query sent via the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), so that the attacker could gain
access to the keys used for wireless from the wired side [44].
In a market growing fast like the wireless market such flaws in the implementation are likely to occur,
as products are rushed to the market. Hopefully firmware updates and software patches are released
and deployed to fix at least those implementation problems.

5.6.4. Authentication mechanisms
IEEE 802.11 allows authenticating stations and access points using two different mechanisms. The
first one is called “Open System authentication” and is a “null authentication algorithm” [26]{page 59}.
This means that no security is offered and “any station (..) may become authenticated” [26]{page 59}.
Open System authentication cannot be counted as a security functionality, but it shall be noticed that
the IEEE 802.11 standard explicitly advises that the use of open system authentication might violate
security assumptions made on higher layers.
The second is called “Shared Key authentication”.

5.6.4.1. Shared key authentication
This IEEE 802.11 authentication mechanism is based on the WEP protocol and only if the WEP
mechanism is available this authentication scheme can be used.
Shared key authentication allows differentiating between stations who do posses knowledge of a
shared secret key and those who do not. The shared secret is distributed by means outside the scope
of the IEEE 802.11 standard and no suggestions are made, as it is based on WEP keys. During the
authentication protocol a challenge is send to the station initiating the authentication, it will be
encrypted using a shared WEP key and sent back.
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Authentication
Algorithm number

Authentication
Transaction
Sequence number

Status
Code

Challenge
Text

Figure 5.29. Authentication frame format and authentication frame fields
The goal of the IEEE 802.11 shared key authentication is “simply to bring the wireless link up to the
assumed physical standards of a wired link” [26]{page 20}. It offers “link-level authentication between
14
IEEE 802.11 STAs ” [26]{page 20} and the use of higher level network protocols to achieve message
origin to message destination authentication (requirements R4c and R4d) or user-to-user
authentication is advised by the IEEE 802.11 standard.

5.6.4.2. Shared key authentication in theory
The unilateral authentication handshake is done in four frames exchanged between the two stations as
can be seen in Figure 5.30. Each frame carries an authentication transaction sequence number
(Seq#), which is increased with every message send. By the authentication transaction sequence
number it is possible for a station to ignore responses that are received from authentication
handshakes that have been aborted due to a time out.
The authentication fields itself do not contain any additional source or destination information. The
stations identities are stored in the source and destination address fields (SA and DS) of the standard
MAC header (see Figure 5.29).

14

STAs: stations
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Station A

Station B

Station A initiates the authentication
by sending an authentication frame
to station B.
1
Algorithm Id
“Shared Key”

Seq#
“1”

Status
“”

Challenge
““

If Station B allows Shared Key
authentication it will generate a 128 bit
random challenge text (R1), using the WEP
pseudo-random number generator.
2

Algorithm Id
“Shared Key”

Seq#
“2”

Status
“successful”

Station A generates message 3
by simply copying the random
challenge received and sending
the third message WEP encrypted
using the secret WEP key is stored for
use with Station B (default or mapped).
3

Algorithm Id
“Shared Key”

Challenge
“R1”

encrypted

Seq#
“3”

Status
“”

Challenge
“R1”

Station B tries to decrypt the
response and compares the results
with the challenge sent earlier, if equal
the authentication ends successfully.
4

Algorithm Id
“Shared Key”

Seq#
“4”

Status
“successful”

Challenge
“R1”

Station B has now authenticated
Station A, by checking that it knows
the shared secret.
Figure 5.30. Simplified example of a successful shared key authentication handshake in IEEE 802.11
The key used for encryption of message 3 is the same that would be used for encrypted
communication with the station, so it is either a default key or a key from the mapping table. To
establish an association with an access point a mobile station would initiate the authentication
handshake, and the access point would send the challenge to authenticate the mobile station
(requirement R4a).
It is important to note that this is not a mutual authentication, the fixed wireless device, the access
point, is not authenticated (requirement R4b).

5.6.4.3. Analysis of authentication (“Authentication in practice”)
As the WEP mechanism on which IEEE 802.11 authentication is based has been broken, the
authentication mechanism is also no longer secure.
But even if the WEP mechanism would not be broken, problems exist.
The most obvious problem is that in infrastructure networks with one or more access points these
access points are not authenticated (requirement R4b), as only unilateral authentication is achieved.
So it is possible to attack an IEEE 802.11 installation by installing fake access points [54].
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Looking at the messages exchanged during the protocol handshake the first and the last message can
be overlooked for security reasons, as they carry no security relevant data. But they allow to abort the
handshake if the capabilities or requirements are not met without high resources needed at neither
side (requirement R3a).
The challenge and encrypted response required for the authentication are send in the messages 2 and
3, this random challenge guarantees for uniqueness and timeliness (requirement R4e).
Looking at the ISO standard for entity authentication [33] it also defines a two-pass unilateral
authentication mechanism (Figure 5.31) for the use with symmetric encipherment algorithms.

1

A

2

Random#1 ║

15

Text1

Text2 ║ encrypted (Random#1 ║ B ║ Text3)

B

Figure 5.31. ISO 9798 example of a two pass unilateral authentication [33]
The above ISO authentication protocol includes three security features:
1. Random#1:
The challenge nonce, this allows to check for timeliness and therefore freshness (requirement
R4e)
2. B:
Unique source identifier, to prevent the reflection attack (threat T2e).
3. Text3:
An additional random value could be placed in Text3 to prevent known-plaintext attacks.
Comparing the authentication protocol defined by IEEE 802.11, the IEEE 802.11 protocol lacks two of
the three security features mentioned by the ISO standard.
Firstly the IEEE 802.11 protocol lacks the unique source identifier (labelled B) in the encrypted part of
the second message. This protects against reflection attacks (threat T2e).
Reflection attacks are not a problem in IEEE 802.11 authentication of stations towards access points,
as the access point will not try to authenticate itself to other wireless devices, as the access points are
not authenticated. But it is a problem in ad-hoc networks where stations might use the same unilateral
authentication protocol in both directions to establish mutual authentication. With a reflection attack it
is only possible to authenticate, if the further communication is encrypted the attacker is not able to
read or send data.
Secondly and far more problematic the IEEE 802.11 protocol does not offer protection against knownplaintext attacks. Looking at Figure 5.30 shows that nearly the same content that is transmitted in clear
in message 2, and therefore can be known by the attacker, is encrypted and sent in message 3. This
means that the attacker knows most of the plaintext, the 128 bit long challenge. The small rest of the
WEP encrypted message is also either static or predictable.
Because WEP is a stream cipher, known cipher/plain text pairs allow to easily recover the key stream.
Given the plaintext (P) and the cipher text (C) the key stream (KS) is: KS = C ⊕ P.
The attacker now knows at least 128 bytes of key stream that is produced by an also known
initialisation vector (IV).
The IEEE 802.11 standard advises to “avoid using the same key / IV pair for subsequent frames”
[26]{page 60}, if it was used for authentication.
This cannot be accomplished without limiting the number of IVs available for encryption even further.
But as the claimant can choose which IV to use for a WEP encryption, the attacker could choose just
the one he got the key stream for, from eavesdropping a successful authentication. This would allow
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“║” denotes a simple concatenation of two strings.
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him to encrypt any challenge correctly and authenticate. And it could also be used to send encrypted
data, with a length of 128 bits, later on.
A second pseudo random value, concatenated with the random challenge, would not make the IEEE
802.11 authentication message more secure. Because the stream cipher XOR works bitwise, the
attacker still knows where the known challenge bits are in the cipher text.
It should be noted that this attack does not reveal the secret key, but this greatly allows to use the
known key stream bits for the attack described by Fluhrer et. al [21LM] which was described earlier.
Also only data frames and the authentication frame are protected by WEP, so the deauthentication
message is not protected by encryption. This allows the attacker to send deauthentication notifications,
with a spoofed address, forcing the mobile station to re-establish authentication, hoping to obtain even
more 128-bit key sequences for different IVs.
It should be mentioned that in order to force a station to deauthenticate the message has to come from
another station with which it is authenticated. This requires the attacker to use modified IEEE 802.11
hardware that allows to change the MAC source address of packets arbitrarily, but as [8] pointed out
this modifications could be done for cards offering firmware upgrades and the reverse-engineering
only needs to be done once.
Interestingly for spoofing attacks the IEEE 802.11 description of a function to reset the MAC MIB
attributes allows to specify a “locally-administered MAC address” to be used instead of “the unique,
globally-administered MAC address assigned to the station” [26]{page 360}. If it would be possible to
access this function, allowing to pass a chosen MAC address, an attacker will be able to spoof any
address of his choice after restoring the other MIB values to his choice.
Finally it should be stressed that the authentication protocol requires integrity protection [33] as the
WEP mechanism is used, integrity is not sufficiently protected.

5.7. Security of IEEE 802.11b
This chapter will look at the fulfilment of the requirements, set in 4.2, and the security objectives set
out by the IEEE 802.11 standard itself.
The security mechanisms offered by IEEE 802.11 can either be used or not. So this work assumes
that security is required and so shared key authentication and WEP encryption should be enabled.
With these security mechanisms at hand, this chapter will also look if IEEE 802.11 is suited to be used
in the scenarios that were established earlier in this work.
Final conclusions are drawn from this analysis later in part 7, after having taken a look at Bluetooth.

5.7.1. Requirement satisfaction – the checklist
For requirements that are met by the mechanisms described in the IEEE 802.11 standard the checklist
will have a ‘YES’. For requirements that cannot be met the checklist obviously contains a ‘no’.
But there are requirements, which the mechanisms described in the IEEE 802.11 standard, could
cover. The problem is they either do not provide the required coverage, are not strong enough, have
conceptional flaws or have been broken, but they were at least considered. To indicate the fact that
the standard thought of a mechanism that, when it would be corrected, improved or used correctly,
could offer at least a small step towards the requirement, they will be indicated by the term
‘considered’.
If the IEEE 802.11 standard explicitly states that this is beyond the scope of the standard this will be
noted by ‘beyond scope’.
If the requirements must be met to suit a specific application, ‘considered’ and ‘beyond scope’, must
be seen as a ‘NO’. These requirements must then be implemented in higher layers, for instance using
IP version 6 or VPNs for additional confidentiality protection.
R1a
Confidentiality of user traffic
considered
The length of WEP keys is not long enough to offer protection against exhaustive key search.
Even if longer keys are used, attacks on the WEP encryption mechanism are still possible as RC4 can
be broken and the IV is reused.
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R1b
Confidentiality of user related data
no
The MAC address of the user is contained in one of the address fields of the header in every packet.
As it is in the header, it is not encrypted by WEP.
R1c
Confidentiality of management traffic
no
Management fields like sequence numbers or the NAV value are not protected, because the header
cannot be protected by WEP.
Only for the third message in the authentication handshake the payload can be encrypted by WEP,
which is a minimum requirement for an authentication protocol based on symmetric encryption.
R1d
User supervision of encryption used
YES
It is possible for the user to allow only encrypted communication and to require the access point to
also support encryption otherwise it would not associate. Special drivers or application programs
should inform the user if a communication is not possible because the communication partner does not
provide encryption, to raise user awareness.
R1e
Confidentiality of secrets stored on mobile wireless devices
YES
The IEEE 802.11 requires the management fields that store secret WEP keys to be write only, so that
the secret value remains inside the medium access control layer.
R1f
Range control by transmit power adaptation
Devices only transmit on a fixed power level.

no

R2a
Integrity of user traffic
considered
The integrity algorithm used to calculate the integrity check value for encrypted packets (ICV) is an
unkeyed CRC algorithm and only protects against accidental transmission errors. Insertion and
modification of encrypted packets is possible even thought the CRC value is encrypted. No integrity
protection is offered by the frame checksum (FCS) computed over the header and the payload by a
CRC algorithm.
R2b
Integrity of user related data
no
No protection against incidental modification is offered to the MAC address, as the only protection is
the unkeyed frame checksum (FCS).
R2c
Integrity of management traffic
no
As with user related data no integrity protection is offered to the header fields like sequence number or
destination address by the frame checksum (FCS), also only one management frame for
authentication can be protected by the ICV included in the encrypted payload, which does not offer
sufficient protection (see R2a).
R2d
Integrity of secrets stored on mobile wireless devices
beyond scope
The management fields that contain WEP keys can be over written by entities allowed to change the
information of the management information base (MIB). This can be done through SNMP, the more
secure SNMP version 2 can be used. For IEEE 802.11 the keys are exchanged, installed or managed
by other means outside the scope of the standard.
R3a
Minimize logical jamming
no
No indication has been found that the wireless reception protocols are any more likely to use up
resources than other wired protocols would.
But the problem of unauthorised management and control messages, forcing the station to perform
undesirable actions, like deauthenticate is only prevented by the source address. No authentication is
required for such delicate management functions, and the MAC address might be spoofed by a one
time effort of reverse-engineering.
R3b
Low-Power Mode against battery exhaustion
YES
The power management functionality allows the mobile device to enter the doze state. It should be
possible to decide for a device if it wants to retrieve stored messages or not.
R3c
Prevention of access to services from a certain wireless device only
considered
Access to services can be restricted by requiring authentication to connect to the wireless device
providing the service. This restricts access to the device completely, restricting access only to specific
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services cannot be accomplished. A shared key can be used as it should prevents all the devices that
do not have the shared WEP key from authentication.
To remove access allowance to a certain wireless device a new shared key must be distributed to the
all wireless devices which still should be allowed. To remove this burden key mapping should be used,
using different keys for different wireless devices.
But the authentication mechanism is not secure.
R3d
Termination of access to services for a certain wireless device only
considered
The wireless device hosting the service must require authentication based on key mapped WEP keys.
This allows sending a deauthentication request to the wireless device, terminating the access. The
WEP key held in the key-mapping list for just this wireless device will be removed. Other wireless
devices’ access is not affected. This restricts access to the device completely; restricting access only
to specific services cannot be accomplished. Again the basis is the authentication mechanism with the
described security problems and key mapping is only required with a support of ten entries.
R3e
Signal strength detection
considered
This can be done by special drivers, but no intention is found in the standard to provide automated
alerting if the signal drops in strength.
R4a
Authentication of mobile wireless devices
considered
The authentication mechanism is heavily flawed. As the WEP encryption, it is based on, allows reusing
IVs. An attacker can encrypt any random challenge under an old key stream and will be authenticated.
A key stream for a given key/IV pair can be easily obtained by eavesdropping a valid authentication
handshake as WEP is based on a stream cipher.
R4b
Authentication of central management wireless devices
Access points are not authenticated in IEEE 802.11.

no

R4c
Origin authentication of messages from mobile wireless devices
beyond scope
Only link-layer authentication shall be offered, but authentication is the corroboration that the claimed
identity is correct only for a given point in time. If wanted integrity protection on the identifier is needed.
R4d
Origin authentication of messages from central management wireless devices
Same as above
beyond scope
R4e
Freshness of messages
considered
For authentication a 128 bit long random number is sent as a challenge, together with timeouts and
the sequence number checking during the authentication process this serves as a freshness
mechanism. Normal frames only carry normal sequence numbers which are not confidentiality or
integrity protected, and which are predictable as they are incremented.
R5a

Lawful interception

beyond scope

R5b
Strength of authentication unrelated to strength of encryption
YES
The IEEE 802.11 standard defined encryption with a maximum key length of 40 bits, to facilitate
export. As the encryption should be allowed in most environments, the only option given is to
completely disable the encryption.
R6a
Ease of use and configuration
YES
The IEEE 802.11 standard allows defining up to four different default WEP keys, which could be used
to switch between different configurations, without user interaction.
R6b
Vendor interoperability
considered
In the standard some points like the communication of access points over the distribution system is not
specified, but the work of the WECA [57] shows that wireless devices from a number of vendors can
work together. But only IEEE 802.11’s minimum requirements are tested, key mapping or 104-bit keys
for example are not needed for compliance [59].
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5.7.2. Objective satisfaction of IEEE 802.11
In chapter 5.2.1 four objectives were derived from the IEEE 802.11 standard. This work will
concentrate on the latter two as they concern security. So IEEE 802.11’s objective is, as far as security
is concerned, trying to establish a level of security that is equal to that of wired networks.
A lot of enhancements to security have been applied to make wired networks secure enough for
today’s applications. These are normally applied on higher levels, such as IP security in IP version 6.
So the approach to achieve a security level, which is not satisfactory, is questionable.
Looking at layered security, the lower a security function can be implemented the more information it
th
can protect, as on the n layer a security function can only protect their payload, so that data from all
above layers is transparently protected [31].
This would suggest that instead of forcing additional security mechanisms at higher layers, IEEE
802.11 should offer as much security as possible at the two layers, avoiding doubling the effort.
IEEE describes a protection mechanism called SDE, secure data exchange, in their standard for local
area networks (LANs) IEEE 802.10 [24]. The SDE protocol is located just on top of the medium access
control layer, so just on top of the IEEE 802.11 standard (see Figure 5.32).
IEEE-Layers:
Logical Link
Control Layer

(LLC)

SDE
Medium Access
Control Layer (MAC)
Figure 5.32. Position of the SDE in the IEEE 802 layer hierarchy
The SDE transparently provides the following services to the LLC:
• Data confidentiality
• Connectionless integrity
• Data origin authentication
• Access control
This is achieved by encryption and calculating an integrity checksum which is encrypted. This
operation sounds familiar to the encryption process carried out by IEEE 802.11 WEP process, but as
Figure 5.33. shows, both encryption and integrity protection are offered for the station ID also.
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Figure 5.33. Structure of the SDE packet [24]
The station identifier is the IEEE 802 MAC address, so SDE protects the MAC address against
modification and eavesdropping.
Only because of the station ID being protected, data origin authentication and access control can be
provided.
The above SDE mechanism could, if used with suited algorithms for encryption and ICV-generation
and a proper key management, meet more requirements than the IEEE 802.11 standard (the following
could be met by SDE: R1a,b , R2a,b , R3c,d , R4a,b,c,d).
Incorporating at least the ideas of the SDE mechanism into the MAC level security mechanisms of
IEEE 802.11 would have allowed the networks build on wireless LANs to offer not only an equal, but a
higher security compared to a wired LAN.
A wired LAN in itself is not seen to provide any security, a reason why even IEEE themselves specified
additional security at higher layers and the wires need protection by physical access control.
IEEE 802.11 specifies security functionality, like encryption and integrity protection, but never aimed to
use them to provide a high level of security, so that security functionality has to be repeated using
concepts like the SDE in above layers to provide sufficient security.

5.7.3. Suitability of IEEE 802.11
Looking at the general scenarios, established in 4.1, a short look is taken at the suitability of IEEE
802.11 to provide the wireless network for each scenario.

5.7.3.1. Scenario I: Meeting Room
For the meeting room the fixed wireless device would be an IEEE 802.11 access point. As the signal is
likely to penetrate the walls, doors and windows of the meeting room eavesdropping is a problem. The
solution of securing the meeting room by a Faraday’s cage is not an option, as the managers also use
the IEEE 802.11 wireless network cards to establish connections at their desks. Allowing the company
to maximise the use of the technology they invested in.
So protection against eavesdropping is vital. The protections offered by IEEE 802.11 are not sufficient
so the use of a virtual private network (VPN) connection to the company network is highly suggested
[8][17LM] for all exchange of data between the managers and for all connections to the corporate
network over the wireless medium. To additionally protect against unauthorised use of the internet via
the access point, this access also should only be allowed over a VPN connection. If the company
already has an existing policy on how to secure any connections to their network over insecure
networks (e.g. internet), for which VPNs are often used, the same policy with the same settings can be
reused for the access over the wireless network.

5.7.3.2. Scenario II: Home and Personal Networking
Even the much more relaxed security requirements of the connection between the laptops, the mobile
phone, the PDA and the home’s PC might not allow to use the security mechanisms offered by IEEE
802.11 for protection against the eavesdropping of your next door neighbour. As the tools are now
available on the Internet.
Still encryption and shared key authentication should be used, but based on keys generated randomly.
But it is advised to use additional layers of security for the access control to the internet and to monitor
the usage of the connection to detect unauthorised usage. Also sensitive data should be secured by
higher layer protocols such as SSL or PGP before sending it over any network connection.
Different environments can be configured for the two laptops, so they could just switch their default
WEP key, to be used at home and at work or university.
The second connection that has to be secured is the wireless link between the mobile phone and the
PDA. As the connection is assumed to be secured over the telephone link by the security features of
GSM security, VPNs are not likely to be in place for the direct dial line.
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Especially the access control offered by IEEE 802.11 is not sufficient to keep attackers from using the
mobile phone to initiate calls on their behalf, with the victim getting billed. Even more problematic is the
unauthorised use of the mobile phone if the corporate network uses the caller ID for authentication.
Additional mechanisms have to be implemented at higher layers to provide secure access control to
the dial functionality of the mobile phone.
And because the confidentiality protection offered by IEEE 802.11 has been broken and was never
especially strong, encryption has to be applied as an end-to-end protocol between the corporate
network and the PDA.

5.7.3.3. Scenario III: Mobile Data Entry/Retrieval with Emergency Connectivity
The IEEE 802.11 standard defines how to handle the roaming of mobile wireless device between
access points, even access points of different vendors, and would allow to provide signal coverage for
the area.
But the security functions offered by IEEE 802.11 cannot meet the requirements of the application.
After conducting some tests on where wireless LANs are deployed, the CCC [14] detected that some
hospitals actually used IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs [12] without even enabling the weak security
protection offered. So their advice was not to use IEEE 802.11 or any wireless LAN technology without
any additional security measures.
Another problem is that even if the additional security would be placed on higher layers, it would be
possible to communicate with the wireless devices, causing denial of service attacks. As seen earlier it
is possible to masquerade as an IEE 802.11 access point and issue deauthentication commands,
forcing the mobile stations to disconnect. This allows far too easy attacks on the availability in an
environment where undisrupted operation is required.
Finally the IEEE 802.11 protocols do not specify how to form ad hoc networks, which allow messages
to be sent to stations, which are out of reach of the sender. This would be required for the emergency
connectivity.

5.7.3.4. Scenario IV: Access to services in public places
IEEE 802.11 would allow coverage of the airport area and allow devices to roam. Careful planning
would also allow the placement of access points from other providers whilst keeping the airport’s
wireless coverage, as shown in Figure 5.7. The bandwidth that could be shared among the number of
users is sufficient. For areas where a lot of bandwidth is needed more than one access point could be
installed.
But the large number of users makes the access control with IEEE 802.11 problematic. If user have to
pay for services they must be authenticated and withdrawing access to single users, and therefore
single wireless devices, should be possible.
Eavesdropping is not a big issue, as the updated flight tables are not sensitive data. If the users use
the wireless network to remotely connect to their corporate network, additional security mechanisms
(like VPN) should be in place anyway, as the connection is made over the insecure Internet.
But authentication mechanisms have to be applied on higher levels, as the authentication in IEEE
802.11 is not sufficient for the task of accountability.
Denial of service attacks are a problem because revenue is lost, so considering IEEE 802.11’s
weaknesses, problems might arise here.
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6. Personal Area Networks (Bluetooth)
6.1. Introduction and terminology
The second wireless networking technology this work will look at is Bluetooth Version 1.1.
The Bluetooth specification is split into two main parts, volume one contains the core specification [4],
volume two contains the so-called profiles [5]. The profiles describe protocols and the use of Bluetooth
for different applications, like wireless telephony.
Bluetooth is aimed to build a wireless personal area network (wireless PAN) around the user. Personal
area networks have an even smaller scope than the local area networks. So the hierarchy would be
wide area network (WAN), local area network (LAN) and then personal area network (PAN). Bluetooth
is aimed to connect all devices within a radius of 10 meters [7] wireless over a radio link. Bluetooth
16
transceivers, like IEEE 802.11b ones, operate in the license free 2.4 GHz ISM band. They have a
maximum bit rate of 1 Mbps [4].
The idea of Bluetooth is to run different applications, with the help of different protocol stacks, over the
same common Bluetooth data link and physical layer, to replace cables with wireless radio links. To
replace the cables used especially between mobile devices, like PDAs, Laptops or mobile phones,
Bluetooth units must be small, cheap and consume only little power.
Figure 6.1 (derived from [4] and [39]) shows the different Bluetooth protocols that can be used to
enable existing applications. The serial cable emulation protocol allows emulating a RS-323
connection over Bluetooth, so that modem commands (AT-commands), or Internet connections will
work wire free.
OBEX

WAP

AT-Commands

UDP TCP
IP
PPP
Serial Cable Emulation
Protocol (RFCOMM)

Service Discovery
Protocol (SDP)
Telephony Control
Specification (TCS)
Audio

Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP)
HOST CONTROLLER INTERFACE (HCI)
Link Manager Protocol (LMP)

VOICE

Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL)

Synchronous Connection-Oriented (SCO)

Baseband
2.4 GHz Bluetooth Radio
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ISM band: Industrial / Scientific / Medical band
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Figure 6.1. Use of different Bluetooth protocols to support different applications
The communication networks that are formed by Bluetooth are of ad hoc nature and allow the active
communication of up to eight wireless devices. Such a communication network is called a piconet, and
is controlled by a dedicated Bluetooth wireless device called master. The master controls the access
to the wireless medium. To allow more devices slaves can fall in a so-called parked state. Parked
slaves cannot actively use the wireless medium unless activated, but they remain synchronized by
listening to the master.
If wireless devices are within range of two such piconets, they can participate in both piconets on a
time sharing basis and so build a bridge connecting the two piconets. A network of two or more
connected piconets is called a scatternet. Connecting two piconets to form a scatternet can be done
by a wireless device regardless of its master/slave status. Figure 6.2 shows examples of networks that
could be formed.

Figure 6.2. Example of the Bluetooth piconets number 2,3 and 4 forming a scatternet.

6.2. Standardization and conforming appliances
Bluetooth is a specification written by different companies, the original founding members of the
Bluetooth SIG (Special Interest Group) were Ericsson, IBM, Nokia, Toshiba, later followed by 3Com,
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Lucent, Microsoft and Motorola. Today a lot of companies have joined, mostly as so called early
th
adopters (2,164 adopters by 15 of March 2001).
At the beginning of August 2001 the Bluetooth website [3] listed 310 products as being Bluetooth
qualified, 145 of which were qualified against the latest version 1.1. This includes hardware
implementations, software protocol stacks, as well as actual products ready to ship.
It should be noticed that Bluetooth is not a standard, it is a specification written by an industry
consortium.
The IEEE founded a working group on a new standard for wireless personal area networks (wireless
PANs) IEEE 802.15. Work from the Bluetooth special group of interest went into the drafts of IEEE
802.15. Currently the IEEE working group and the Bluetooth SIG are trying to avoid incompatible
developments between an IEEE 802.15 standard and the Bluetooth specification.
This work will focus on Bluetooth specification version 1.1, as it is supported by hard- and software
manufacturers as an agreed specification for wireless personal area networks.

6.2.1. Objectives of the Bluetooth specification
Looking at the specification, Bluetooth defines itself as “a short-range radio link intended to replace the
cable(s) connecting portable and/or fixed electronic devices” [4]{page 41}.
The following objectives can be derived from the specification:
Objective 1: Provide means to replace cable connections between different electronic devices.
Objective 2: Bluetooth should be robust and the complexity of the hard- and software should be low.
Objective 3: Allow modes of operation that are of “low power” [4]{page 41} consumption.
Objective 4: “Provide usage protection and information confidentiality” [4]{page 148}.

6.2.2. Details covered by the Bluetooth specification
Other than the IEEE 802 standards which only defines ISO OSI layer 1 and layer 2, the Bluetooth
specification touches more protocol layers. It defines a transport protocol called RFCOMM and adopts
other higher layer protocols to allow the use of Bluetooth. The different protocols defined in Bluetooth
can also be grouped into layers. Four layers could be differentiated by their purpose or the
involvement of the Bluetooth SIG in their specification [39], as can be seen in Figure 6.3.
Protocol layer
Protocols in the stack
Bluetooth Core Protocols
Baseband, SDP, LMP, L2CAP
Cable Replacement Protocols
RFCOMM
Telephony Control Protocols
TCS Binary, AT-commands
Adopted Protocols
PPP, UDP/TCP/IP, OBEX, WAP, vCard, vCal, IrMC, WAE
Figure 6.3. The protocols and layers in the BlueToth protocol stack [39]
The Bluetooth Core protocols and the Bluetooth radio have been developed by the Bluetooth SIG and
are required to be supported by every Bluetooth compatible device. The cable replacement protocol
for example is based on ETSI TS 07.10 [41-ETSI TS 07.10] but it has been designed to especially suit
the Bluetooth environment.
The other protocols are higher level protocols, which are build on the Bluetooth transport layer, with
less or no involvement of the Bluetooth SIG in their specification.
The different layers will be considered as far as they are needed to provide an understanding on how
the data will be transmitted and secured over the radio link. So from the foundation of the Bluetooth
radio layer, this work will look at the core protocols Baseband, LMP and L2CAP in detail.

6.3. Bluetooth Radio specification
The Bluetooth radio enables the physical link between Bluetooth units via the wireless medium.
Bluetooth devices on one piconet will transfer data at specified time intervals on specified RF
channels, implementing a frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) technique. The channel
hopping of the FHSS shall distinguish different piconets, allowing operation in overlapping areas.

6.3.1. Frequencies and RF channels of Bluetooth
Because Bluetooth devices operate in the same license free ISM band of 2.4 GHz as IEEE 802.11
transceivers, the same regulations are applied.
For Europe (except Spain and France) the ETSI [19] allows the frequency range from 2.400 GHz to
2.485 GHz to be used (see also Figure 5.4). Bluetooth divides this band into 79 with a distance of 1
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MHz between each channel centre frequency. To comply with additional out-of-band regulations the
channel assignment starts at 2402 MHz, leaving a 2 MHz puffer zone at the lower end and 3.5 MHz at
the upper end of the spectrum. This channels in the radio spectrum are called RF channels, which will
be referred to later when the frequency spreading technique FHSS is introduced.

6.3.1.1. Interference with other Bluetooth piconets
Bluetooth uses frequency hopping, using one of the 79 RF channels for a maximum time of 3125 µs
(5-slot packet see 6.3.3.3), but normally hopping to the next channel after 625 µs. Different Bluetooth
piconets will use different hopping set, so significant losses of packets are only expected if a lot of
piconets will operate in the same area. About 10 piconets should be able operate with minimal impact
on each other [63][11].

6.3.1.2. Interference with other devices
The general problems mentioned for the ISM frequency band in chapter 5.3.1.1 also apply for
Bluetooth devices. But another problem occurs because Bluetooth might be integrated near other
radio transmitters or even within the same device.
Interference with IEEE 802.11b
A single DSSS IEEE 802.11b channel will occupy 22 of the 79 RF channel frequencies [40]. But other
than in IEEE 802.11b, which uses the fixed 22 MHz part of the ISM band, Bluetooth hops over the full
ISM band.
Using a new RF channel approximately for every time slot, so roughly every 625 µsec. As the rest of
the 79 channels are not affected by a single IEEE 802.11b DSSS transmission, 57 RF channels are
free for the use by Bluetooth transmissions.
This leaves Bluetooth less vulnerable to the interference of one IEEE 802.11b network operating in the
same area [40].
Interference with noise from other transmitters
But a new problem arises as Bluetooth devices might be integrated inside mobile phones. Even
though the frequencies the mobile GSM phones operate in are different from the 2.4 GHz ISM band,
they might generate so called wide-band noise [10].
As [10] points out this might require a more careful design. The mobile phone transmits at 1 to 3 watts
which is much higher than the transmission and the signal power of the Bluetooth device. So noise
occurs, which until now was not considered a problem, as only GSM radio transmission was assumed
in the mobile phone.
That this problem can be overcome by design is demonstrated by for example Ericsson’s R520 mobile
GPRS phone with build in Bluetooth.

6.3.2. Multiple Access Problem
Bluetooth solves the multiple access problem on the physical layer by a combination of a code division
(CDMA) and a frequency division multiple access (FDMA) mechanism.
The Bluetooth specification uses a Gaussian frequency shift keying (GFSK) modulation. This is the
same modulation also used as a minimum requirement for IEEE 802.11 compliant FHSS systems. In
this frequency modulation the “data is first filtered by an Gaussian filter in the Baseband and then
modulated with simple frequency modulations.” [26]. This is the CDMA mechanism.
The modulation is used for each of the 79 RF Channels. On which of the RF Channels a transmission
takes place is selected by the hopping sequence, which is a frequency division multiple access
(FDMA) mechanism.
On the higher layers the devices participating in the same piconet will transmit in turns, forming a time
division multiple access (TDMA) mechanism.

6.3.3. Frequency spreading technique FHSS
As laid out in 5.3.4. the regulations require equipment not to block a single frequency on the license
free ISM band. Bluetooth uses frequency hopping to avoid cloaking up a frequency and to operate
more reliable if small portions of the frequency band are jammed.
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6.3.3.1. Definition of a Bluetooth channel
A Bluetooth channel is defined by a specific pseudo-random hoping sequence hopping through the 79
17
RF channels available for Europe . The hoping sequence is derived from the Bluetooth device
identifier (the unique address) of the master and should uniquely identify the piconet [4].
All Bluetooth devices in the same piconet must know the hopping sequence and which state in a
particular sequence they are.

6.3.3.2. RF Channel hopping
The normal hop rate is 1600 hops per second, meaning that the RF channel is changed every 625 µs.
This is called time slot in the Bluetooth specification.
27
The time slots are numbered cyclic from 0 to 2 -1.
So a time slot corresponds to a specific RF channel being used for transmission.
In order to allow all devices of the same piconet to hop along in sync, they have to be hop- and timesynchronized.
For the time synchronization each Bluetooth device has a free running native clock (CLKN), which will
always be on, with a maximum resolution of 312.5 µs (half of the length of a time slot). This clock has
nothing to do with the time of day, but is implemented as a counter with a cycle of about one day. This
native clock of every Bluetooth unit is used to derive a synchronized clock for the piconet (CLK), by
adding appropriate offsets to the native clock (as shown on Figure 6.4 taken from [4]). With this
synchronized clock (CLK) all Bluetooth devices in the same piconet will be able to hop at the same
time, the clock value will also be used to calculate the position in the hop sequence to derive the RF
channel to be used.

Figure 6.4. Derivation of the piconet synchronised clock (CLK) in (a) master or in (b) slave devices [4]
As the native clocks might differ, the clock synchronisation has to be updated to avoid time shifts
among the members of a piconet. Each time a slave receives a packet it compares the actual receive
time with the estimated receive time and adjusts the offset to keep his piconet clock (CLK) in sync.
Slaves shall be able to receive a packet correctly and adjust their clock accordingly even if packets are
received with a timing mismatch of ± 10 µs.
The master does not adjust the clock, as his native clock is the basis for the piconet clock, but also
allows for slave packets to arrive with a timing mismatch of ± 10 µs.
In the same manner as a Bluetooth device can stay synchronized, potential attackers can too [35], so
once again frequency hopping can only be seen as a security feature if the hopping pattern is secret.
So even if stated otherwise [6], FHSS could not be seen as a security feature.

6.3.3.3. Transmission of packets
Master or slave are only allowed to transmit packets in different time slots, the master in even
numbered time slots (referred to as master-to-slave). The slaves start their transmission in odd
numbered time slots (also called slave-to-master). The start of a packet transmission shall be aligned
with the start of a time slot, but the packet transmission might extend over up to five time slots.
If such a multi-slot packet is transmitted the RF channel cannot be changed, as this would interrupt the
transmission, the RF hop frequency is therefore fixed for each packet. Which RF channel will be used
for the transmission is derived from the piconet clock value at the start of the packet. After
transmission of a multi-slot packet the next hop channel is derived from the actual piconet clock (CLK),
as can be seen in the example in Figure 6.5. Assuming that k is even the device sending the packets
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is a master, as it transmits in the even time slots, the frequency of the RF channel used is denoted as
f(x), where x is the time slot.

Figure 6.5. Transmission of multi-slot packets indicating the frequency used [4]
The master controls which slave is allowed to send, as normally a slave is only allowed to send data in
a slave-to-master time slot if the packet in the previous master-to-slave time slot was addressed to
him.

6.4. Bluetooth Baseband specification
The Baseband is layered just above the physical Bluetooth Radio. It allows for the exchange of
packets, but before packets can be exchanged a connection has to be established.
To uniquely identify devices Bluetooth uses 48bit long addresses conformant with the IEEE 802 MAC
addressing scheme. This address is used to derive different values, like the hopping sequence and
allows detecting other Bluetooth units.
Two ore more Bluetooth devices can establish connections with each other and form piconets. In order
for two devices to communicate they must hop along in the same hopping sequence. Bluetooth
defines procedures allowing Bluetooth devices to discover each other and synchronize in order to
connect and form a piconet. These procedures are described at the end of this chapter.
Assuming that two or more Bluetooth devices have already connected and formed a piconet,
the Bluetooth Baseband allows for two types of links to be established over the Bluetooth radio, as
Figure 6.1 shows:
• Synchronous Connection-Oriented (SCO) link
• Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL) link
As in IEEE 802.11 all the Bluetooth devices in one piconet share the available bandwidth. A SCO link
is established between the master and a single slave on the piconet as a point-to-point link. It is
maintained by using time slots in agreed intervals for the transmission of SCO packets. This is done to
support the transmission of time critical information like a voice stream with a symmetric data rate of
64kb/s [4].
All other slots can be used for ACL packets. An ACL link is a point-to-multipoint link between the
master and all slaves of the piconet. ACL packets are usually used for data transfer with a data rate up
to 732.2 kb/s in an asymmetric transfer (with a 57.6 kbps return channel) [4].
This chapter will describe details of the different packets that are transmitted for the different links.

6.4.1. Device address
Bluetooth uses the addressing scheme introduced by the IEEE 802 standards. For IEEE 802 MAC
addresses half of the bits of a 48bit MAC address are assigned to identify the hardware manufacturer,
to assure uniqueness of the MAC addresses the manufacturer uses the other 24 bits to uniquely
identify each produced unit.
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A Bluetooth address is 48 bits long and divided into three parts:
• LAP field: lower address part (24 bits)
• UAP field: upper address part (8 bits)
• NAP: non-significant address part (16 bits)

Figure 6.6. Assignment of LAP,UAP and NAP for a sample Bluetooth address [4]
As can be seen in Figure 6.6 the values of LAP and UAP are the parts were it is most likely to have
difference between different Bluetooth units. Therefore these parts of the Bluetooth address are used
when device identification information is derived from the device’s address.
The Bluetooth device address is considered to be unique and stored fixed in each Bluetooth device.

6.4.2. Packet format
Figure 6.7 illustrates the standard packet for all Bluetooth packets. The Payload differs between the
different types of packets, according to the information exchanged in it. Sixteen different types of
packets have been specified in Bluetooth and are indicated by the 4 bit header field Type.
3 bit
AM_ADDR

4 bit
Type

1 bit 1 bit 1 bit
FLOW ARQN SEQN

8 bit
HEC

72 bit

54 bit

0 – 2745 bit

Access
Code

Header

Payload

Preamble

Sync Word

4 bit

Trailer

64 bit

4 bit

Figure 6.7. Standard Bluetooth packet format, with access code and header fields shown
This work will only shortly describe some of the fields of a Bluetooth packet, for a detailed description
of all the header and access code fields see the Bluetooth Core specification [4].

6.4.2.1. Access Code fields
Access codes are used to quickly differentiate packets received on the wireless medium during a time
slot. They are also used for synchronizing the clock offsets.
The preamble and the optional trailer are fixed 4 bit patterns.
The sync word is generated to allow easy differentiation between different access codes.
The 64-bit value of the Sync Word is derived from the 24-bit LAP (see 6.4.1.) of a Bluetooth device
address. This allows serving as unique identifiers.
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18

They are carefully constructed to guarantee a large hamming distance between Sync Words from
different LAP and good auto correlation properties. This ensures robustness against transmission
errors and allows improving the time synchronization process based on the reception of the Access
Code.
There are three different types of access codes:
• Device access code (DAC)
• Channel access code (CAC)
• Inquiry access code (IAC)
The different access codes are used for different purposes during different modes of operation:
DAC
Device access codes (DAC) are used for the procedure of paging used to join or establish a piconet.
For the device access code the Sync Word is derived from the Bluetooth device address.
CAC
The Channel access code (CAC) defines the piconet; it is the same for all packets exchanged within
the piconet. Channel access codes are used to distinguish packets of the existing piconet from other
Bluetooth data received, e.g. other piconets in the same area. The Sync Word is derived from the
piconet master’s device address. The CAC typically contains the 4 optional trailer bits, because the
trailer bits are appended if a header follows, which is typically the case.
IAC
Finally the Bluetooth specification defines a block of 64 consecutive inquiry access codes.
Inquiry access codes are used during the period of discovering services that are available in the
Bluetooth piconet while using the inquiry procedures, described later in 6.4.5.2. Bluetooth devices are
grouped into different groups sharing common characteristics and are assigned a common specific
dedicated IAC (DIAC). To discover all the devices within communication range one common general
IAC (GIAC) value is defined, to which all Bluetooth devices will respond during an inquiry scan.
Like all access codes, the inquiry access codes are based on 64 LAP values, which means that
addresses with this lower address parts (LAP) cannot be used as addresses for Bluetooth devices.

6.4.2.2. Header fields
The total header consists of 18 bits, to minimize errors the header is transmitted using a forward error
correction scheme (FEC) at rate 1/3, which is described later (see 6.4.3.1.). As a preview this means
that the actual transmitted size of the header is 54 bits, as every bit is transmitted three times by
FEC1/3.
AM_ADDR
The first field in the header is the active member address that is used to identify each of the active
slaves. This active member address is used in all communication between the slave and the master,
no matter if the slave is sending a packet or receiving it.
Type
The type indicates one of the 16 different packet types. Four control packets are defined the same for
each of the two possible physical links used. For the others the type is interpreted differently for SCO
and ACL transmitted packets, allowing for 12 different packet types for each link.
ARQN
Another interesting Flag in the header is the ARQN bit; this bit is used to acknowledge the correct
reception of the last packet, by setting the ARQN bit to 1 in the header of the return packet. This
means that nearly no bandwidth is used for acknowledgement as the “ARQN is piggy-backed” [4]{page
52} allowing to acknowledge the last received packet from the same source.
HEC
To check the integrity of the data transmitted in the header, the header error check (HEC) value is
used. This 8-bit CRC value is calculated over the ten header bits. The calculation is done by using an
8-bit linear feedback shift register (LFSR). The initial state is specified based on a Bluetooth address.
The process of generating and checking is done using the same initial state and the same LFSR as
shown in Figure 6.8.
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hamming distance: “The number of bit positions in which two code words differ is called their
hamming distance” [55]. With a hamming distance of d it will require d single-bit errors at the right
positions to make the two code words the same, so a high hamming distance avoids access codes to
be the same due to bit errors.
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Figure 6.8. HEC generation and checking [4]

6.4.2.3. Payload field in the Bluetooth packet
The payload data field carries the data that needs to be transmitted. Bluetooth mainly differentiates
between voice, data or mixed voice/data payloads.
The sub fields available in the payload field differ. For packets containing data (most ACL packets) the
payload includes another CRC value.

6.4.3. Synchronous Connection-Oriented (SCO) link
SCO links emulate a “circuit-switched connection” [4]{page 45} over the wireless medium allowing
more time critical data to be exchanged. Bluetooth defines three packets that carry voice data with a
transmission speed of 64kb/s and one carrying voice and data over the SCO link. For each of the SCO
packets the payload is fixed at 240 bits.
In order to achieve this the master reserves a pair of two consecutive time-slots for the use as SCO
slots, these SCO slots are reserved for SCO link data and occur at agreed fixed intervals.
The master will send SCO packets in master-to-slave time slot at the agreed interval to the slave. The
slave the packet is addressed to is then able to respond in the following slave-to-master time slot. The
time slot is still reserved for SCO link traffic only; therefore other slaves will not transmit ACL packets
to the master in this time slot. This allows Bluetooth to allow the slave to use this slot for transmission
even if the slave could not decode the master’s previous packet correctly. Slaves are normally only
allowed to send in slave-to-master slots if the previous master packet were addressed to them.
A master in a piconet can establish a maximum of three such SCO links. Slaves can establish three
SCO connections if all of them are with the same master. With different masters a slave can maintain
a maximum of two SCO links.

6.4.3.1. Transmission error detection and correction for SCO packets
For SCO links, the payload does not carry a CRC checksum. The SCO packets are also never
retransmitted as this would be too slow and would not allow real time speech transmissions.
So there is no gain in detecting errors which cannot be corrected.
If all of the 240 payloads bits are used for transmitting voice, 3.75 ms of speech can be carried in each
SCO packet [4]. This packet is not protected against any transmission errors. But it only needs to be
transmitted every six time slots in order to deliver the required 64 kb/s rate.
To shield SCO packets against transmission errors Bluetooth allows to use two different forward error
correction (FEC) schemes:
• 1/3 rate FEC and
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• 2/3 rate FEC.
The 1/3 rate simply repeats each bit three times, shown in Figure 6.9. The length of the actual voice
data stream carried in a SCO packet is decreased to 1.25 ms. This means that an SCO transmission
has to occur three times more often than for unprotected SCO packets, so every two time slots an
SCO transmission has to take place.

Figure 6.9. The 1/3 rate FEC bit-repetition encoding scheme [4].
For the 2/3 rate a shortened hamming code is used, by using 5 additional bits to safeguard 10 bits.
This allows a SCO packet to carry 2.5 ms of speech and therefore only needs a SCO time slot to occur
every four time slots.
The FEC encoding is done as the last operation before the data is sent on the wireless medium by the
Bluetooth radio.
The forward error correction schemes are designed to correct single bit errors not burst errors, which
are quite likely to occur on wireless transmissions.

6.4.4. Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL) link
For asynchronous data services ACL packets are used, they can carry user traffic or management
traffic and are addressed to a single slave or are broadcast messages that the master sends to all
slaves of a piconet. The normal ACL packets will all carry a 16-bit CRC check value. This is a 16 bit
16
12
5
CRC that is calculated using the generator polynomial x +x +x +1, which is standardized for 16 bit
CRC codes by the ITU/CCITT [21].
19
The CRC code will allow to detect all single bit errors and a lot of burst errors [55].
The Bluetooth implementation is similar to the one for HEC, this time a 16 bit LFSR is used.
This CRC code allows detecting transmission errors to trigger retransmissions, if necessary. There is
one special ACL packet type called AUX1, this packet will not be retransmitted and therefore will not
carry a CRC code.
In order to correct errors Bluetooth also allows to use the forward error correction schemes FEC 1/3
and FEC 2/3, described before in 6.4.3.1.
ACL packets do not have to fit in one single time slot, as Figure 6.5 in 6.3.3.3 illustrates, packets can
be transmitted over 1, 3 or even 5 time slots. This allows a single ACL packet to carry 341 bytes of
data, if it is transmitted over 5 time slots and no FEC is added.

6.4.4.1. Transmission error detection and correction for ACL packets
The size of the payload for ACL packets differs depending on which forward error correction is used.
An ACL packet with a 16-bit checksum and no forward error correction can transmit 28 bytes of
management or user data in a packet that will be transmitted in one time slot.
The 16 bit CRC value (if present) is checked and if no transmission errors are detected the reception
of the packet is acknowledge by setting the ARQN bit (ARQN=ACK) in the header the next time a
packet is transmitted to the sender.
If the packet had any errors including errors in CRC value the ARQN bit would indicate that by not
being set (ARQN=NAK).
If the sender does not receive an acknowledgement for an CRC protected ACL packet, because either
the initial packet was not received properly or the packet containing the ARQN acknowledgment bit
was not received properly, the packet is resend the next time that this is possible.
A simplified process can be seen in Figure 6.10.
The data payload is retransmitted, identified as a retransmission by the same sequence number (in the
SEQN header field) until an acknowledgement is received or a timeout is exceeded.

19

CRC analysis is based on the assumption that the checksummed data is random. Real data is often
not randomly distributed. [55].
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Figure 6.10. Simplified receive protocol determining the ARQN bit. (in accordance to [4])
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It should be noted that these retransmissions occur before the next packet can be sent. This causes
delays. If a higher protocol only allows for a certain delay the retransmission scheme can be aborted
by a so-called flush operation, at the cost of loosing the packet and the corresponding message.

6.4.5. Connecting to piconets using inquiry and paging procedures
The goal for Bluetooth devices is to communicate with other Bluetooth devices.
In order for an application running on one Bluetooth device to talk to another device a new piconet has
to be formed or an existing piconet has to be discovered and joined. Then later ACL and SCO links will
allow two or more Bluetooth devices to communicate.
Initially Bluetooth devices are in a standby state. Using the paging procedure Bluetooth devices can
form piconets; the device initiating the page will become the master. The inquiry procedure will allow
discovering other Bluetooth units.

6.4.5.1. States of the Bluetooth link controller
Figure 6.11 shows the different states, were the standby state is the initial state.

Figure 6.11. State diagram of the Bluetooth link controller [4]
The states “Page Scan” and “Inquiry Scan” are passive states in which the Bluetooth device will listen
for requests send to their Bluetooth device address.
In the case of paging the successful completion of the “slave response” state will lead to being a slave
connected to a master.
The active stages are “Page” and “Inquiry”, were the Bluetooth device actually sends requests.
Successful completion of the “master response” state for paging, results in being a master of a newly
formed piconet.
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6.4.5.2. Inquiry Procedures
The inquire procedure must be used to discover Bluetooth devices in communication range if their
device address is unknown.
“Inquiry” State
Entering the “Inquiry” state (see Figure 6.12) a Bluetooth device is able to learn the address and the
clock of any Bluetooth device which is in range and which allows discovery by being in the “Inquiry
Scan” state.
The inquiring device will continuously send a special packet, the inquiry message, at different RF
hopping frequencies.
The inquiry message does not contain any information about the inquiring device. After each inquiry
message the device listens for an inquiry response message. The frequency hopping sequence used
for the inquiry procedure is derived from the general Inquiry Access Code (see 6.4.2.1.), which is the
same regardless of the device’s address.
The packet contains nothing else than the general Inquiry Access Code (GIAC), which is 68 bits long
and known to every Bluetooth device. If the inquiry is for devices with specific capabilities, the inquiry
message is the dedicated Inquiry Access Codes (DIACs) for the device capabilities wanted.
This is done in such a way that all hop frequencies are covered over a long enough time period to
detect all other devices; it at least lasts for 10.24 s [4].
“Inquiry Scan” State
The Access Codes are carefully constructed (see 6.4.2.1.) so that it is possible for Bluetooth devices in
the “inquiry Scan” state to easily correlate the received inquiry message against the known GIAC or
the DIAC. On detection the Bluetooth device will respond by transmitting the inquiry response
message.
The inquiry response message contains the Bluetooth address and the native clock (NCLK) and an
identifier to which class the responding device belongs.
This information can then be used to page the device.

6.4.4.3. Paging Procedure
This work will describe the paging scheme, which is mandatory only; other paging schemes are
defined in the Bluetooth specification [4].
“Page” State
For the paging procedure the Bluetooth device, which enters the “page” state and will become the
master in the new to form piconet.
The master must first align the frequency hopping to the new slave, so that packets can be
exchanged.
The master can derive the frequency hopping sequence the slave will use from the slave’s Bluetooth
address. If the master has an estimation of the clock of the slave’s device the master is able to send
using the same position in the hopping sequence, which means using the same RF channel as the
slave device. Such a clock estimate could be taken from the inquiry procedure or from previous
connections.
The master will send the device access code (DAC) of the slave, which is calculated using the slave’s
Bluetooth address.
The problem is that the master does not always have an accurate clock value, even after an inquiry
phase, the clock value can only be an estimate value. The master knows the hopping sequence, but
they might be hopping out of sync, due to different clocks. If this problem exists the master will send
the slave’s DAC at a double rate, transmitting and listening on two frequencies in one time slot.
This is illustrated in Figure 6.12. The master selects a group of 16 special hop frequencies, which are
grouped around the estimated hop frequency of the slave.
If the slave receives such a page packet from a master, and it has the correct DAC for the slave
device, it will respond to the master exactly 625 µsec later using the hop channel on which the page
packet was received. This allows the master to perfectly receive the slave’s response.
Additional packets are then sent to accurately synchronize the clock and transmit information about
the master’s address and the master’s clock.
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When the clocks have been synchronized the slave’s hop sequence is no longer used. The new hop
sequence is determined by the master’s device address, which the slave device has now learned, and
the actual hop channel is selected according to the synchronized piconet clock. A connection has been
established, master and slave can now exchange packets, carrying the channel access code (CAC), in
the appropriate time slots, as shown in 6.3.3.3.
625 µsec
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f(k+1)

f(k+2)

change of
hop sequence

f(k+2)
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listening on f(k) listening on f(k+1)

listening on f(k+2)

sending on f(k+2)

Figure 6.12. A master paging a differently hopping slave by sending page requests at double rate.
“Page Scan” state
The Bluetooth device will listen on the hopping channels that correspond to its own address for
packets that carry its device access control (DAC) value. This DAC (see 6.4.2.1.) is uniquely
corresponding to the slave’s device address and is easily picked up by the slave. Once a slave
received such a page packet, it will transmit a page response packet to the master exactly 625
µseconds later. Further packets are received and the slave derives an offset to be used for
synchronizing his own native clock (NCLK) with the clock used for communication on this piconet. The
slave now also knows the device address of the master.
For the new-formed connection the packets will carry the channel access code (CAC), which master
and slave can derive from the master’s device address, in the packet header.
The channel hopping sequence will also be selected according to the master’s address, and which hop
channel to use at a given time will be determined by the synchronized clocks.
Master and slave are now in the connected state and the piconet communication starts with master-toslave time slot.

6.5. Using and managing connections with LMP and L2CAP
The different type of packets that can be transmitted using SCO and ACL Baseband links are used to
provide services to higher layers. The Link Manager Protocol (LMP) messages are used to set up links
and control them. This work will not describe the all the LMP messages in detail.
Secondly this chapter will describe the Logic Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP). This
protocol also uses Baseband ACL packet transmissions to provide upper layers with additional
services. As far as security is concerned this protocol allows implementing a security manager, which
is described in more details in 6.7.5.
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6.5.1. LMP
The link manager protocol messages establish and manage links. This includes security functions like
authentication, key management and encryption. Therefore this chapter will not describe the functions
of the LMP further, as the security features are discussed in chapter 6.7.
The LMP messages are send as single slot ACL packets. So after the initial LMP sequences which
allows establishing link keys and which enables the encryption, all further LMP messages can be
encrypted.
The Link Manager (LM) also handles power control (see 6.6.) and power management functionality.
The LMP will provide the functionality for most of the functions that are specified in the Host Control
Interface (HCI).

6.5.2. Power management
Power management allows Bluetooth devices to refrain from active participation in the piconet. In the
Bluetooth specification three power saving modes are differentiated, ordered with the most power
consuming first, they are as follows:
• sniff mode
• hold mode
• park mode
Power management is controlled by link manager protocol (LMP) messages.
Only slaves can enter these three modes, which will be described in turn.

6.5.2.1. Sniff mode
Being in sniff mode the slave will no longer listen in all master-to-slave time slots for transmissions.
Equally to the management of SCO links the master will send packets to the slave only in predefined
agreed time slots (called sniff slots). So the slave can save power by not having to listen every time
slot.
The master and slave not only agree on an interval for those sniff slots, but they can also agree on the
number of slots that the slave stays awake. This allows to fine tune the power saving to the application
environment. The slave’s clock offset will be kept updated by the received messages.

6.5.2.2. Hold mode
The hold mode will stop the transmission of any ACL packets for a given time. This enables the
Bluetooth device to use the Bluetooth radio for operations like inquiries or paging. While in hold mode
the Bluetooth device will still power up to receive SCO packets, if it had any SCO links. If not the
device can power down. The Bluetooth device also keeps the Active Member address making it
possible to rejoin normal piconet communication if the specified hold time is up.

6.5.2.3. Park mode
In park mode a Bluetooth will no longer be a member of the piconet, so it is no longer known by the
active member address. This is the mode that will be used if the device is planning to be absent from
the piconet communication. The device will now be known to the master by his parked member
address.
While a Bluetooth device is in park mode it has to keep his clock offset up to date, to rejoin the piconet
easily later. Also the master should be able to reactivate the slave. Therefore the slave listens to
defined slots (called beacon slots), by listening it will be able to resynchronise the piconet clock value
(CLK) and can be reactivated if the master indicates this by sending the slave park member address. If
the slave wants to wake up it will send a special message containing an access request address,
which it was given by the master when it entered the park mode.

6.5.3. L2CAP
The Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP) provides additional functionality needed by
the upper layer protocols with the use of ACL links.
It provides the following services:
• Protocol Multiplexing
• Segmentation and Reassembly
• Quality of Service
• Groups
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The maximum size of a L2CAP packet is 64 kilobytes, which means it will facilitate more than one ACL
packet to transfer the data.
The L2CAP layer receives the application layer requests; it will then establish a channel between two
Bluetooth devices by using the LMP.
While setting up the channel the L2CAP can check that the requested parameters are met. For
example higher layer security can be implemented, so that for each channel establishment the L2CAP
will negotiate with the Security Manager before a request is allowed. Even though the L2CAP allows
for quality of service parameters, it does not ensure data integrity and it does not perform
retransmissions or checksum calculations [4].
The security mechanism are all provided by the lower layers, these and the Security Manager are
described in 6.7 in more detail.

6.6. Range and Throughput
The Bluetooth specification [4] lists three different classes for the transmission power:
• Power Class 1: max. 100 mW (20 dBm)
• Power Class 2: max. 2.5 mW (4 dBm)
• Power Class 3: max. 1 mW (0 dBm)
Devices, which are in power class 1, are required to implement and use power control otherwise
power control is optional. Power control allows adjusting the transmission power in equidistant steps.
The size of the steps can be in the range from 8 dB to 2 dB [4].
This is used by the link manager, together with the information of the reception strength, to adjust the
power of the sender. The link manager of the receiving device can send requests to decrease or
increase the transmission power to keep the reception strength of the signal just on the sufficient level.
To build personal area networks a long range is not needed. The targeted range is 10 metres [7] which
can be reached by class 1 and class 2 devices. For the Power Class 1 devices there is not much
difference in the range from IEEE 802.11 devices (see 5.5.).
For the lowest power class the range is expected to be around 10 cm [49].
Again this is only an estimation, as the range highly depends on the environment.
Bluetooth devices of power class 3 are not widely seen on the market and are often marketed under
the term of “long range Bluetooth”.
For voice links over SCO the maximum rate is a fixed 64.0 kb/s [4]. For ACL packets different rates are
achievable, depending on the packet type. The highest symmetric rate is 185.6 kb/s, but if the
transmission can be asymmetric a maximum of 723.2 kb/s is possible in one direction while leaving
only 57.6 kb/s in the other direction [39-BT Core].
Unfortunately no Bluetooth devices were available for testing the TCP/IP throughput over a Bluetooth
link.

6.7. Security Features in Bluetooth
As for IEEE 802.11 the frequency spreading technique, in this case FHSS (6.3.3.), cannot be seen as
a security feature.
The Bluetooth specification defines security functionality in the Baseband and LMP at the link layer,
Additionally a generic access profile [5] describes the use of the protocols in an interoperable way.
The generic access profile is defined in the profiles part of the Bluetooth specification [5] and makes
use of the security functionality offered by the link layer.
Three different security modes are described for a Bluetooth device in the generic access profile:
• Mode 1: non-secure
• Mode 2: service level enforced security
• Mode 3: link level enforced security
This work will only look at Mode 2 and 3, as a Bluetooth device in Mode 1 will never use any security
functionality.
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In Mode 2 a device will initiate security procedures, such as authentication, when ever it is required to
carry out a request for a service at the L2CAP level. While a Bluetooth device in Mode 3 will carry out
security procedures when a request for a link is made at the LMP level.
The general access profile [5] defines different modes regarding the behaviour of a Bluetooth device
towards connection establishment.
A device can be:
• Discoverable or Non-Discoverable
• Connectable or Non-Connectable
• Pairable or Non-Pairable
In Non-Discoverable mode a Bluetooth device does not enter the Inquiry Scan state (see 6.4.5.2.), so
it will not be detectable by other devices, which do not know its Bluetooth address yet. This should
prevent the device from forming new piconets with device, which did not knew it before.
In Non-Connectable mode the Bluetooth device will not respond to connection attempts, because it
never enters the Page Scan state (see 6.4.5.3). So even when another device knows the Bluetooth
address of the other device it cannot establish a connection, because the non-connectable device will
not listen for paging messages.
Last but not least the non-pairable mode. If a Bluetooth device is set to be non-pairable it will not enter
the pairing procedure described later in 6.7.3.1. This means that the Bluetooth device will not allow
establishing new link keys.
Bluetooth provides link layer security functionality by using the following four different values:
• BD_ADDR:
The publicly known, but unique 48-bit Bluetooth device address.
• Authentication key / Link key:
A secret user key of 128 bit used for authentication only.
• Encryption key:
A secret user key of a fixed length (8-128 bit depending on the Bluetooth device) used for
encryption.
• RAND:
A pseudo-random number of 128-bit lengths.
Other than in IEEE 802.11 the encryption is build upon the authentication, as the encryption key is
generated from the authentication key. It is assumed that the key for authentication has a longer
lifetime than the key used for encryption, and “will be more static in its nature” [4]{page 149}. The
algorithms used by Bluetooth devices for the security functions are based on SAFER+ [38] and the
Summation Generator [52].
For higher level security the Bluetooth Security Architecture [42] defines the Security Manager,
allowing to specify and control security differently for different services at the L2CAP level.
Starting with the link layer security features and ending with the Security Manager, this chapter will
introduce and analyse the Bluetooth security features.

6.7.1. The algorithms for Bluetooth security
6.7.1.1. SAFER+ based for key creation and authentication
SAFER+ is the encryption algorithm that is used to build the keys for the security functionality of
Bluetooth.
SAFER+ is a modified version of an existing 64-bit block cipher called SAFER-SK128. It was designed
for Cylink Corp. by James L. Massey.
Bluetooth uses the original SAFER+ function and a modified SAFER+.
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For the modified SAFER+ the input for the first round is added to third round’s input. So instead of the
output of round 2, (input of round 1) + (output of round 2) is used.
20
This modification makes the modified SAFER+ function non-invertible [4].

6.7.1.2. Stream cipher for encryption
The stream cipher is used to encrypt packet payload.
The pseudo-random key stream generator is based on four linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs),
which are combined by a summation logic to generate the key stream. The Summation Combiner
Logic, as seen in Figure 6.13, is based on the Summation Generator by Massey and Rueppel [52],
which originally combined two LFSRs.
The way the 4 LFSRs are initialised determines the key sequence and is the seed. The output is then
like in any other stream cipher combined with the plain or cipher text by an XOR operation.

Figure 6.13. The key stream generator: 4 LFSRs combined by a Summation mechanism [4]

6.7.1.3. Analysis of the algorithms used
SAFER+ has been submitted for the competition for the new encryption standard AES, but it did not
get through to the final round mainly because of its lower speed [50].
SAFER+ is a block cipher algorithm, which takes a 128-bit input and produces a 128-bit output under a
128-bit key. The algorithm is described in detail in the Bluetooth specification [4] and is freely
available.
According to the creator, SAFER+ is a substitution/linear-transformation cipher and if used with a 128bit key safe against differential cryptanalysis and eight rounds are recommended [38]. Bluetooth
specifies the use of eight SAFER+ rounds.

20

A non-invertible function cannot be used for encryption. Which in this case is why the modifications
are made.
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Weaknesses have been found in the key schedule for SAFER+ [37], which weaken the strength when
used with 256 bit keys, but these attacks are not practical due to their memory and processing
requirements. And when used with 128 bit keys SAFER+ seems to have a much better key schedule.
The key stream generators based on the Summation Generator have been used since the late 1980s
and have weaknesses making them vulnerable to correlation attacks [52].
The function used in Bluetooth is weak against the so-called Ultimate Divide a Conquer attacks [22].
64
But for Bluetooth this attack is of theoretical nature as it would require O(2 ) output bits.
The Bluetooth specification correctly points out that the “high re-synchronization frequency will disrupt
such attacks” [4], as Bluetooth reinitialises the key stream generator and will only produce a maximum
of 2745 bits [22].

6.7.2. Authentication at the link level
Bluetooth uses a challenge-response scheme for verifying that the other device also possesses
knowledge of a shared secret key. Any Bluetooth device, whether master or slave, can request the
other device to authenticate (requirements R4a,b). The authentication procedure is carried out by the
Link Manager (LM) layer by sending link manager protocol (LMP) messages.
The shared secret is a 128 bit key, because the authentication key is of “fundamental importance”
[4]{page 149} to the Bluetooth link it also referred to as the link key.

6.7.2.1. Challenge-response
If two Bluetooth units want to establish an authenticated link and both are in possession of a link key,
the verifier sends a newly generated random number as challenge to the claimant (requirement R2c).
The claimant will then use the authentication function to compute a response to the challenge and
send it back to the verifier. This is shown in Figure 6.14.
Device A

Authentication
function

Device B

Authentication
function

ACO

ACO

Figure 6.14. Challenge response authentication and the values used [4]
To generate the result for the response (SRES) additionally to the random challenge (AU_RANDA) and
the secret link key, the claimants Bluetooth (BD_ADDRB) address is also used as an input to the
authentication function (E1). This is done to remove the possibility of reflection attacks (see also threat
T2e).
The verifier also computes the authentication function, using the secret link key available in Unit A. If
and only if the outcome (SRES’) matches the response from the claimant, the claimant is
authenticated.
This is an unilateral authentication, Bluetooth device A can authenticate device B using the challengeresponse protocol above.
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To perform a mutual authentication the above process is carried out twice, each Bluetooth device
being once claimant and once verifier.

6.7.2.2. Authentication function (E1) based on SAFER+
The authentication function takes the following values as input:
• 128 bit random challenge
• 128 bit secret key
• 48 bit device address
The outputs are two values, as seen in Figure 6.14:
• 32 bit challenge response (SRES)
• 96 bit authentication ciphering offset (ACO), later used for encryption key generation
The authentication function uses SAFER+ and the modified version to calculate the output from the
input.

6.7.2.3. Failed authentication
If the claimant’s response does not match, no link will be established and the verifier’s link manager
will indicate the failure of authentication.
The other failure of authentication occurs if the claimant does not have a link key for the
communication with the verifier yet. It cannot compute a sensible response and therefore indicates that
it does not have a link key yet. Bluetooth specifies how Bluetooth devices can create a common link
key by a procedure called Pairing, which is described later (6.7.3.1). The link manager can initiate the
pairing procedure when an authenticated link is requested, but no link key exists.

6.7.2.4. Repeated authentication attempts
If an authentication attempt fails, any further authentication attempts by the claimant’s Bluetooth
device are blocked for a certain time. This blocking time is increased exponentially up to a maximum,
with each subsequent failure for authentication from the same Bluetooth device address. And it is
decreased exponentially when a successful authentication has taken place.
This prohibits an attacker from trying a lot of different keys in a small time. In order to do this, the
devices keep a list of these waiting intervals for each device. The Bluetooth specification points out,
that the size of this list should be restricted according to the memory size of the Bluetooth unit, “to
make the system somewhat less vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks” [4]{page 169}.

6.7.2.5. Analysis of authentication
Bluetooth’s authentication mechanism offers mutual authentication by repeating the unilateral process
in reversed direction (requirement R4a,b).
The authentication handshake includes a challenge as a freshness mechanism (requirement R2c) and
is also secured against the reflection attack (threat T2e). So compared to the two pass authentication
protocol laid out in the ISO standard for entity authentication [33], seen in Figure 5.31 in 5.6.4.3, two of
the three security features are included. The authentication protocol used in Bluetooth still leaves the
authentication function open for the possibility of a known-plain text attack, as the attacker can spoof
all the input values, except for the secret link key.
As the authentication is based on the SAFER+ algorithm it is computationally hard to work out the key
[37], even if a cipher/plaintext pair is known. And knowledge of the actual link key is required to
authenticate successfully.
A far greater problem is, that if the communication is not encrypted the knowledge of the link key is not
required to send data (ACL and SCO packets). So as no origin authentication exists for normal
messages (requirement R4c,d) an attacker can masquerade as one Bluetooth device after the
authentication has taken place.
For masquerading the attacker does not even need to change the MAC address of his device, just the
Active Member address needs to be correct. But as [36] points out this attack might be detected when
the other device is still active, as the Bluetooth device, spoofed or genuine, is only allowed to send in
specified time slots. This means that the genuine device will also try to send, which will result in
detectable interference.
But even if spoofing does not work, just having the attackers Bluetooth device send whenever the
genuine device would be allowed is a denial of service attack by interference, an attack might be build
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on that if the attacked device gives up and the attacker can take his place, without the communication
partner closing the authenticated connection. If this is possible depends on the actual time out
settings, which can vary in the implementations.
Just taking over authenticated connection will not be so easy if the connection is encrypted, as the
encryption key is based on the link key. Therefore a Bluetooth device knows that valid encrypted
packets can only be generated by a device in possession of the valid link key (either itself or the
authenticated device). If different link keys are established for each combination of two Bluetooth
devices this means the attacker cannot generate new messages. But as the integrity of packets is not
protected an attacker might replay old messages.
Under the assumption that the attacker can spoof other Bluetooth device addresses [11] describes two
more possible denial of service attacks. The first one is based on the fact that Bluetooth blocks
authentication request by Bluetooth device address, if consecutive authentication errors have
occurred, for a time. This allows the attacker to disallow a particular genuine device to authenticate, by
previously sending wrong authentication requests to the verifier. Depending on the number of devices
for which the verifier keeps a list, a number of devices can be affected. The other attack is that the
attacker will respond quicker to the challenge, by just sending a fixed answer, as the genuine device,
which has to calculate the correct response. The verifier will take the first result and abort the
authentication process, neglecting the later arriving correct response. Therefore the genuine device
will be locked out again.
For these attacks it should be noted that they require to take place before or while the genuine
Bluetooth authenticates.
A lot of attacks are based on the absence of proper origin authentication, how complicated the change
of the Bluetooth address for spoofing attacks is, depends on the actual implementation of the devices
available.
Another, more general problem lies in the way the link keys, which the authentication mechanism is
build upon, are generated. So this work will look on the key management functions offered by
Bluetooth next.

6.7.3. Key management at the link layer
Bluetooth specifies key management functions, which are used to generate new keys and to establish
them or to substitute the old keys. All this is done via different LMP messages.
As described earlier the authentication mechanism checks if two devices have the same link key. If
such a key is not present, the pairing procedure allows to establish such a link key.
Other key management functions exist to modify or change existing keys.
The keys used for encryption are also generated, please refer to 6.7.4., where encryption is described
in detail.
Figure 6.15 shows the different types of keys a Bluetooth device could hold and their purpose.
Link or EnCreation
Key
cryption Key Procedure
Length
Combination
Link key
Through Pairing Process,
128 bit
Key
normally done once for the first
communication.
Unit Key
Link key
Created the first time the device 128 bit
is in operation.
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Key
already established piconets.
Created in the Re-Keying
process.
Initialisation
Link key
Used as link key only during
128 bit
Key
pairing process.
Encryption
Encryption Derived from the link key that is 8 Key
key
currently used.
128 bit
Figure 6.15. Creation, length and lifetime of different Bluetooth keys
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6.7.3.1 Establish a link key - “Pairing”
To enable two devices to authenticate they both must have the same link key. The establishment of a
shared link key is done in a four-step initialisation procedure:
1.
Generation of an initialisation key
2.
Generation of a link key
3.
Exchange of the generated link key
4.
Authentication
Step 1: Generation of an initialisation key
The initialisation key is used to protect the link key exchange in step 3. It is temporarily and only used
during this initialisation.
For generation of the initialisation key three values are used:
• 128 bit random number
• 48 bit Bluetooth device address
• variable length number, called ‘PIN’
The PIN can either be fixed and static, if the Bluetooth device does not have any interface that would
allow a user to enter a PIN, or it can be variable, allowing a user to enter an arbitrarily chosen PIN.
Entering an arbitrarily chosen variable PIN in both Bluetooth devices is more secure and the Bluetooth
specification advises to use this whenever possible. Also devices with fixed keys should allow the user
by some means to change the fixed PIN [4] (e.g. little “1-0-switches”).
If no PIN is available the PIN is defaulted to value zero.
At least one of the two devices must have a variable PIN. The PIN is combined with the device
address of the device, which allowed a variable PIN, or with the device address of the device, which
received the random number. The device with the fixed PIN always has to generate the random
number used.
Figure 6.16 shows an example of an initialisation key between two Bluetooth devices. Bluetooth device
B does not allow the user to enter a PIN.
Bluetooth Device A
( Initiator )
Generate Random 1

Bluetooth Device B
( fixed PIN )
Initialisation:
Random Number 1
Must create Random!
Generate Random 2

Initialisation:
Random Number 2
Accept

Initialisation Accepted
Fixed PIN = “1234”
User enters
the same
PIN =”1234”

Address of Device A

Own Address

Initialisation Key
Generation
Function

Initialisation Key
Generation
Function
INITIALISATION KEY

INITIALISATION KEY

Figure 6.16. Initialisation key generation with a fixed–PIN Bluetooth device.
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The Initialisation Key Generation Function uses the modified SAFER+ function (see 6.7.1.) to combine
the three inputs to form the initialisation key. The Initialisation Key also depends on the Bluetooth
device address used.
Step 2 & 3: Generation and exchange of a link key
The next step generates the link key that should be used whenever the two devices want to
authenticate or use encryption. This link key is used only for the communication between the two
devices. This means that a device has to have a link key for each device it wants to securely
communicate with.
As this might be to much for Bluetooth devices with only a very limited amount of memory, the
Bluetooth specification allows this device to use their Unit Key as a link key.
The Bluetooth device has to store then only the Unit Key, as it might serve as a link key with all other
communicating participants. As the link key must be known to both of the two devices it must be
agreed on which device uses its Unit Key. If both devices want to use their unit key, the master device
will succeed. This is done because the master might have to store keys for other slaves as well.
Otherwise the unit requiring the unit key to be used will use their unit key.
The unit key will be XORed with the Initialisation Key, to secure against eavesdropping, and then
transmitted to the other station.
Figure 6.17 illustrates the process for a Unit Key being established because device B indicates that it
can only use a Unit Key due to memory limitations.
Bluetooth Device A
( Initiator )

Bluetooth Device B
( uses Unit Key )

INITILISATION KEY
Generate
Random
Number

Combination-Key-Generation:
21
Random Number A
XOR

Device B does not
support Combination
Key generation.
INITIALISATION KEY
Unit-Key-Generation:
Unit Key
Unit Key
= LINK KEY

Device A recognizes that
Device B does not
support Combination
Key generation.
INITIALISATION
KEY
The Link Key
will be used
instead.

XOR

Unit Key
of Device B
= LINK KEY

Figure 6.17. Use of Device B’s Unit Key as the new Link Key.
If both devices’ memory capacity allows storing a dedicated link key for the communication between
just these two units, the calculation of a Combination Key is requested.

21

Shaded background indicates disguised or encrypted values.
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Both units will create a random number and send it securely to the other device. To secure the
transmission the random number is XORed with the initialisation key.
To generate the new link key the device’s own random number and device address are combined and
XORed with the combination of the other device’s random number and device address.
The combination function used to combine the random number and the device address is again based
on the modified SAFER+ function (see 6.7.1.).
Figure 6.18. shows the messages that are exchanged if both devices allow to generate a Combination
Key as the new Link Key.
Bluetooth Device A
( Initiator )

Bluetooth Device B

INITILISATION KEY
Generate
Random
Number A
Combination
Function

INITILISATION KEY
Combination-Key-Generation:
Random# A
Random# A

Address of
Device A

Address of
Device A

INITIALISATION KEY

INITILISATION KEY
Combination-Key-Generation:
Random# B

Generate
Random
Number B

Random# B

Combination
Function

Address of
Device B

Combination
Function

Addr. of
Device B

Combination-Key
= LINK KEY

Combination
Function

Combination-Key
= LINK KEY

Figure 6.8. Generation of a Combination Key by the exchange of random numbers.
After a link key has been generated and distributed, the Initialisation Key is no longer needed and is
discarded.
Step 4: Authentication
After the new link key is distributed the Bluetooth devices will perform a mutual authentication
procedure. This is done as described in 6.7.2 and assures the devices that the new link key is correctly
established.

6.7.3.2. Change keys
Bluetooth specifies procedures to change the link key currently used. Either the current link key can be
changed permanently, or an additional key can be generated and used as a temporary new link key.
Changing the link key permanently
The link key can only be changed if the current link key is a combination key, link keys based on unit
keys can only be changed by the pairing procedure described before.
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If the current link key is a combination key, the initiating Bluetooth device will generate a new 128 bit
random number that will be the new link key.
This will be transmitted to the other device, protected by a bit wise XOR with the current link key.
After the new link key is distributed, the correct distribution will be checked by carrying out a mutual
authentication using the new key. The initiating device can be either a master or a slave.
The old link key is deleted.
This new link key will then be used for all following connections between the two devices. Bluetooth
allows this procedure to take place at any time, and recommends changing the link key after every
start of new connection between the two devices. This procedure shall “improve the security of the
system” [4]{page 157}.
Temporarily change the link key
This function can only be carried out by the master, therefore Bluetooth refers to the Temporary Key
as the Master Key. The master will generate the new key in a more complicated way.
The master generates two random numbers as input for a function based on the modified SAFER+,
this is the new Temporary Key. This generation process is chosen to “avoid possible problems with
degraded randomness due to a poor implementation of the random number generator with in the
Bluetooth unit” [4]{page 157}.
A third random number is created and transmitted to the slave. This random number and the current
link key are used to calculate a value, which then is used to protect the new key in transmission.
A simplified overview of the messages exchanged and the number generated is provided in Figure
6.19. The “Black Boxes” all perform the same function based on the modified SAFER+ algorithm.
Master

Slave

Generate:
Random#1 , Random#2

Temporary Key :
Kmaster
Generate:
Random#3

Random# 3
Random# 3
Current
Link Key

Current
Link Key

Protection for
new Link Key:
OVL

To Unprotect the
new Link Key:
OVL
Kmaster

Temporary Key:
Kmaster

Figure 6.19. Simplified Temporary Link Key creation and distribution.
Again like with all other key establishment, generation or change procedures completing a mutual
authentication checks the proper distribution.
All the slaves who participated will then use this new link key. This allows to role out a single link key
that is then the basis for encryption in a piconet, so all devices in the piconet will be using the same
key for encryption and decryption.
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It is only temporary and the master can fall back on the previous link key, which was established just
for the connection between the master and one slave, at any given time. The Temporary Key will be
discarded if the device leaves the piconet.

6.7.3.3. Encryption key creation
The encryption key is of fixed length; the user or applications cannot change this maximum length, as
it is factory preset. But an application (or the user) can define the minimum encryption key length
required for that application (requirement R1c). So two Bluetooth devices must negotiate the
encryption key length before generating the encryption key.
The negotiation process starts with the master sending his highest supported key length as a
suggestion to the slave. The slave can then either accept, make a new suggestion, using his highest
possible key length or abort the negotiation. The same process is repeated until both Bluetooth
devices have found the maximum key length that both devices support and which satisfies the
minimum requirements of both applications.
If aborted, the Bluetooth link encryption cannot be used.
Master
(max. Key Length 128 bit)
(min. Key Length 40 bit)
(Link Key is not a Temporary Key)

Slave
(max. Key Length 64 bit)
(min. Key Length 64 bit)

Negotiate Key Length:
Encryption Key Size:
128 bit
Encryption Key Size:
64 bit

128 bit is to long, make
counter suggestion.

64 bit is acceptable.
Accepted
Key Length: 64 bit

Key Length: 64 bit

Create Encryption Key:
Generate
Random #1

Random #1
Random # 1

Link Key
ACO

Link Key
ACO

Encryption
Key
Generator

Encryption
Key
Generator

Encryption Key

Encryption Key
Accept the new Key.
Accepted

Figure 6.20. Example of encryption key length negotiation and encryption key generation.
If a key length has been negotiated encryption is started by the master by sending a Link Manager
(LM) message.
The encryption key is calculated using the current link key (128 bit), a random number (128 bit) and a
96 bit Ciphering Offset (COF).
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The random number is generated by the master and transmitted to the slave. The Ciphering Offset
(COF) is different depending whether the current link key is a Temporary Key (Kmaster) or not.
If the current link key is a Temporary Key, the COF is simply generated from the master’s Bluetooth
device address, as this is known to all slaves. If the current link key is a Combination Key or a Unit Key
the value ACO, which was calculated during the authentication, is used as Ciphering Offset. This value
should be different for each master/slave combination.
The three values are then fed into the Encryption Key Generation Function, which is based on
SAFER+ and the modified SAFER+ and described in detail in the Bluetooth specification [4], to
generate a 128-bit value. This value will be shortened to the maximum allowable length and will then
be used as the Encryption Key. An example of the values and messages involved can be seen in
Figure 6.20.

6.7.3.4. Analysis of key management
Bluetooth uses different keys for different purpose, but the difference in the keys should not lead to the
assumption that the keys are independent.
The keys depend on each other, as they are either generated from each other, as shown in Figure
6.21, or are used to protect the new key in transit, as shown in Figure 6.22.

R#
R#
PIN
R#

Combination
Key

R# R#

Initialisation
Key

Temporary
Key

R#
Encryption
Key

Unit Key
Link Key
Figure 6.21. Input and dependence for different key generation processes.
As described earlier, the initialisation sequence is used to derive a first common key between two
devices, but the only secret it is based on is the PIN.
The actual Link Key, either a Combination Key, a Unit Key or a Temporary Key is then used to
calculate the Encryption Key.
The Initialisation Key is then used to protect the generation of the current link key. For the Combination
Key the two random numbers are protected in transmission, for the Unit Key based Link Key the
transmission of the fixed Unit Key is protected by the Initialisation Key.

R#
R#
PIN
R#

Combination
Key

R# R#

Initialisation
Key

Temporary
Key

R#
Encryption
Key

Unit Key
Link Key
Figure 6.22. Keys used for protection of other keys in transit or their generation data.
If not all of the random numbers shown in Figure 6.22 are protected this is not a security problem as
some of the random numbers are not transmitted at all. For example the Temporary Key is transmitted
after generation from two random numbers, and is protected in the transmission by the current Link
Key (either Combination or Unit Key). The two random numbers used for generation never leave the
master’s device.
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So any key in Bluetooth depends either directly in its generation or for protective reasons on the
Initialisation Key, which is build from a secret PIN. So if an attacker is able to capture the
communications from the initialisation sequence onwards the attacker only has to find the right PIN to
break the security of all keys.
Problems arise from the use of too weak PINs, allowing to guess the PIN, or to brute force it, if it is too
short. The brute force attack on the PIN can also be done offline, so that the lock out due to too many
failed authentication attempts is circumvented [35].
128
The attacker does not have to break a 128 bit long encryption key by trying all 2 combinations, if the
key was generated from a link key established through pairing with a 4 digit PIN, only 10000 or less
14
than 2 combinations have to be checked.
The Bluetooth specification assumes that a user entered PIN would be “relatively short”, like four
decimal digits, but also points out that for added security longer keys, up to 128 bit, can be used and
distributed by higher applications. The PIN only needs to be entered into each device once, it is not
like other PINs which need to be remembered. The PIN could be entered into the two devices by just
entering one random digit after the other, always once into device A and then into device B. With this
procedure the user does not even has to remember any previous digits.
So a PIN should be long enough and randomly chosen to protect the pairing phase, after pairing it
would be strongly advised to generate and distribute a new permanent link key. As this is a complete
128 bit pseudo random number as described in 6.7.3.2. This work will shortly describe (see 6.8.1.2.)
how a sufficient (128 bit based) link key can be established even if the devices only allow to enter
short PINs.
This problem is enhanced by the problem that devices might be used in sensitive environments who
have no PIN and therefore the default PIN value of zero must be used.
Another problem are Unit Keys. As shown in Figure 6.18 and 6.19 the Unit Key is not based on
random numbers, it is static and only changed when the Bluetooth device is reset completely.
Therefore it can be assumed that a device, which will want to establish it’s Unit Key as a Link Key, due
to memory limitations, will use it for different initialisation procedures. As both devices must know the
Link Key the other device automatically gains knowledge of the device’s Unit Key.
If an attacker is able to authenticate, or at least perform the first 3 steps of the initialisation procedure
with such a device, he is able to learn the Unit Key. As this is the Link Key, that the attacked device
also uses for all other connections, the attacker can masquerade as the attacked device, or eavesdrop
later encrypted transmissions. The attack is pictured in Figure 6.23.

2

Initialisation: Link Key = Unit Key

Device A

(Unit Key)

Device B
3

Encrypted transmission with
Encryption Key derived from Link Key

1

Initialisation
reveals
A’s Unit Key

Eavesdropping
Masquerading
Authentication, Inserting Packets, …

Attacker
Figure 6.23. Eavesdropping and masquerading possible if Unit Key used and known to attacker.
The attacker can also wait until Device A has ended the connection and authenticate to Device B
using A’s credentials (the Link Key = Unit Key).
This attack shows that using a Unit Key dramatically weakens the security of both Bluetooth devices.
So the advice to use Combination Keys preferably for higher security given in the Bluetooth
specification [4] should be followed. As a Bluetooth device that allows using another device’s Unit Key
implicitly trusts all devices that authenticated with that device before.
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For example Device B in Figure 6.23 has to rely on Device A that it has not authenticated with any
“adversary” Bluetooth devices before. Which in this case has taken place.
Using the Temporary Key, which is shared among all the devices in a piconet, leads to nearly the
same assumptions, but as it is not used for authentication, it will only be possible to eavesdrop for the
time the piconet uses the Temporary Key.

6.7.4. Encryption at the link layer
Bluetooth defines three different modes of encryption:
• Mode 0: No Encryption
• Mode 1: Individually addressed traffic encrypted:
This mode is possible for traffic between devices who agreed on an encryption key to use for
intercommunication, no broad cast messages are protected
• Mode 2: Individual addressed traffic and broadcast messages encrypted:
This mode requires a Temporary Key to be established in all slaves of the piconet, because a
common encryption key among all devices is needed.
Mode 0 does not offer any security and will not be discussed.
Encryption in mode 1 and 2 is applied to the payload of ACL and SCO packets (requirement R1a). The
header with all the fields, as depicted in Figure 6.7 and described in 6.4.2.2., and the access code field
cannot be encrypted (requirement R1b,c). But not only user traffic is carried in the payload of packets,
also the management traffic from higher levels, e.g. the Link Manager (LM), is transmitted in the
packet payload, and therefore can be encrypted.
The stream cipher is used to encrypt packet payload.
Each packet’s payload is encrypted separately with a new initialised seed, so with a different key
stream.
Figure 6.24. shows an overview of the encryption process. From the secret Encryption Key (denoted
Kc) and three publicly known values the payload key is generated. The payload key serves as an
initialisation seed for the Key Stream Generator. By including the clock value in the initialisation of the
key stream generator a different pseudo-random key stream is generated for every packet, as at least
the clocks value is different. So no consecutive packet is encrypted under the same key sequence and
the key stream generator is re-synchronized very often. The random value (RAND) is send by the
master when the encryption is switched on, it is a publicly known value, but it is used to modify the
payload key to generate new key streams (z) even if the link key has not changed, and the clock value
might be the same.

Figure 6.24. Encryption process of Bluetooth [4]
The Key Sequence (z) is then combined with the plain or cipher text by an XOR operation to encrypt or
decrypt.
Payload  CRC generation  Encryption  FEC encoding


Transmission

Payload



CRC check

 Decryption  FEC decoding 

Figure 6.25. Position of Encryption/Decryption process [4]
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The encryption is done after the CRC has been calculated over the payload, but before any forward
error correction is applied. Figure 6.25 shows the process on the sending and receiving side.
It should be noted that the CRC code is not an integrity protection, as it is designed only to protect
against transmission errors, not to protect against malicious intended modifications.

6.7.4.1. Analysis of confidentiality protection of Bluetooth encryption
The key length used for the encryption can be adjusted in 8 bit steps. The maximum key length
allowed by the Bluetooth specification is 128 bit. This key length is sufficient to with stand exhaustive
key search attacks.
In implementations of Bluetooth, each device will have a fixed maximum encryption key length, which
might be lower than 128 bits and cannot be changed by the user or application. This is allows
Bluetooth to limit encryption strength for example to comply with export controls (requirement R5b).
To control which key length is used (requirement R1d), applications set a minimum level, which the
key length will not fall below during the key length negotiation.
Only the payload of packets can be encrypted, so the address fields of the packet header cannot be
encrypted (requirement R1b)
It should be mentioned that the security of the encryption key relies on the security of the underlying
link key. If and only if the link key is created securely as described in 6.7.3.4, the encryption key has
the full strength of 128 bit or what ever the limit of the device is.
The problem of key stream reuse (also see 5.6.2.) also exists for the stream cipher used by Bluetooth.
But as the clock value is also used to calculate a new seed, and therefore a new key stream, for each
packet. A key stream reuse will occur after approximately one day. The clock value is a 28-bit counter
28
that is incremented every 312.5 µs, so 2 * 312.5 µs = 23.30 h.
The key stream also depends on a random value, which is exchanged when encryption is enabled.
So to prevent encryption under the same key stream more than once, Bluetooth devices do not need
to generate a new encryption key, it would be sufficient if they would restart the encryption once a day,
to use a new random number. No advice is found on this problem of key stream reuse in the Bluetooth
specification [4].
Assuming that connections will be terminated at least once a day, the algorithm is strong enough in the
way it is used, but only as good as the link key the encryption key is based on.

6.7.5. Higher layer security with the Security Manager
The Security Manager can be used to enforce security on the service level. Allowing to differently
specify which service requires which level of security. It is not part of the initial Bluetooth core or profile
specification and is described in [42] as an architecture, which allows service level security, which is,
described in the general access protocol in the Bluetooth profile specification [5].
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Figure 6.26. Position of the Security Manager [42]
As Figure 6.26 shows, the security manager is positioned to support application services above the
LMP, using already established links.
The Device Database allows classifying Bluetooth devices into two different trust levels:
• trusted device and
• untrusted device.
The services are differentiated in three security levels:
• Services that require authorisation and authentication
• Services that require authentication only, no authorisation
• Services that do not require authorisation or authentication
Additionally it is possible to define if access to a service requires the use of encryption.

6.7.5.1. Connecting to secured services
The Security Manager is only involved when the L2CAP receives a request for an incoming or
outgoing connection request for a specified service. So the link has already been established by the
lower protocols and might not use any of the link level security functions yet.
The steps that are necessary to establish an incoming connection to a service are shown in the
example in Figure 6.27.
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Figure 6.27. Information flow for connection establishment secured by the Security Manager [42]
The L2CAP will receive the request from another Bluetooth device to connect to an application (Step
1).
The request is only passed to the application (Step 7), if and only if the Security Manager has made a
positive access control decision (Step 6).
So the L2CAP queries the Security Manager (Step 2) which will retrieve the security level required for
the specified service (Step 3) and if the device’s trust level is sufficient (Step 4).
The Security manager will then issue commands to the lower levels to invoke the necessary link level
security functions, authentication and encryption, to achieve the desired link security (Step 5).
If the device’s trust level is sufficient and the link security has been established access will be granted
(Step7).

6.7.5.2. Access control decisions in detail
The access control is based on the trust level assigned to the Bluetooth device identified by its device
address.
Trusted devices are allowed to use services that require authorisation after they are authenticated.
If a device is not listed as trusted it can acquire authorisation for this request by user interaction. The
user of the Bluetooth device hosting the service can choose whether to allow access once, disallow
access, or add the inquiring Bluetooth device to the list of Trusted devices.
If the service requires authorisation the device must be listed as trusted in the Device Database, or the
Security Manager will ask the user to authorise the request (not shown in 6.27 and 6.28). To make
sure that the claimed identity is correct an authentication always takes place before by invoking link
level security procedures (Step 5).
If only authentication is required the Security Manager will use just the link level security functions to
make sure that the device has provided a proof of identity by using the link level authentication
procedure.
Encryption can be required additionally. Figure 6.28 taken from Bluetooth Security Architecture [42]
shows the access checks might look like.
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Figure 6.28. Example Flow Chart for Access Check by the security manager [42]
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6.7.5.3. Analysis of the Security Manager
The Bluetooth security manager shows how Bluetooth protocols higher up should facilitate the use of
Bluetooth’s link level security functions. It adds access control to the functionality of the Bluetooth
device enabling the user to allow access to most functions while keeping the access to a specific set of
sensitive functions restricted. But proper access control would require origin authentication
(requirement R4c) of every packet, this not provided by the link layer and weakens the access control
of the security manager.
The Security Manager could be enhanced to set the level of trust for devices differently for different
services, but this is not further described in [42].

6.8. Security of Bluetooth
Looking at the overall security of Bluetooth and the suitability to use it to securely implement some of
the scenarios this chapter will draw the conclusions on Bluetooth’s security.
As the specification of Bluetooth allows different options for the security mechanism, which do have
impacts on their security level, this work will firstly summarize how the security options should be set to
increase security. The Bluetooth standard is then checked against the requirements established in 4.2.
Then a look is taken at how Bluetooth would be used to implement some of the functions of the
scenarios, checking the usability of Bluetooth for each scenario.

6.8.1. Bluetooth as secure as possible
Bluetooth offers flexible security by allowing to use different parameters or different modes. In the
following a short summery of the settings, parameters or modes is given, which will achieve the
maximum security level possible with Bluetooth.

6.8.1.1. Device security parameters
Starting with the device features, all the Bluetooth devices shall allow for 128 bit encryption keys. The
memory should not limit the device to store Combination Keys for all the different communication links.
No Unit Keys shall be allowed. Only devices which allow to adapt the transmission power in small
steps depending on the detected signal strength shall be used.

6.8.1.2. Link layer security parameters
To establish the initial combination keys the pairing procedure is used with randomly chosen PINs.
They shall be 128 bit long, or as large as the general key length used for other applications of the
same security relevancy. It might be complicated to enter larger PINs but it only has to be done once
for each pair of Bluetooth devices during the initialisation phase.
If no 128 bit long PINs were used or it is not possible to enter such large PINs the following procedure
could be used:
The devices that should be paired are broad into a controlled environment. The environment should
prevent eavesdropping during the initialisation phase. This can be achieved by a Faraday’s cage,
which could be in the form of a metal-coated plastic bag [35].
Then a new permanent link key should be generated (see 6.7.3.2.), as this is based on a 128 bit
random number.
After this the Bluetooth devices can be removed from the controlled environment.
Before any links are established in general the devices should carry out mutual authentication.
Additionally encryption will be used to present the knowledge of the right keys to the communication
partner in (nearly) every message. Re-authentication should be required in sufficient time intervals,
also the encryption should be re-initialised at least once a day to prevent key stream reuse (see
6.7.4.1).
If devices are reported lost or stolen all devices that possessed Link Keys shall be instructed to
remove them.
If broadcast messages contain security relevant information a Temporary Key shall be established to
allow encryption of all addressed packets and all broadcast messages (Encryption mode 2). This
Temporary Key shall be changed frequently to reduce the problem that a lost device still posses the
keys required to listen to encrypted traffic.
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If broadcast messages do not contain security relevant information then only encryption mode 1 shall
be used, as this allows the master to distinguish between the slaves based on different Link Keys. This
also means that the slaves cannot communicate directly and the master can check the traffic as it acts
as a relay.
Regardless of which encryption mode will be used, an encryption key with the length of 128 bits shall
be negotiated.

6.8.1.3. Security Manager
All security relevant services should require authorisation (which includes authentication) and
encryption. These settings should apply to incoming and outgoing connections.
After the initial pairing procedure the Bluetooth devices shall be set to non-pairable mode. Also they
should be set to non-discoverable mode.

6.8.2. Requirement satisfaction of Bluetooth – the checklist
As done for IEEE 802.11b in 5.7.1, the checklist will have a ‘YES’ if the requirements are met by the
mechanisms described in the Bluetooth specification. For requirements that cannot be met the
checklist obviously contains a ‘no’.
If there are requirements which the mechanisms described in the Bluetooth specification could cover,
but they do either not offer complete coverage, are not strong enough, have conceptional flaws or
have been broken, but were at least considered, they are indicated by the term ‘considered’. This
indicates the fact that the Bluetooth specification thought of a mechanism that, when it would be
corrected, improved or used correctly, could offer at least a small step towards the requirement.
If the Bluetooth standard explicitly states that this is beyond the scope of the specification this will be
noted by ‘beyond scope’.
If the requirements must be met, ‘considered’ and ‘beyond scope’ should be seen as ‘no’, requiring
additional actions on higher layers, to provide additional security.
The judgement is made on the assumption that the advice given in 6.8.1. is followed.
R1a
Confidentiality of user traffic
YES
Bluetooth allows very different ways to establish the link key on which the encryption key is based on.
If combination keys are created from sophisticated PINs and or a new random 128 bit link key has
been established in a secured environment, the payload encryption is sufficient. As its security relies
on a true key length of 128 bit used with a robust algorithm.
R1b
Confidentiality of user related data
no
The Bluetooth device’s unique base address is freely broadcasted for example during the inquiry
procedure. As this is a permanent unique identifier of a personal device, tracking is easy if the device
is in discoverable mode.
But the device’s address is also contained in the Access Code field (6.4.2.1), which in the case of the
master’s device address is part of every packet send on a piconet. To use this data for tracking the
Bluetooth device must be modified, as the CAC value is normally not made available outside the
Baseband for analysis [35].
As the headers are also not encrypted the temporary related data, the AM_ADDR, is also not
protected.
R1c
Confidentiality of management traffic
considered
Management messages of the LMP are protected by the encryption process just as every other
payload is. The headers are never encrypted.
R1d
User supervision of encryption used
YES
The devices will not negotiate an encryption key that is below the minimum required key length, which
is set by the application.
R1e
Confidentiality of secrets stored on mobile wireless devices
no
The host control interface (HCI) allows reading a particular or all link keys that are stored in a
Bluetooth device.
R1f

Range control by transmit power adaptation
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This is done through LMP messages, which allow controlling the transmission power of a sender (see
6.6.). This is only possible if both Bluetooth devices have implemented power control, which is an
optional feature for low power devices.
R2a
Integrity of user traffic
no
No integrity protection is offered by the CRC checksums. They can only be protected against
transmission errors.
R2b
Integrity of user related data
no
No integrity protection for the access code or the header is offered. They are only protected against
transmission errors with FEC and HEC.
R2c
Integrity of management traffic
Management messages are not integrity protected.

no

R2d
Integrity of secrets stored on mobile wireless devices
The host control interface (HCI) allows reading and writing the link keys.

no

R3a
Minimize logical jamming
YES
If encryption is enabled on the basis of strong combination keys the encryption can allow to
authenticate the origin. As all of the LMP messages are also encrypted, once encryption is enabled,
the link control messages are protected.
R3b
Low-Power Mode against battery exhaustion
considered
The power management functions offering two quite versatile modes, which leave the slave in control.
In the third mode it is required to be woken up by the master, as this functionality is needed to operate
the piconet with more than 8 Bluetooth devices in total.
R3c
Prevention of access to services from a certain wireless device only
considered
This is possible if combination keys are used, as a different key is stored for each communicating
device. Removing that key, while still requiring authentication, will prevent the device to establish a
communication. This will disable the access of all services; a distinction on certain allowed services is
not possible without modifications of the security manager (see 6.7.5.3.).
Alternatively for services requiring authorisation, the device could be removed from the list of trusted
devices in the security manager. This would disable access to all services that require authorisation.
R3d
Termination of access to services for a certain wireless device only
considered
The connection with a single device can be terminated at any time, which will force the device to reauthenticate. If the link key is removed this device is no longer able to establish an authenticated
connection. Again this disables a single device to access all the services provided.
Alternatively the security manager could be used as described in R3c above.
R3e
Signal strength detection
YES
The value of the received signal strength signal indicator (RSSI) is available if power control is
implemented. Another value is the link quality, which can also be obtained via a HCI request.
R4a
Authentication of mobile wireless devices
The quality of the authentication mechanism is based on the quality of the link key.
Mutual authentication is possible.

YES

R4b
Authentication of central management wireless devices
Same as above.

YES

R4c
Origin authentication of messages from mobile wireless devices
no
No key protected integrity check is computed over the source address nor any part of the packet.
R4d
Origin authentication of messages from central management wireless devices
Same as above.
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R4e
Freshness of messages
considered
The authentication mechanism is build upon a 128 bit random number as a challenge.
Messages have to be sent in specified time slots, delayed messages are not accepted and as the
other genuine device will send in this time slot all an attacker can gain is to jam the one genuine
device out. A man-in-the middle attack is only possible if either both devices are willing to become
master or both become a slave, as shown in [35].
R5a

Lawful interception

beyond scope

R5b
Strength of authentication unrelated to strength of encryption
YES
The manufacturer is able to choose the maximum length of the encryption key. The authentication key
will always be 128 bit long.
R6a
Ease of use and configuration
YES
Entering long PIN numbers might be a pain, but the provided key management functions allow to
minimize the hassle to change keys, once they are secured. If the Bluetooth device or applications
above provide sufficient storage for different link keys, re establishing connections with a number of
different devices should not be a problem.
R6b
Vendor interoperability
considered
A problem might be that limitations in some devices, for example unit key only based Bluetooth
devices. This might not allow vendor compatibility on the highest possible security level.

6.8.3. Objective satisfaction of Bluetooth
Looking at the specification’s own objectives as laid out in chapter 6.2.1, the security objectives are
provision of usage protection, information confidentiality (objective 3) and low-power consumption
(objective 4) in order to replace cables.
The most remarkable observation is, that no attempt is made to offer integrity protection. The forward
error correction and the CRC values to detect accidental transmission errors allow Bluetooth to be
robust (objective 2) but it does not offer integrity protection.
The power saving modes allow quite versatile uses. The authentication mechanism and the encryption
provided by Bluetooth are sufficient for the targeted environment of close range cable replacements in
the personal environment.
But as there are security problems it is recommended to still use wires or higher-level security if highly
sensitive data is handled.
As already shown for IEEE 802.11 in chapter 5.7.2, Bluetooth also misses the chance to provide origin
authentication which would be helpful to build on.

6.8.4. Scenarios with Bluetooth
Not for all the scenarios described in 4.1. Bluetooth might be a choice. But if Bluetooth can be used to
perform the networking functions they are described to show how Bluetooth devices should be
configured. It should be noted that Bluetooth is designed to establish Personal Area Networks.

6.8.4.1. Scenario I: Meeting Room
The participants might be different each time a meeting between the managers takes place. Bluetooth
can manage this by forming the piconet when all participants are in the room.
When needed the fixed wireless devices can be discovered and a connection can be established. To
form the network they either use link keys that the IT department has pre established for each pair, or
they use sophisticated PINs provided by a higher layer mechanism if the pairing has to be done at the
beginning of the meeting. For the access to the company network Bluetooth’s authentication
mechanism is only used to connect to the fixed wireless device, the authentication for accessing
company services is done by higher level protocols as used for the normal wired company network
(e.g. user name and password).
Mutual authentication and encryption should be used and the access to services, like file access for
the exchange of documents between the managers, should be allowed for trusted devices only.
When getting back to their office desks, they either rebuild their desk piconet, if they were the master,
or they simply rejoin it again.
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6.8.4.2. Scenario II: Home and Personal Networking
Communication between the laptops and the home’s fixed PC can be established as a piconet, with
the home’s PC being the master, as he does not become unavailable. The pairing can be done
manually even with longer PINs, as there are only four devices.
At least the Bluetooth device in the home’s PC will need to authenticate the other Bluetooth devices.
Additionally encryption should be enabled, mainly to make it harder for an attacker to use
authenticated sessions to insert data. Together this shall prevent the neighbour from accessing the
Internet or consuming the paper and toner of the printer. Mutual authentication and higher-level
security (e.g. SSL, PGP) shall be used when sensitive data (e.g. credit card numbers) are transferred.
Compatibility issues are no problem as long as Bluetooth devices from the same specification version
(Version 1.1 or Version 1.0) are used.
No additional access control to the home PC and the wired network other than that successful
Bluetooth authentication shall be needed, the mobile Bluetooth devices can be used as access tokens.
As different link keys can be stored it should not be a problem to take the laptop from and to work or
university.
Looking at the communication between the mobile phone and the PDA when used as a lightweight
dial-up, mutual authentication and encryption are required. To allow the piconet at home access to the
mobile phone’s address book, but not allow them to use the dial-up functionality, service level security
could be deployed. The dial-up to the company network shall then only be possible for the authorised
and authenticated PDA using encryption.
To minimise the risk of a lost or stolen PDA or mobile phone, additional secrets (e.g. user name,
password, one time keys) shall be required to access the company network. The Bluetooth devices
should not work as the only access tokens to the corporate network.

6.8.4.3. Scenario III: Mobile Data Entry/Retrieval with Emergency Connectivity
To allow for the higher distance the mobile Bluetooth devices must support the higher sending power
modes.
For normal operation, with mobile wireless devices moving around a lot, being in range of different
fixed wireless devices from time to time, Bluetooth is not suitable. It does not support handover;
therefore mobile devices will not be connected for some time.
Due to the fact that using a unit key would degrade the security of the Link Keys, every fixed Bluetooth
device has to store a different link key for each mobile Bluetooth device. The amount of keys cannot
be maintained without higher layer key management, which should be centralized.
Because Bluetooth does not offer any integrity protection mechanisms by itself it has to be
implemented at higher levels. So the also needed non-repudiation services can also be implemented
on a higher level, as no help is offered by Bluetooth’s also missing origin-authentication.
But Bluetooth will be able to perform the building of a scatternet, in order to provide the ad hoc
emergency network. Additional routing protocols for scatternet wide communication must be
implemented in each mobile device (see [47] for examples and further information).

6.8.4.4. Scenario IV: Access to services in Public Places
The number of devices that actively want to communicate with sufficient bandwidth in one area at the
same time might be too high for Bluetooth. Also roaming is not supported. Accountability is also a
problem, so that it has to be deployed on an higher area. Bluetooth is not a good choice for this
scenario.
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7. Conclusion
Having seen and analysed two completely different approaches on how to securely transmit data over
wireless links, I found one similarity astonishing:
They both do not provide origin authentication.
Not that origin authentication is a panacea to wireless security, but it would help to prevent the attacks
that require spoofing and masquerading and would also allow proper access control mechanisms to be
implemented.
Having proper access control would allow the network administrator to block unauthorised wireless
devices on the lowest level, keeping the wireless medium free for authorised users.
I would have accepted that a quite elaborate requirement like the provision of a non-repudiation
service is not met, but origin authentication is even beyond the scope of the IEEE 802.11 standard.
And yet both standards claim that they either want to be either a cable replacement (Bluetooth) or on
the same security level as a wired network (IEEE 802.11).
An analogy to highlight the dilemma: A cable has two ends; being at one end allows to assume that a
received message has come from the other end of that wire. In my opinion both wireless networks lack
this indirect origin authentication. The IEEE 802.11 standard, wanting to achieve some properties of
the wired medium by encryption and authentication, has not achieved this property. I admit that the
indirect origin authentication offered by just a physical connection to the wire is quite weak, a reason
why security mechanisms have been applied on higher levels (like SDE or IPsec).
And that leads to the second problem of the two approaches, if security mechanisms like
authentication and encryption are offered at lower levels their goal should be to provide the user with
the highest security which is possible at this layer.
Or, especially looking at IEEE 802.11, at least the level of security should be clearly specified and
targeted towards today’s needs. Because trying to offer a level of security which is equal to the
perceived security of a wire, which in my opinion offers no security whatsoever towards today’s
requirements, is window dressing.
For a lot of users the security mechanisms included in IEEE 802.11 networks, which are encryption
and authentication, seemed to sound satisfactory, so the thought was that no additional encryption and
authentication is needed.
But even before RC4 was broken, the wrong use of the stream cipher algorithm in IEEE 802.11
weakened the security. The latest attack on the RC4 algorithm [21LM] is also a lot easier because of
the key stream reuse in IEEE 802.11.
For a true networking standard like IEEE 802.11 a lot of the security requirements can be met by using
existing higher layer protocols and security concepts like VPNs, Firewalls and public key cryptography.
And looking at the poor requirement satisfaction even before the new attack, this would have been
recommended. For all the IEEE 802.11 networks that until now have not deployed such additional
methods, I would recommend doing so immediately. As the new attack allows to find the secret WEP
key by just passive eavesdropping [54LM], IEEE 802.11 networks without additional security measures
are completely unprotected. I expect that attacks in the coming months will reveal that companies are
too slow to implement additional security, which in my opinion should have already been in place as a
lot of security requirements were not satisfied by IEEE 802.11.
Luckily for the users of IEEE 802.11 wireless networks there are enough tested solutions to achieve
the security requirements on higher levels, and the bandwidth offered by IEEE 802.11b allows for
some additional overhead.
But looking at the cable free desktop environment, not a single protocol, which encrypts the traffic to a
printer, is known to me. Especially small applications normally have no additional memory or CPU
power to do additional security calculations, so the protection offered by specifications like Bluetooth
should be sufficient.
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The way wireless security is implemented in Bluetooth highlights another security problem, the more
options to choose from, the easier errors are made.
The best example is the “key generation chain”, a user should be educated how to sensibly use the
options. And I belief that making users think they have to remember the number entered in both
devices during the pairing process by calling it a PIN, does not make it easier.
But Bluetooth does offer vital ingredients for a good security solution. In my opinion the key to
Bluetooth security is the key management mechanism. If used wisely a good protection can be
offered. For example changing the link key ever so often that attacks, even if possible are too slow, or
re authenticating throughout ongoing sessions to gain reassurance in the claimed identity of the
communication partner. All this could make it a usable and helpful technology for chosen types of
application. But looking at the Bluetooth standard I would caution the use of a 100 metre range
Bluetooth for a connection to the Internet, it is not a one-size-fits-all solution.
Recalling the quite different usage scenarios with their quite different requirements I would like to see
subsequent wireless network standards to be more specific and detailed in their objectives, allowing
users to judge their suitability for certain applications better. I would also like to see the long missed
origin authentication requirement met by upcoming extensions or new standards.
Both committees work on security enhancements, so that future versions with improvements can be
expected.
Further research must also go into providing a secure hardware (see [53] for a concept) and software
environment for the use with secure wireless networks, as it is the overall security of a mobile
computing device that will enable secure mobile e-commerce.
Far to less security requirements are passed by both, IEEE 802.11b and Bluetooth to provide a secure
wireless network.
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Appendix A
Difference in power consumption of some Wireless LAN cards taken from [23].
Generally transmission is more power consuming than reception.
Manufacturer
3Com 11 mb/s Wireless Lan Card with xJack
antenna
Addtron AWP-100
Ambicom Wave2Net WL1100
BreezeCom SA-PCR Pro 11 (802.11)
Buffalo AirStation Wireless LAN WLI-PCM-L11
Cisco/Aironet 340 (same as Aironet 4800b),
341, 342 or Dell Aironet 4800LT
Cisco/Aironet 4800, 4810, 4820
Compaq WL100
Compaq WL110
Intel Pro/Wireless 2011

Kingston InvisiNet
Orinoco/Lucent WaveLAN
Proxim RangeLAN-DS or
Proxim Harmony 802.11b
SMC EZ Connect Wireless PC card
(SMC2632W)
Symbol Spectrum 24 802.11 LA-3020
Xircom CreditCard Wireless Ethernet Adapter
(CWE1120 - 40 bit, CWE1130 128 bit)
Z-Com LAN-Escape XI-300
Zoom Telephonics ZoomAir PC Card
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Power Requirements
Standby
32 mA
Receive
310 mA
Transmit
340 mA
Receive
230mA
Transmit
350mA
Standby
20 mA
Receive
230 mA
Transmit
350 mA
Maximum
360 mA
Maximum
100 mW
Standby
<10mA
Receive
250mA
Transmit
350mA
Standby
5mA
Receive
280mA
Transmit
490mA
Transmit
185mA
Standby
9mA
Receive
185 mA
Transmit
285mA
Typical: Standby 10mA
Receive
170 mA
Transmit
300 mA
Max: Standby 25 mA
Receive
300 mA
Transmit
500 mA
Standby
17 mA
Receive
110 mA
Transmit
220mA
Standby
9mA
Receive
185mA
Transmit
285mA
Receive
<250 mA
Transmit
<350 mA
Standby
20 mA
Receive
230 mA
Transmit
350 mA
Receive
375mA
Transmit
500-675 mA
Standby
10 mA
Receive
250 mA
Transmit
350 mA
Standby
17 mA
Receive
<250 mA
Transmit
<350 mA
Standby
17 mA
Receive
215 mA
Transmit
338mA

Transmit Power Output

13 dBm
13 - 20 dBm
50 mW
30 mW
100 mW
100 mW
15 dBm
Typical 18 dBm, Minimum 14
dBm

13 dBm
15 dBm

13 dBm
13 dBm
100 or 500 mW

18 dB
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Appendix B
B.1. TCP/IP throughputs in 2.5m to 45m range
TCP/IP throughputs (in kByte/s) differ from the IEEE 802.11b wireless hardware used and the distance
of the wireless devices.
Test results are taken from [1] and were carried out under the following
conditions:
• Two PCs connected,
one wired through a switch to the access port, the other one with a WLAN-Adapter
• The following environments were tested:
- 2.5 metres distance, the access point is in the same room,
- 21 metres, the access point is two rooms away and
- 45 metres, in a straight corridor of an office building
• TCP blocksize was 4 kByte, tested with NetIO [51] under Windows 98
• The same manufacturer is used for WLAN-Adapters and access points
Product name of access
point
AirConnect 3CRWE747A-E1
ComPoint CP-W11
AIR-AP340
Access Point WL400
Lancom Wireless L11
2102 Universal Access Point
WavePoint II
11 Mbps WLAN Access Point
WAP 2000
MagicLAN AP SWL-3000AP
I-Gate 11M I/LAN AccessPoint

Manufacturer Distance
short (2,5m)
3Com
441
Artem
596
Cisco
610
Compaq
327
Elsa
479
Intermec
456
Lucent
452
NWN
539
Planet
270
Samsung
446
Siemens
281

middle (21m)
282
352
502
291
473
255
458
358
251
406
250

long (45m)
170
537
222
284
73
70
398
(no connection)
66
161
217

B.2. TCP/IP throughputs of selected IEEE 802.11b devices
To see the difference between the Tulip Conceptronic 11M wireless LAN kit, used for most of the tests
carried out in this work, and one of the best performing wireless LAN systems the Aironet 340 by Cisco
Systems, the two results from tests carried out in [45] are shown.
The following test conditions were used:
• Three clients and one access point.
• The Clients are located in three rooms next to each other with 10 metre distance between the
clients.
• The rooms are connected by standard doors, which are left open throughout the tests.
• The access point is located in room 1.
• The Access Point and the PCMCIA Cards are from the same manufacturer
Tulip Conceptronic 11M
Plain Text
WEP 64
WEP 128

Room 1 (10m)
396
258
246

Room 2 (20m)
345
228
221

Room 3 (30m)
147
78
71

Room 1 (10m)
587
495
465

Room 2 (20m)
486
426
409

Room 3 (30m)
318
312
289

Cisco Aironet 340
Plain Text
WEP 64
WEP 128
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Appendix C
Different FHSS hop sets number 16, 31 and 34 from hopping set 2. They are carefully constructed to
prevent two FHSS devices with different hop sets to interfere with another.
index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

seq# 16 seq# 31 seq# 34
18
33
36
41
56
59
80
16
19
41
26
44
61
76
79
34
49
52
10
25
28
65
80
4
37
52
55
79
15
18
15
30
33
47
62
65
77
13
16
40
55
58
70
6
9
2
17
20
44
59
62
16
31
34
49
64
67
20
35
38
36
51
54
29
44
47
54
69
72
11
26
29
72
8
11
8
23
26
39
54
57
21
36
39
55
70
73
28
43
46
52
67
70
5
20
23
25
40
43
7
22
25
14
29
32
22
37
40
14
78
17
45
60
63
30
45
48
43
58
61
32
47
50
75
11
14
59
74
77
13
28
31
50
65
68
9
24
27
27
42
45
76
12
15
17
32
35
63
78
2
38
53
56
12
27
30
3
18
21
57
72
75
31
46
49
51
66
69
4
19
22
68
4
7
74
10
13
60
75
78
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16 and #31 shift 2
#
Collison !!!
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
Collison !!!
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

16 and 34 shift 1
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
Collision !!
#
#
Collision !!
#
#
#
#
#
Collision !!
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
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Appendix D
The Tulip Conceptronic IEEE 802.11 software, based on the original PRISM 802.11 Configuration
Utility stored the WEP Key in the Windows registry.
The entry is not encrypted and contains the WEP Keys in hexadecimal notation. A short analysis of
this problem showed that the actual value of the entry is not used to initialise the card. If the user
generates a new key, with the help of the configuration utility, the key is stored in the IEEE 802.11
card, but also saved in the registry, undermining the write-only property of the MIB.
The registry keys are:
MyComputer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Control\Class\{4D36E972-E32511CBE-BFC1-08002BE10318}\0009\DefaultKeys
MyComputer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Control\Class\{4D36E972-E32511CBE-BFC1-08002BE10318}\0010\DefaultKeys
MyComputer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\ControlSet002\Control\Class\{4D36E972-E32511CBE-BFC1-08002BE10318}\0009\DefaultKeys
MyComputer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\ControlSet002\Control\Class\{4D36E972-E32511CBE-BFC1-08002BE10318}\0010\DefaultKeys
MyComputer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Class\{4D36E972-E32511CBE-BFC1-08002BE10318}\0009\DefaultKeys
MyComputer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Class\{4D36E972-E32511CBE-BFC1-08002BE10318}\0010\DefaultKeys
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
A
ACK
ACL
ACO
AM_ADDR
AP
ARQN
ATIM

Acknowledge
Asynchronous Connection-Less
Authenticated Ciphering Offset
Active Member Address
Access Point
Automatic Repeat reQuest Number
Announcement Traffic Indication Map

BSS
BD_ADDR

Basic Service Set
Bluetooth Device Address

CA
CAC
CCA
CCK
CD
CFP
CLK
COF
CPU
CRC
CSMA
CTS

Collision Avoidence
Channel Access Code
Clear Channel Assessment
Complementary Code Keying
Collision Detection
Contention Free Period
Clock
Ciphering OFset
Central Processing Unit
Cyclic Redundancy Check
Carrier Sense Multiple Access
Clear To Send

DAC
DHCP
DIAC
DIFS
DS
DSSS
DTIM
DQPSK

Device Acceess Code
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Dedicated Inquiry Access Code
Distribute (coordination function) InterFrame Space
Distribution System
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
Delivery Traffic Indication Map
Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

E.I.R.P.
ETSI
ESS

Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power
European Telecommunications Standards Institute
Extended Service Set

FCS
FDMA
FEC
FHSS

Frame Check Sequence
Frequency Division Multiple Access
Forward Error Correction code
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum

GFSK
GIAC
GSM

Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying
General Inquiry Access Code
Global System for Mobile communications

B

C

D

E

F

G
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H
HCI
HEC

Host Controller Interface
Header Error Check

IAC
IBSS
ICV
IEEE
IP
ISM
ISO
IT

Inquiry Access Code
Independent Basic Service Set
Integrity Check Value
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet Protocol
Industrial / Scientific / Medical
International Standard Organization
Information Technology

L2CAP
LAN
LAP
LFSR
LM
LMP

Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol
Local Area Network
Lower Address Part
Linear Feedback Shift Register
Link Manager
Link Manager Protocol

MAC
MIB

Medium Access Control Layer
Management Information Base

NAK
NAP
NAV
NCLK

Negative Acknowledge
Non-significant Address Part
Network Allocation Vector
Native unsynchronized CLocK

OBEX

Object Exchange protocol

PAN
PBCC
PC
PCF
PCMCIA
PDA
PHY
PIN
PN
PPP
PRNG
PSTN

Personal Area Network
Packet Binary Convolutional Coding
Personal Computer
Point Control Function
Personal Computer Memory Card International Association
Personal Digital Assistant
Physical Layer
Personal Identification Number
Pseudo Noise Code
Point-to-Point Protocol
Pseude Random Number Generator
Public Switched Telephone Network

QoS

Quality of Service

I

J
K
L

M

N

O
P

Q
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R
RSSI
RTS

Received Signal Strength Indicator
Request To Send

SCO
SIFS
SNMP
STA
SEQN

Synchronous Connection-Orientated
Short InterFrame Space
Simple Network Management Protocol
Station
SEQuence Number

TCP
TCS
TDMA
TIM

Transport Control Protocol
Telephony Control protocol Specification
Time Division Multiple Access
Traffic Indication Map

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

VIP

Very Important Person

WAN
WAP
WEP
WLAN
WM

Wide Area Network
Wireless Application Protocol
Wired Equivalent Privacy
Wireless Local Area Network
Wireless Medium

S

T

U
V
W

X
Y
Z
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